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This study was motivated by the need to decrease the noise radiation and vibration of 
pipework in power plants, particularly at elevated temperature.

A thin circular cylindrical shell has been studied theoretically. The exact solutions for 
natural frequencies of the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical modes for cylindrical shell 
vibration have been derived in matrix form. Using this theory, numerical results for 
natural frequencies and mode shapes with free-free, clamped-free and clamped-clamped 
boundary conditions have been evaluated.

Based upon studies of the thin cylindrical shell theory and the physical phenomenon of 
air film damping of two parallel plates, the theory for predicting the loss factor of an 
annular double pipe damping system with a very smdl air gap has been developed. 
Fliigge's thin shell equations of motion and the Navier-Stokes equation for viscous 
fluid were employed in the analysis. The fluid motion was expressed in terms of shell 
displacement by using a travelling wave type solution. The solutions gave the fluid 
velocity profiles and stresses in the clearance between two cylindrical, concentric 
shells. According to the definition of energy dissipated in the fluid, an equation was 
derived for predicting the loss factor of the whole damping system. Based on the 
principle of similarity, an optimum design for a system generating squeeze film 
damping in pipes has been made. The theory was then extended to study the damping 
caused by various kinds of viscous fluid in the gap between the two annular structures. 
Experiments have been carried out to investigate the loss factor of the double pipe 
system with in-phase and out-of-phase modes of vibration.

Friction damping has been studied experimentally on a thin-walled pipe with a coiled 
steel spring or wire rope attached or with a mineral wool wrapping. Flexural vibration 
was examined in the experiments.

This study included an experimental investigation of reduction of internally generated 
high level noise through a pipe wall, and the sound transmission losses of pipes with a 
coiled spring friction damper or wire rope and conventional lagging were measured. 
The transmission losses of a double pipe system with air or oil in the gap were also 
measured.
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CHAPTTEIt 1. (3EIVEfLAl, INTItCMDlJCTJHDNL

1.1 DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM.

In electrical power stations, large machinery installations such as turbo alternator sets

are composed of an assembly of machine elements, including, for example pumps, etc. 
Ilie pniiewcxdc fbnms a set c^Ftrtuismissicm padis br/ v/lucji vilnration is (tarried Ironi 

sources to areas where unacceptable vibration levels are produced or noise is radiated. 
In addition to high pipe wall vibration levels and subsequent acoustic radiation, these 
vibrations often excite attached structures. In some instances this can result in 
(xomponent failm-e v/hicli is b()th C()stly arid liaaKurdcms. /Is this pype ()f pipev/orlc 

generally carries a mixture of high temperature water and steam, there are limitations 
when applying damping treatments or noise absorbing materials, which should be 
capable of working at high temperature. Suitable damping treatment and noise reduction 
systems for pipework are needed for reasons of safety and legislation.

1.2 VIBRATION OF A THIN CYLINDRICAL SHELL AND ITS 

DAMPING TREATMENT.

When unwanted energy is transmitted along a pipe in the form of random structural 

vibration resulting from random exitation, the vibrational response of the piping system 
is dominated by the responses of the structural modes. To control the vibration and 

noise level radiated from a pipe system, it is essential to study the dynamic response of 

thin circular cylindrical shells which represent the types of pipes used in power 
stations. Calculation of the free vibration characteristics of circular cylindrical shells of 
finite length has been of interest to engineers and scientists for a long time. An excellent 

survey and discussion of the literature on the free vibration of cylindrical shells has 
been given by Leissa in reference [1], which contains approximately 1000 references 

on this topic. The theory of vibration of thin cylindrical shells included the study of free 

vibration of finite shells with various boundaries 12. 3,4] ^ ^nd the study of forced 
vibration of finite shells with structural damping 15]. Experimental studies on the 
vibration of a circular cylindrical shell have been published which concerned 

measurements of mode shape and resonance frequency IQ.

Damping treatments are a conventional means for reducing mechanical vibration levels
by the removal of energy from a system. The role of damping controlling structural 

response has been examined m and quantitive studies of the damping of beams have



bw:en iniidebiy a rHimtxer of in\resiigait()rs In study ()f i/ibiTUi()n ckumpinjg, liie loss 

factor is a important parameter which is a ratio of energy dissipated to total energy of 
the structure. Two experimental methods have been applied to determine loss factors of

pipe, they are an energy method and the decay method [10. HI. Using the decay 
method, loss factors of pipe can be measured within a frequency band at high 
frequencies or at a single frequency associated with response in a dominant mode.

gluiftuze chmrpirig treatrrKints an: loften used no scdi/e a i/ariety ()f rescHiautiioise tmd 

vibration problems, especially those associated with vibration of structures made of thin 
sheet metal. Such treatments can easily be applied to existing structures and provide 
high damping capability over wide temperature and frequency ranges. The surface 
damping treatments are usually classified in one of two categories, according to 
whether the damping material is subjected to extensional or shear deformation [HJ. One 
of the most commonly used surface damping treatments is extensional damping. 
Sometimes this method is referred to as the unconstrained or free layer damping 
treatment. The treatment is coated on one or both sides of a structure, the damping 
material will be subjected to tension-compression deformation [H]. The dependence of 
the free-layer damping treatment performance on temperature is very significant. 
However, the shear type of damping treatment or constrained damping [14] [15] jg more 

effMzhant thtm die urw)otu;niujied-Ia}/er«iarn;)hig tneatmeiiL ThistdEGtneaicyis baJaticedliy 

great complication in analysis and application. The constrained damping treatment is 
similar to the unconstrained layer, except that the viscoelastic material is constrained by 
a metal layer. Therefore, whenever the structure is subjected to cyclic bending, the 
metal layer will constrain the viscoelastic material and force it to deform in shear. Shear 
(lefoimationis themecliartism br/ v/hicli die energry is dissipiatecl. I3c,di uricotistrainexi 

and constrained damping are a function of temperature. Low damping is usually found 
at high temperature.

1.3 VIBRATION CONTROL IN DOUBLE-PLATE OR DOUBLE PIPE
SYSTEMS.

One possible method for increasing the damping of a pipe is to make a system which 
consists of two concentric circular cylindrical shells with a very narrow annulus. A 
damping study is needed for this kind of double pipe system for assessing both 
vibration and noise radiation characteristics.

The transmission of vibration and structural damping are topics which have been
stiidietiover die ytxirs at the I:S\fR (Institute (iflScMiml ami \ribntiic>n Rese^arch). The



damping of machine structures has been studied with the ultimate objective of reducing 
radiated noise; double plate arrangements have been examined 121] ^nd have been 
shown to be relatively economical and robust sources of damping. The damping arises 
due to air pumping in the gap between the plates. The important advantage of this 
approach is its possible application at high temperature working conditions. Therefore, 
to increase damping of pipework, the principle of "air pumping" will be adopted, for 
which a double pipe system is designed. The double pipe system consists of two 
coaxial thin-walled pipes with air or oil in the gap between them.

The initial discovery of air pumping' loss came from the investigation of damping in 
joints which started in 1962 as a continuing effort to refine methods for prediction and 

control of structural vibration 116] [17] _ Maidanik 118] attempted to find a gas pumping 
mechanism which would lead to damping values that agree in order of magnitude with 
those observed in experiments. In Maidanik's research, an expression for the loss 
factor associated with the dissipation in the gas was derived. It has shown that the loss 
factor was a function of the vibration frequency and ambient pressure. Following this 
initial work, the phenomena of gas or liquid pumping were studied in the vibration of 
double plate systems and coaxial cylindrical shells.

1) Damping of double plates.

Moser 119] carried out research on the influence of the viscosity of a gas or fluid-like layer 
between two plates on structure borne sound. The analysis involved the determination of 
the wave number of the system. From this analysis the frequency variation of the damping 
was found and the dependence of the losses on the thickness of the layer and on the mass 
loading of the plates became evident. More recently, Trochidis [20] has developed a 

theoretical model for predicting loss factors of double plate systems and it was assumed 
that the fluid in between was incompressible. Comparisons of predicted values with 
experimental results were only given at frequencies well below the excited plate critical 
frequency. Chow [21] carried out experiments to measure loss factors of plates separated 

by a fluid layer. Attached plates were used in Chow’s work, one was a perforated plate 
v/itii eciuall]/ sqpaced ctiroular bioles tmdthiie othtar tAras a flexilble plare. TThtstiaiirpinjg diie to 

squeeze film motion of gas between two plates was predicted. An impedance approach was 
used to calculate the loss factor of the vibration system. Theoretical and experimental 
results showed a very low damping level. It was claimed that the ratio of the dynamic 
viscosity of the fluid to its density was the controlling parameter. This ratio was favourable 
with gas but not for liquid. However, high loss factors can still be achieved if the viscosity 
can be increased significantly. Although the impedance method can be used to predict



energy loss in a vibrating system either for squeeze film damping or material damping, the 
contribution of gas pumping in the modes of coupled plate systems is unknown. In other 
words, concerning fluid dynamics the motion of fluid caused by the vibration of a double 
plate system was not evaluated in the theory. The velocity distribution of squeezed flow has 
to be assumed for impedance calculation.

From previous studies, it is understood that the mechanism of so called "squeeze film 
damping" has not been adequately theoretically modelled. For example, how do the mode 
shapes and vibration coupling of two plates affect the air pumping and system damping? 
The object of this study was trying to develop the mathematical modelling to describe the 
phenomena of air or oil squeeze film damping in a double pipe system and to predict the 
damping level or loss factor of this system. Some relevant experiments are carried out to 
prove the theory. Furthermore, the squeeze flow in double pipe system vibration is 

deduced from the equation of motion of pipe vibration and theory of fluid dynamics. The 
energy dissipated in the squeezed fluid is also calculated.

2) Dynamics of a cylindrical shell system coupled by a viscous fluid.

Chen [22,23,24] his research, attempted to find the expression for the natural frequencies 

of two coaxial cylindrical shells containing fluid, in which a rod vibrating in a static or 
flowing fluid annulus was considered. The beam-like vibration of a fluid-structural system 
including a cylindrical shell was used in the theory. It was found that, because of the 
increase in the added mass due to the boundary constraint, the natural frequencies and 

critical flow velocity (maximum fluid velocity within annulus) for a rod vibrating in a 
flowing fluid annulus were smaller than those of an isolated rod surrounded by an axial 
flow. The increase of added mass depends on the ratio of the wavelength to the rod radius 
and the ratio of the pipe wall thickness to the rod radius. In the study of structural modes, 
acoustic modes and coupled structural-acoustic modes, it was found that the fluid inertia 
effect was always very large in out-of-phase modes. In the study of hydrodynamic effects 
on two body motions with fluid coupling, Frits [25] presented an expression for 
hydrodynamic mass in a long cylindrical annulus of a finite length as well as for various 
shapes of vibrating body.

The first study of the breathing vibrations of two thin-walled cylinders in a fluid initially at
rest was made by Levin [26]. It was found that the lowest resonance frequencies of 

combined structures were always associated with the out-of-phase modes. Au-Yang [27,28] 
also studied the virtual mass in free vibration of fluid coupled coaxial cylindrical shells of



different lengths, where the uncoupled modes were used, in which a cylinder vibrates with 
the other being rigid.

Yeh and Chen 129,30], in order to design the thermal shield inside a reactor and other system 
components to avoid detrimental flow induced vibrations, analyzed the dynamics of a 
cylindrical shell system coupled by a viscous fluid. In the theory, Fliigge's shell equation 
and the Navier-Stokes equation for a viscous fluid were employed by using a travelling 

wave type and beam mode solution. Natural frequencies for coupled and uncoupled 
systems with a rigid inner or outer shell, or both vibrating, were discussed. The effects of a 
water fluid gap on damping ratio were examined in their experiments.
Based on the fluid forces, lumped added mass and linear dashpot, modelling of an annular 
gap support was employed by Mulcahy [31] to predict the fundamental natural frequency 
and modal damping, of a type of structure typically found in nuclear reactors. Fox [32] 
suggested in a theoretical and experimental investigation that thin layer of gas trapped 
between surfaces of a structure might contribute to damping of structural vibrations. Brown 
[33] showed that the three-dimensional computation of fluid effects was difficult for finite 
length cylinders with complex boundary conditions, but the finite element method was 
easier to apply than classical methods in modelling the physical boundary conditions. 
A/kxial diuiqpingrwausaLbK) surdiedtiy Dowcdl aaid (:hting[351.\vix;re;i(:ylinchicai slkdl 
\ribratirqg in fluiclix^is armlystxi. Garrwar Kki] jiomicltliatiior short Itmgpdis or bigrbertruodies, 

the effect of the fluid on the cylinder motion diminishes compared to that for the infinite 
cylinder case.

Heckl [32] studied the special case of a double-pipe system, where two pipes were made 
tc^;ether\vith a\nery ruunnotv air ga;). TThis air gaiiiA/as coimnolled biy higlitur imsssurefaboiit 

4 atm) in the inner pipe. Natural frequencies and mode shapes were studied theoretically. 
An interesting phenomenon observed was that when the air gap was very small and the 

inner pressure was varied, the system loss factor appeared to remain unchanged.

3) Friction damping and its role in vibration control.

Friction between contacting interfaces which undergo relative vibrating motion is known to
dissipate the energy of vibration, resulting in damped oscillations. The phenomenon of 

friction between contacting surfaces is probably the most elusive physical mechanism that

defies clear comprehension.
There are many friction phenomena existing in vibrating machinery structures and other 
engineering systems. In some instances, artificial devices are designed and introduced into



the structural system with the sole purpose of developing friction forces leading to vibration 
damping.
Many efforts have been made to understand the dry friction damping mechanism in the area 
of surface science and characterization of friction forces at mating surfaces and to develop 
damping technology.

In principle, the friction force is determined by the normal load and the coefficient of 
friction and so is the energy dissipation. Friction occurs because surfaces of real 
ctxmponen^iisedin engineerhig pi^uzticx^zuneiieinaricleally smoodi,:*) tiiait&dienth(:y come 

into contact with each other, the contact cannot be continuous and only certain parts of the 
surface will carry the applied load. Thus, the true contact area is the sum of those parts of 
the surfaces where the interaction between the bodies is strong. This true contact area could 
be(ietermiried()n the liasis of rnexisruiaaietitcifeihectrical condnctivity D*! whicli chang;es hi 

direct proportion to the normal load N. A theoretical study was carried out by Zhuravlev 
to calculate the true surface area in elastic contact of two rough bodies. The 

rdhd^m^^ipsofrnod^hisofelastidhyarKlPdiM«mrsnitio\vhh tins tin^srariace wens ah% 

concerned ['^01.

The characteristics of friction forces have been discussed in many references previously. A 
great variety of phenomena occur in rubbing contact between surfaces of structural
(ximpKinenti;. TThe aj^partiitsiinptiicity cKfthe relationship isthatthelriction fcmce itiduwced aj: 
a pcHjittin ail hitiarface is pMMiportional to the rmrmai loacL lii adtUticm m the Fuobleincif 
obtaining a reliable estimate of the constant of proportionality, i.e. the coefficient of friction 
p., the representation F=p,N led to computational complications even when applied to the 
stutiy of a sing;k;(h:g?e^;liix>dcHiis;:/steni bylDeiilHkmog [41]. Ijov/eva\ this shiiplhthy cif 

approach has been the primary reason for its use in most studies of dry friction, and 
cxmthimnjg atuampts han/e beMsn made ti) use mcxiiflcxujons of this btuticiiKidcd, sucdi as a 

single degree of freedom spring-mass system with viscous damping and Coulomb friction 
[42.43], {qiplicationof Fcmrier series to rep«:sent the friction fbnie Fkt| (mclmatiiemailicaj 

modelling of an unknown force dependent on the prescribed displacement [45.46] well as 

the exact solutions for a two degree freedom system with friction damping.

riiere hai/e b^;en vary few stucUes to calculate the coefficient ofchn/^ fricrtion sintx: it hiu; 

usually been considered as a constant dependent only on the natures of the material and 
contacting surfaces, as discussed in chapter 5. There are also only very few published 
expeniiumtal (iata v/hicli roary lie iisedi to estunate coefficients <]f frictioii, such as 
Srituvasan's reaearclton turbojet engjuie blade tiampitig [47]. lytogt thectriestiiscus^ed above 

were mainly concerned with forced response of a vibrating structure. To determine



coefficients of friction as a function of loading and through the frequency range of vibrating 
structures is a most difficult problem.

IZfryr friction (hmiping teclmology hzustxeenclbdtied into tv/o aspe^cts. ()neis hivestigaitioncir 

prediction of friction damping which occurs in a substructure of a vibrating body. For 

example, the friction damping and energy dissipation have been predicted for joints in the 

cases (ifriveteclimd bolnxi]plates ^^81, or rotatiomd slip y^ntitiier aspect is die "ackied 

faction damper" to minimize the vibration of a structure. This was based on creating an 
extra frictiiori(iam]]ingr somnce cm thei/ibiatiiig structuir:. (]ne stazh (iesifpi v/ai; tippihewi to 

limit a particular resonant amplitude of a compressor blade [50] a useful application of 
friction damping was the silencing treatments to reduce rock drilling noise carried out at the 

ISVR, University of Southampton a few years ago [511. In this study, a compression 

spring like a steel coil was wound around a drill bit to give friction damping when driven 
by a pneumatic or hydraulic drill. It was found that damped drill rod noise was reduced to 

below 100 dBA compared with that from an undamped drill of 115 dBA. No theoretical 

work was earned out for this design and there has been little previous research on friction 
damping created by use of springs, although the internal damping of helical springs has
been studied using hysteretic and viscous models [521. A wire rope damper has also been
used in vibration isolation [531.

1.4 THE EFFECTS OF CLADDING/DAMPING MATERIAL ON SOUND 

TRANSMISSION THROUGH PIPE WALLS.

Pipe systems in power stations are often covered with cladding which consists of absorbent 

or thermal protecting material for the purpose of both noise control and thermal protection.

Damping is normally created when cladding is clamped on a pipe system. For air-borne 

sound inside the pipe, the portion of the propagating sound energy, which is transmitted 
through the pipe wall, depends on the nature of the internal sound field, the acoustical 

properties of the internal and external fluids, the geometry of the pipe, and the acoustical

and damping properties of the pipe material [54].

When added damping of the pipe system is large compared with radiation losses, structural 

damping will affect the acoustical transmission loss. Sound transmission loss can be 

expected to exhibit 3 dB decrease per doubling of structural loss factor according to 
Manning and the experimental data of others [55] [56], go^e other research also showed

that the acoustical transmission loss below the ring frequency was unaffected by the change 
in loss factor [54].



A layer of porous material as wrapping is typically applied to noisy pipes and to the interior 

of aircraft fuselages to attenuate noise t57] ^ porous material, when used as a sound- 
atbennadng hiyer.ianenualGsa sound wai/e]partfylby acting; aa a reflocturg surf2ax:( as ckres a 
solid wall), and partly by conversion of the acoustical energy that penetrates the material to 
heat by viscous losses in the interstices [58] Most applications of wrappings or cladding 
consist of a porous layer and added metal plate to enhance the noise reduction [591.

Sound transmission into a thin cylindrical shell has been studied by many researchers. 
Much of the work involved study of sound transmission through cylindrical shells in the 
rnatMi-lanv cx)ntrolLedregp()n,tbu:it^rK)nsai>o^^;tlK;)ir^rjRnxiu(aicyaiid die criticiUfrecpierwzy
[60]. ]Hk)we)nar, ()nly fetv stucUes hat^: bexm cajiied()ut oti iioise reciuction tlmoug;h 

d()uble walled puiies or(:ylinde]M;. Balenai's stiidies [6[]jgavt;a(k)uk,l(>\vaJl fuseiag;e desigp 

which provides a highly efficient treatment for reducing the transmission of propeller noise 
to the interior of propfan aircraft. A prediction method was given for noise reduction of 
single-walled and double-walled cylinders.

/icoustical minsmissicMal()ss CTltliikeasimsnient is an inipcMntiulttqpproachirsed to stucb^ die 

above problem. Fahy [62] in a recendy published book "Sound Intensity" introduced a new

technique for sound intensity measurement, fully describing the physical processes
involved.

1.5 THE IMPORTANCE OF PREDICTING THE NATURAL 

FREQUENCIES OF A CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL SHELL.

The type of pipe studied in this project belongs to a type of structure classified as a thin 
cylindrical shell, which is the kind of pipe used in most power stations. Free-&ee boundary 

conditions were used for convenience in the experimental work and it is therefore essential 
to be able to evaluate natural frequencies and mode shapes of a thin walled shell in these 
conditions. The Rayleigh-Ritz method or other approximate methods have been used in 
most previous studies. Few examples of calculations for the free-free pipe were found. 

Thus, there were few suitable data available for use in this study. The exact theory was 
found in reference [2], where an approximate solution was also deduced to compute natural 
Aequencies for clamped end conditions and the Rayleigh-Ritz method was used for Aee- 

free end conditions of a thin-walled cylindrical shell.



1.6 THE OBJECTIVES OF THE INVESTIGATION.

Studies of a thin walled cylmdrical shell, squeeze film damping-theorv and assnriatprl
experiments.

In the present research, a thin-walled isotropic, circular cylindrical shell is of interest. 
The primary objective is to produce the equations from the exact theory to predict the
itatural fnaqiMsncies aiKi niock:sliape^ofa thin-walled pipM:. The thexary v/oulclthe:iil)e a

basis for further study of vibration of a double pipe system.

The vibration characteristics of thin-walled cylindrical sheUs are studied in chapter 2. 
Based on Fliigge's differential operator, the exact solutions for natural frequencies and 

mode shapes of a thin-walled pipe with free-free, free-clamped and clamped-clamped 
boundary conditions have been derived in matrix form. The difference between the 

approach used here and previous work is that all the computed results are derived from 
exact theory and no approximate procedures have been appHed. Computer programmes 

were developed to perform the numerical calculations. In a study of the natural 
frequency and mode shape data of thin-walled pipes with free-free boundary 

conditions, the Rayleigh and Love inextensional modes are discussed.

To increase damping of pipework, the principle of "air pumping" is adopted, for which

a double pipe system is required. The double pipe system consists of two coaxial thin- 
walled pipes with air or oil in the gap between them.

From previous studies, it is understood that the mechanism of so called "squeeze film
damping" is not so clear. For example, how do the mode shapes and vibration coupling 

of two plates affect the air pumping and system damping? The object of the present 

study was to develop theoretical models required to describe the phenomena of air or oil

squeeze film damping in the double pipe system and to predict the damping level or loss
factor in this system. Experimental work is obviously also required to substantiate the
theory.

Based on the study of the thin cylindrical shell theory and investigation of the physical
phenomenon of squeeze film damping between two parallel plates, the theory for 

predicting the loss factor of a double pipe system, which consists of two thin-walled 
cylindrical shells with an air filled annulus, has been developed in chapter 3. In this
theory, the fluid-solid interaction is concerned. The velocity profile and stresses in the 

gas between the two pipes are derived. Then, the energy dissipated in the damping



system can be calculated. The principle of an optimum design for maximum damping is 
deduced from the theory.

Both "air pumping" and "oil pumping" have also been examined experimentally in a 
coaxial double pipe system in chapter 4. In the theory and experimental work, the 
effects of the squeezed fluid motion in in-phase and out-of-phase modes on the 
damping are discussed.

2). Friction damning.

Friction damping has been examined experimentally in chapter 5 though there was not the 

time to develop suitable theory within the scope of this project. Two kinds of additive 
damping devices were developed. Two damping approaches are
a. a pipe wrapped with coiled spring,
b. a pipe wrapped with wire rope.
Experiments have also been carried out to measure the loss factor of a pipe with constrained 
and unconstrained mineral wool laggings.

3). Sound transmission loss through a pipe wall.

Vibration damping has been studied by means of squeeze film damping and friction 
damping. Concerning the acoustical properties, can these added damping devices affect or 
control the acoustical radiation from pipes? An investigation has been carried out for a pipe 
with internal acoustical excitation. This is so called "air borne sound". Acoustical 
transmission loss may be obtained from the measured sound pressure inside a pipe and 
sound intensity outside the pipe. Investigations of acoustical transmission loss versus 
frequency were made for pipes in the following arrangements: 
a. a plain pipe,

a double pipe system with an air or oil-filled annulus, 
a pipe wrapped with coiled springs or wire ropes,
a industrial pipe with cladding which consists of mineral wool lagging and a steel 
sheet cover, as it would be useful to compare acoustical properties achieved by a 
double pipe system or a pipe with an added friction device to those of a practical 
pipe with cladding.
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CHAPTER 2.
THE STUDY OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES OF 

THIN-WALLED ISOTROPIC, CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL SHELLS.

2.1 INTRODUCTION.

TTo natimU freciuerwzies an(iiiK]ck:s;]^apHes<]f die diui-v/alled pifKes.ivlilch are insed in

the experiments on added damping and acoustic radiation, equations for natural frequency 
and mode shape are derived in this chapter. The natural frequency and mode shape are 

important factors in the analysis of damping treatments and prediction of acoustic radiation 
from a pipe. The deduced equations of motion form the basis of the theory required to
(uialyrse a (iouble ]pipe s;/stem, in v/hich die naechanisrn (if ^Kiueeze film' dtuonpiiig is 

employed.

Shell theories are usually classifred into diick-walled and thin-walled circular cylindrical 

shell theories according to the ratio of radius to thickness of the shell. In thin shell theory, 
the radius to thickness rado is greater than 20 while in thick shell theory the radius to

thickness ratio is less than 20 and three dimensional elasticity theory is used. The following 
assumptions are made in the thin shell theory: the material is assumed to be linearly elastic, 
isotropic and homogeneous; displacements are assumed to be small, shear deformation and 
rotary inertia effects are neglected, and the thickness is taken to be constant. The
deformation of a thin shell will be completely determined by the displacements of its middle 
surface.

In the present research, the difference from previous studies is that natural frequencies and 
mode shapes of a thin-walled pipe with various boundary conditions are computed directly
from deduced exact theory and there is no approximate procedure applied during the 
computation.

2.1.1 Thin-Walled Circular Cylindrical Shell Theory.

Many studies in earlier work have summarised the basic theory. The standard or classical 
theories of thin shells are governed by eighth order systems of differential equations. The
Donell-Mushtari theory [63] has been commonly used to model the vibrational behaviour of 
circular cylindrical shells. A "modifying" differential operator which alters the Donnell-
Mushtari operator yields another shell theory. There are various modifying theories

described by the differential operators. Many researchers have used the Fliigge operator

11



[(>4]. ]Rjiyleig;]i an(I]_tr/e [6^*, (^)]!u;suiiK>d[ thai the txenciuig rigidity cd:a stoeUis nejgUjgible 

at every point, thus the differential equation of motion can be reduced to fourth order. The 
niatural frecpiericy etiutiticai and naotle shaijpes ctfai finite length odFsliellcan hwecleclucexi b)r;m 

exact theory which is based upon the assumption of functions in the solution which satisfy 
die bounditry c()n(itti()ns. /tn<)thertrieth()d is the]R.ayleifrh.Flitz metitodor energ;/ metfiocl 

which uses beam functions and equates the maximum strain energy stored in the undamped 
shell during vibration to the maximum kinetic energy.

The importance of studying the free-free pipe in damping studies has been stated earlier.
\^nyikw/pne^^m^i%sMnches have (XMK^nnai the fh%-ti%einpe though rnanyretiatnces

yield results for pipes with various end conditions. There was no direct equation or data 
available to meet the above requirements. To obtain solutions for natural frequencies, the 

Rayleigh-Ritz method or other approximate methods were applied in previous work. In this 

clrapacer, lire ecpiaiioiis of m()ti()n froniexauctiliecMry arei]se(it()()blrun solulicins for riaturtd 

frequencies and mode shapes, by use of Warburton's t2] method. The basic equation is 
then used later for describing structural vibration of pipes in the study of a double pipe 

system. Equations for natural frequencies and mode shapes are written in matrix form. No 
approximate procedure is applied in the theory. A "half interval search" method is 

employed for obtaining the roots of the natural frequency equation via computing with high 
resolution.

2.1.2 Mode Shapes and Rayleigh and Love's Inextensional Theory.

For studying the vibration characteristics of free-free shells, several parameters can be 
varied which are
(1) Number of axial waves, m.
(2) Number of circumferential waves, n.
(3) Thickness / radius ratio, (3.
(4) Length / radius ratio.
(5) Material.

In an early study [65], Rayleigh studied the relationship between bending and stretching 
energy to describe the deformation and vibration of thin shells of revolution. The 
kinematics of deformation in diis theory require that the middle surface of the shell deforms 

without stretching. Rayleigh claimed that, if the sheU were suffrciently thin and vibrating in

one of Its lower modes, the middle surface behaves as if it is inextensible. Rayleigh applied 
the theory to the circular cylindrical shell; this theory consists of two sets of vibration 
modes for the shells. According to Rayleigh, the first set is characterized by displacements.

12



u = 0

V = C sin nO cos cot 

w = C cos n0 cos cot

(2.1)

where u,v,w are displacements in the longitudinal, tangential and radial directions (see 
figure 2.1), C is a constant, 8 the angular co-ordinate and co the natural circular frequency. 
These functions were assumed to be applicable to a long shell. Setting the maximum strain 
energy stored in a shell during vibration equal to the maximum kinetic energy, Rayleigh 
obtained

(2.2)

where is nondimensional frequency and p the ratio of thickness to radius. The 
expressions of Q and p are

n=pR2(l.v2)co2/E,
P = h/R,

n = circumferential wave number,
E = Young’s mcxiulus,
V = Poisson’s ratio.

The second set, more applicable to shells of arbitrary length, assumed displacements of the

following form:

Ru = — C cos n0 cos tot

V = xC sin n0 cos cot

w = nxC cos n0 cos tot

(2.3)

where R is radius and x the length coordinate measured from the centre section of the shell. 
Using this set of mode shapes. Love obtained the following natural frequency
formula:

13



n2(n2.1)2 l+24(l-v)R2/n2L2
n2+l l+12n2L2A^^n2+l^J2 (2.4)

\vtieTe\/is])ois:M)rrs ration, length c)fsiiell. "V/lien I./R -4 «K,, eciuaLiicm (2.^^ is eciual 

to (2.2), so equation (2.4) is a modified form of (2.2). Rayleigh and Love mode shapes are

shown in figure 2.2, which indicates the constant radial movement of the Rayleigh mode as 
in equation (2.1) and linear movement of the Love mode as in equation (2.3) at a 
circumferential mode. The first three circumferential modes are shown in figure 2.3.

2.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF A THIN CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL 

SHELL.

In the present study, a uniform thin cylindrical shell of length L, mean radius R and 
thickness h has been considered. The shell coordinates to be used are x and 0 shown in 

figure 2.1. A point in the middle surface of the shell is defined by the axial co-ordinate x 
and angular co-ordinate 0. The components of displacement u,v, and w at any point (x,0), 
are each function of x, 0 and time t. The mode is defined by the number of circumferential 
waves (n) and the number of axial waves (m) or nodes, as shown in figure 2.3.

The equations of motion for thin circular cylindrical shells can be written in matrix form as

[D]{ui} = {0} (2.5)

where { uj} is the displacement vector.

(2.6)

u,v, and w are the components of displacement in the axial, tangential and radial directions, 
respectively.

Solutions are assumed to be of the form

14



u = Uq cos n6 exp( ax/R) cos cot

V = Vq sin n6 exp( ax/R) cos cot (2.7)

w = Wq cos nO exp( ax/R) cos cot

where co is the circular frequency. Up, Vp, Wp the amplitudes of u,v, and w and a is the
frequency function coefficient. [ D ] is a matrix differential operator which can be treated as 
the sum of two operators;

[ D ] - [ ] + p[ Dtnod] (2.8)

where [ ] is the differential operator according to the Donnell-Mushtari theory [2],
[Dmod] & "modifying" operator which alters the D-M operator to yield another shell theory, 
and 3 the nondimensional thickness parameter defined by

3 = h2/12R2 (2.9)

3^normafry v«y smafr Ax athhisheU. F^fthe vmioussheUtheonestheimodh^dng

operators are simple in some cases and complicated in others. Here the Fliigge-Byme- 
Lurye operator is used according to Warburton's shell theory. The differential operators 
t®d-m ] ^d are

[ ®d-m ] - R

^ 982

(1+v) 92
9x98

Rv 9^

9x98

_9_
98

A.
90

(2.10)

where - V2V2, V2 = R2^^ + 02 = pR2(l-v2)co2/E, E is Young's modulus, v the

Poisson's ratio, p the density of material,

15



t ®mod ] -

r(l-V) 92, 
^ 2

0

0

.R3iyi^Ra2^ _____g-v),.-, 33
2 gQ2 2

equation (2.5) becomes

[ ®d-m ] {uj} + H Dmod] ("i) = 0. 

The three equations of motion become

oc2-0.5( 1 +v)( 1+p)n2+Q2 0.5(1+v)na

-0.5(l+v)na 0.5(l-v)(l+3p)a2-n2+n2

_ -Pa3+[v-0.5(l-v)Pn2]a -0.5(3-v)Pna2+v
=0

or

.R3&,% 33
^ 9x982

9x298 982

921+2
"982

dll)

(2.12)

-pa3+[v_o a

0.5(3-v)pna2-n

"Uo"

< Vo

^W(y

CL13)

^11 ^12 ^13
%1 &22 % 
^31 ^32 ^33

IUo3

Vo
Wo

0 (2.14)

For free vibration and free-free boundary conditions

0

0.

so that
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^11 ^13
^21 ^22 ^23 
^31 ^32 a33

0 CL15)

where is shown in appendix 2.
This IS the characteristic determinant or characteristic equation. Eigenvalues are the roots of 

the corresponding equation (2.15). By developing equation (2.15), a polynomial of eighth
degree in a, the characteristic polynomial, is obtained. That is

AjaS + A2a6 + + Ag = 0
(2.16)

where

A; =0.5p(l-v)(l+3p)(l-|3)

Az = P(A^-n2)(l.p)+o.25p(l.v)(l+3|3)[4(v-nZ)-(l.v)(l+3p)n2+2n2] 
+[0.5pn(3-v)]2_o.25(32v2(i_\/)(3_v)+o25pn2(l+v)2

A3 = 2p(n2.n2)[v-0.5pn2( 1 .v)-n2]+().5( 1 .v)( 1 +3p) ([ 1 +p(n2.1)-A2]-[v-().5pn2 

(l-v)]2}+o.5pn2(l+v)[2+(3-v)(v-0.5pn2)].0.5p2n4(i4.v)2_pn2(3_v)-[0.5 
n2(l .v)( l+p)_a2][(a2.n2)p.( 1 .v)( l+3P)pn2+0.25(Pn)2(3-v)2]

A4 =[0.5n2( 1 -v)( l+p).n2] (2pn2(n2.n2).0.5( 1 -v)( 1 +3p)[ l+(3(n2- l)2_o2] 

+(3-v)Pn2).O.5n2(l+v){v-O.50n2(l.v)-O.5(l+v)[l+p(n2.1)2.n2]}
-[v-0.5n2( 1 -v)] (0.5n2( 1 +v)+(a2_n2)[Y_o 3 pn2( 1 _v)]) +(02.^2)

[l+P(n2-l)2-£22j+n2

Ag = i0.5n2(l.v)(l4-p)+n2]((a2.n2)[i+p(n2.1)2-a2]+n2}

For the real values of A; (i=l,2...5) equation (2.16) has two real roots, one positive and

one negative, two imaginary roots and four complex roots, according to reference [2].
That is

ar = ±a,,±ja2, ±a3±ja4

where j2 = - i.
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Thus the complete solution for the radial component of displacement is 

w = W(x) (cos n0 cos cot)

with

8
W(x) = X BjOxp((XrX/R) 

r=l
where Bj. (r=l, 2 ... 8) is a constant.

Equation (2.14) is then rewritten in the following form

&11 ^12 ruoAVo) 'ai3'
.^21 ^22. IVoAVoJ

C117)

C118)

where

U(/Wo = -
^13 &12

^23 &22
^11 &12
^21 ^22

^12^23 -ai3a22
^11^22 ■ ^12^21

and

VoAVo &11 ^13

^21 &23
^11 &12

&22

= il222JLLilli23 
^11^22 -&12&21

equation (2.7) becomes

"u"
8

r= ZBJ

'UoAVo^ cos nO
V V(/Wo ^ exp(0C|.x/R) < sin nO

.w>
r=l

< 1 > . cos n0 ,

rcos cot C2T9)

If the definitions are made as
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= Uo/Wq and K2 = VqAVq when «f = ai
-Ki=UoAVo K2 = VoAVo Of = -«!
K3 = UoAVo K4 = VoAVo (4=102

-Kg = U(/Wo K4 = VoAVo (4 = -jO(2
Ks + K6 = U(/Wo K7+jKg=:VoAVo (4 = C(3+jO(4
K5-K6 = U(/Wo K7-jKg=VoAVo (4=o(3-m
-Ks-K6 = U(/Wo K7 + jKg = VgAVg (4= O3-j0t4
-K5 + K6 = U(/Wo K7.jKg = V(/Wo ar = -a3 + ja4

(2.20)

Using (2.19) and (2.16), equation (2.17) can be rewritten in another form, after some 
manipulation, as

U(x) = C^KiCosh a^x/R + CiKisinh a^x/R + QKgcos a2x/R - CgKgsin a2x/R + 

cos a4x/R[(C6Ks+C7K6)cosh a^x/R + (C5K5+CgK6)sinh a^x/R)] + 

sin a4x/R[(CgK5-C5K6)cosh agx/R + (C7K5-C6K6)sinh agx/R)]

(2.21a)

V(x) = CiKgcosh a^x/R + C^Kzsinh otix/R + CgIQcos o^x/R - QIQsin otzx/R + 

cos a4x/R[(C5K7+CgKg)cosh asx/R + (C6K7+C7Kg)sinh asx/R)] + 
sin ct4x/R[(C7K7-C6Kg)cosh a^x/R + (CgK7-C5Kg)sinh aax/R)]

W(x) = C^cosh a^x/R + C2sinh a^x/R + Cgcos 0(2x/R + C4K3sin a2x/R + 

cos a4x/R(C5Cosh a^x/R + Qsinh a^x/R) + 

sin a4x/R(C2Cosh a^x/R + Cgsinh a^x/R)

Cj (i=l,2 ••• 8) = constant

or written in a matrix form

(2.21b)

(2.21c)

" U(x)' r-

< V(x) ' =

. W(x), L

All A12

A21 A22

•• Aig

. A28

rcn
C2

< • >

-

(2.22)
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where Aj j is written in appendix 2. All deductions of equation (2.21) are also shown in 
appendix 2.

Equation (2.22) is the solution of the equation of motion for a thin circular cylindrical shell, 
the constant Cj is determined by the boundary conditions of the shell.

2.3 riAlTUItAL in%E:QlJE^hCIES ()F /I FEmS CTFLJNDFUCAIL SEHELI. 
WITH VARIOUS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

2.3.1 Boundary Conditions.

According to Flugge's theory W, free boundary conditions in terms of displacement are

axial force Nx = 0; 
axial moment Mx = 0; 
shear force Nxo = 0;
Kirchhoff force Sx = 0 .

So they are,

9u/9x + v/R (dv/90 - w) + pR92w/9x2 = 0 
9^w/9x^ + v/R (9v/30 + 9^w/90^) + 1/R 9u/9x = 0 
1/R du/dO + dv/dx + b(9v/9x + 9^w/9x90) = 0 
93w/9x3 + 1/R 92u/9x2 + (3 - v)/2R2 d^v/dxdd + (2 - v)/R2 
92w/9x902 - (1 - v)/2R3 92u/902 = o

(2.23 a) 
(2.23 b) 

(2.23 c)

(2.23 d)

The clamped conditions are

u = 0
V = 0
w = 0 
dw/dx = 0

(2.24 a) 

(2.24 b) 
(2.24 c) 
(2.24 d)
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2.3.2 Equations for Natural Frequencies with Free-free Boundary 
Conditions.

There are four mathematical expressions to indicate the boundary condition at each of the 

two ends of a cylindrical shell, x = - L/2 and x = IV2. Substituting free-free boundary

conditions into equation (2.22) leads to an eighth order matrix;

[BijKCjl = (01 a.25)

i—1,2 ...8 , j — 1, 2 ...8

because matrix (Cj) it (Q), then

IBijl = 0 (2.26)

For a cylindrical shell of length L, the only unknown is the frequency co or non- 
dimensional frequency Q; equation (2.26) is the frequency equation, where operator By is 
given in appendix 2.

By uddng the ongin ,of x in fr^ rnukUe secdon of the cyHnder, synametnc^ tmd

antisymmetrical characteristics are used in the determinant. The boundaries are at x=-L/2 
and x=L/2. Substituting x=-IV2, L/2 for x=0, L in the determinant of equation (2.26) by 
using

cosx = cos(- x) , coshx = cosh(- x) 
sinx = - sin(- x) , sinhx = - sinh(- x)

A following relation is found as;

Bi2=-B22, Bi3=B23, Bj4=-B24 ... and etc.

Equation (2.26) is rewritten at x=-L/2 and x=L/2 as

(2.27)
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Bn Bi2 Bi3 Bn Bn Bn Bn Big 
Bn -Bi2 Bi3 -Bi4 Bn -Bn -Bn Big
B31 B32...........................................
B31 -B32...........................................

= 0

and via this rearrangement, we obtain the determinant for the symmetrical or even modes 
and antisymmetrical or odd modes as

That is

Bn Bi3 Bn Big
B31 B33 B35 B38
B51 B53 Bn Bgg
B71 B73 B75 B78

0

0

B12 Bn Bn Bn 
B32 B34 B36 B37 
B52 B54 B56 B57
B72 B74 B76 B77

Symmetrical 1
mode 1

1- 1
11
1
1

Anti-symmetrical
mode

= 0 C^28)

= 0

2.3.3 Equations for Natural Frequencies with Clamped-clamped Boundary 
Conditions.

Substituting clamped-clamped boundary conditions for equation (2.22), equation (2.26) 
becomes
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Bii Bi3 Bi5 Big 

B21 B23 B25 B28 
B31 B33 B35 B38 
B41 B43 B45 B48

1 0
1
1
f1

0

1 Bi2 Bi4 Bi6 Bi7
1 B22 B24 B26 B27
1 B32 B34 B36 B37

1 B42 B44 B46 B47

= 0 (2.29)

where By clamped-clamped condition is in appendix 2.

2.3.4 Equation for Natural Frequencies with Clamped-Free Boundary 
Conditions.

Substituting clamped-6ee boundary conditions into equation (2.22) with x = - IV2 and x =

L/2, The natural frequency equation is

Dij I = 0 (2.30)

where

Dij = Bijof(2.29) when i = l, 2,3,4 , j = l,2, 3, ...8

when i > 4, expression of Dy is stated in appendix 2.

2.4 MODE SHAPES OF THE CYLINDRICAL SHELLS.

2.4.1 Free-Free Ends.

The shapes of the symmetrical and antisymmetrical modes are studied separately. For the 
symmetrical modes of equation (2.28), there is a matrix similar to equation (2.25), as 
follows
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" Bll Bi3 Bi5 Big -
B31 B33 B35 B3g <
B51 B53 B55 Bgg C5

- B71 B73 B75 B78 -

0 C2.31)

Let Cg = 1, then equation (2.31) can be written as

■Bll Bi3 B15- fCr -Big-
B31 B33 B35 C3 B38

-B51 B53 B55. IC5J -B58-
(2.32)

Solving for Ci, C3, Cg, gives

-Bi8 Bi3 Bi5
-B38 B33 B35 
-Bgg B53 BsiCi = and so on.Bll Bi3 Bi5
B31 B33 B35
B51 B53 B55

Then use the same method to obtain C3, C5 and the antisymmetric modes. Therefore, the 
equations of motion can be written as the following forms

SYMMETRICMODES

All A13 Ai5 Ais
A21 A23 A25 A28 
A31 A33 A35 A38

C133)

ANTIS YMMETRIC MODES

Ai2 Ai4 Ai6 Ai7
-Aw A26V^^

A36)V^
(2.34)

Using equations (2.23,.^), (2.25) and (2.28), equations in N„ M„ N,e and S,, can be 
written directly,
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sirivDviEriTKi(:]\i()i)iTs

"Bii Bi3 Bi5 Big - cr
Mx > _ B31 B33 B35 B3g <

B51 B53 B55 Bgg C5
. Sx > - B71 B73 B75 B7g - "Cg>

(2.35)

AJfnSY\C^ETRIC\«3DES

r Nx
Mx 

Nx8 
L S,

Bi2 Bi4 Bi6 Bi7 
B32 B34 B36 B37 
B52 B54 B56 B57

'C2'
C4
C6 '

.07.

(2.36)

2.4.2 Clamped-CIamped Ends.

The same procedure described in 2.4.1 is used for calculating the mode shapes with

clamped-clamped boundary conditions. Again, for symmetrical form, using the equation 
(2.29), there is an equation which satisfies clamped-clamped boundaries as

"Bii Bi3 Bi5 Big- -cr
B21 B23 B25 B2g C2
B31 B33 B35 B3g C3

- B41 B43 B45 B4g - -C4-

= 0 (2.37)

Let Cg —1, then equation (2.35) can be written as

‘Bii Bi3 B15- -cr -Big-
B21 B23 B25 C2 B28

-B31 B33 B35. -C3- -B38-
C238)

Solving for Cl, C2, C3 gives
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Ci =

-Big Bi3 Bi5
-B28 B23 B25
-Bgg B33 B3S
Bll Bi3 Bi5 

B21 B23 B25
B3I B33 B35

, and so on.

Then using equations (2.33) and (2.34), equations of the antisymmetrical mode shapes 
be obtained.

can

2.4,3 Clamped-Free Ends.

The equation of motion for a shell with clamped-free ends is

[Dij] (Ci) =0

i = i,:%.»8 , j = i,

Let Cg = 1, then equation (2.37) can be written as

(2.39)

[Di-lj-l] {Q-ll =-[Di.i,8]

Solving for Q-i,

Q-1 = imi
Dl

(2.40)

CL41)

where IDkl is the determinant obtained from IDI by replacing the column with the

column having elements of - Di.i g.

Then the mode shapes are

U(x)

V(x)
W(x)J

= [Aij] {Cj} (2.42)
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2.5 NUMERICAL RESULTS

To examine the theory derived above, the natural frequencies and the mode shapes of an 
aluminium alloy cylindrical shell, under free-free, free-clamped and clamped-clamped 
boundzury ccmditions, czdculatedL TTo (compare wifh publishtxi cotpeuirnental ami 

numerical results, the data and dimensions used were as follows:

Young's modulus
Density of material 
Poisson's ratio

E = 68.9 X 109 N/mZ 
p = 2720 kg/m^ 
v=0.3

Clamped-Clamped Clamped-Free Free-Free
Length L (mm) 610J 625.3 637.4
Radius R (mm) 242.4 242.4 242.4
Thickness h (mm) 0^^8 0L648 0.648

2.5.1. Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes.

To evaluate the theory, the data given above were used for computing natural frequencies 
and mode shapes of a thin-walled pipe. Then comparisons were made between theory and 
published experimental results. Further evaluations and comparisons are made in the 
following chapters.

Table 2.1 shows the natural frequencies of the first four axial wave numbers for various 
circumferential wave numbers n with free-free boundary conditions.

Figure 2.4 shows the comparison of theoretical results for natural frequencies of free-free 
modes to experimental data from reference [67], where the data were results from 
experiments and numerical results from approximate theory. Comparing the theoretical 
natural frequencies of the frrst three axial modes (m =1, 2 and 3) with data from reference 

[67] in figure 2.4, it is found that curves for theoretical results from this work and 
reference data agree quite well. The interesting phenomenon is that the axial mode numbers 
are different in the theoretical results and reference data although their curves of frequencies 
versus circumferential wave number are similar. It is found that theoretically predicted 
natural frequencies in the axial wave mode m =1 coincide with the frequencies of Rayleigh 
and Love modes which were believed to be lower than that of the mode with m =1, 
ztcccmiirq; to scxme puyviotis wcnlL hi figim: 2.4, thexiretical ffeciucncies irimode m == 2
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coincide with that of pubUshed data with m = 1, theoretical frequencies in wave mode m = 
3 coincide with that of published data with m = 2, and so on. To verify the mode shapes in 
the present theory, mode shapes at relevant frequencies have been computed.

The mode shapes for the first three axial waves are given in frgures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7. By 

studying the mode shapes of figure 2.5 - 2.7, it can be seen that radial displacement in a

vibrating shell is the largest compared with tangential and axial motions, so that radial 
displacement predominantly governs shell vibration. The radial displacement mode is 
similar to that of a beam in bending.

The natural frequencies and mode shapes with free-clamped and clamped-clamped
l)oim(iaryr conditions auns als() given iii figures :2.8 ttncl 2.9. Tlie first three aodal rnode 
shapes at relevant frequencies are shown in figures 2.10 to 2.15.

2.5.2. Further Study of Rayleigh and Love's Inextensionai Theory.

Frequencies of Rayleigh and Love modes have been calculated by use of equations (2.2) 
and (2.4), and compared with theoretical results, which are shown in table 2.2. Similar 

results are found as stated above that theoretically predicted natural frequencies in the first 
axial wave mode m =1 coincide with the frequencies of Rayleigh and Love modes. Further 
comparisons are given in figure 2.16, where theoretical natural frequencies and frequencies 
of Rayleigh and Love modes are computed versus ratio of length to mean radius of pipe. 
Comparisons are made between natural frequencies of the first axial mode (m = 1) with two 
circumferential modes (n = 2, 3 ) and the frequencies of Rayleigh or Love modes. It is 

found from these figures that coincidences of frequencies of the first axial mode with those 
of Rayleigh and Love modes could occur only if the ratio of length to mean radius of pipe 
is very large.

It may be concluded that Rayleigh and Love modes may be simply and quickly estimated 
for a free-free shell but they may not be independent modes compared with the first axial 
mode (m=l).

An assumption may be made that when the length of a shell is large enough, the first axial 
wave mode becomes the Rayleigh mode approximately, in which the dynamic displacement 
is essentially parallel movement When the length is short enough, the differential equation 
of motion may not be satisfied and the Love mode may be a modified mode in which the 
behaviour is similar to that of a ring in rigid movement. So that the Rayleigh or Love mode 
might be treated as a special case of the first axial wave mode but not an independent mode.
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2.6 CONCLUSIONS.

(1) TTie exi&ctitieory c^'ciTciUaa-, cylincbiciU, diin-v/ailed shtjjs g^\^^;th(:riaturalfitxiueiicies
and mode shapes of symmetrical and antisymmetical modes in matrix form. The results 
agree quite well with published data. Results for natural frequencies and mode shapes with 
free-free, clamped-clamped and clamped-free boundaries have been presented.

(2) Examination of the numerical results suggest that Rayleigh and Love modes might not

be independent modes. They could be considered as a special case of the first axial wave 
mode of shell vibration when the shell is either very long or very short.
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thickness = 0.648 mm. 

Frequency (Hz) m=l

n=2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16

37.08
6258
92.66
12250
167.68
213.19
263.23
320.27
38L84
448J6
52L04
598.66
68L63

m=2 m=3 m=4

1176.40 2052.40 2645.60
730.71 1143.30 2057.30
490.76 1048.20 1599.20
3521^ 787.88 1259.70
273.12 613.63 101L60
235.98 498.16 830.28
23L44 426.82 70267
25L38 391.56 615.76
288.28 386.59 56426
336.87 406.07 543.94
394H6 444.24 550.11
458.59 496.40 578.22
52235 55229 623.81
606.02 630.83 68219
679.78 709.76 753.62



Table 2.2 Comparison of frequencies of Rayleigh and Love modes Md natoal 
f^quencies of a cylindrical sbeU with a:^ wave irpde (m=l).
All frequencies are computed with various circumferential wave modes.

Material is aluminum; length = 637.4 mm, mean radius = 242.4 mm,
thickness = 0.648 mm.

n = circumferential wave mode, fRayieigh “ frequency of Rayleigh mode, 
^Love = frequency of Love mode, f m=i = frequency of first axial mode.

n

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16

WeighCHz) fLove(Hz) Diff^nce%
OfRay.“fm=l^/^Ray.)

2.42
20.51
39.32
63.58
93.28
128.38
168.90
214.80
266.15
322.89
385.02
452.57
525.50
603.87
687.62

3.58
25.31
45.00
69.57 
99.45 
134.65 
175.24 
221.19
272.57 
329.34 
391.48 
459.05 
531.99 
610.37 
694.13

37.08 6.00
62.58 L60
92.66 0.66
127.50 0.69
167.68 0.72
213.19 0.75
263.23 1.10
320.27 0.81
381.84 0.83
448.76 0.84
521.04 0.85
598.66 0.86
681.63 0.87



Figure 2.1 Circular cylindrical shell and coordinate system.



RAYLEIGH LOVE m = 1

Figure 2.2 Rayleigh, Love mode shapes and the first axial mode shape 
of a free-free circular cylindrical shell.



n — 0 n = 2
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m = 1 m = 2

m = 3
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Figure 2.3 Some mode shapes and nodal patterns of a circular cylindrical

shell with free-free boundary conditions.
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Figure 2.5 Mode shape of a free-free shell, m=l, n=4.
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Figure 2.6 Mode shape of a free-free shell, m=2, n=2.



Figure 2.7 Mode shape of a free-free shell, m=3, n=4.



NUMBER OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL WAVES, n

Figure 2.8 Theoretical results for natural frequencies of 
clamped-clamped cylindrical shell.



Figure 2.9 Theoretical results for natural frequencies of 
clamped-free cylindrical shell.



Figure 2.10 Mode shape of a clamped-clamped cylindrical shell.
m=l, n=8, natural frequency=237.1 Hz.



AXIAL COORDINATE X/L

Figure 2.11 Mode shape of a clamped-clamped cylindrical shell.

m=2, n=8, natural frequency=437.0 Hz.



Figure 2.12 Mode shape of a clamped-clamped cylindrical shell. 
m=3, n=8, natural frequency= 714.0 Hz.



Figure 2.13 Mode shape of a free-clamped cylindrical shell. 
m=l, n=:6, natural frequency= 154.6 Hz.



1. 0

Figure 2.14 Mode shape of a free-clamped cylindrical shell.
m=2, n=6, natural frequency= 433.0 Hz.



free clamped

Figure 2.15 Mode shape of a free-clamped cylindrical shell.
m=3, n=6, natural frequency= 811.0 Hz.



Figure 2.16 Comparison between frequencies of Rayleigh, Love 
modes and the first axial wave mode .
R/h = 100, f = frequency, h = thickness of the pipe, 
R = radius of the pipe, L = length of the pipe, 
c = speed of sound.
__ Rayleigh mode, — Love mode,
______ first axial wave mode.



CHAPTER 3. PREDICTION OF PIPE DAMPING DUE TO SQUEEZE FILM

DAMPING.

3.1 INTRODUCTION.

It was stated in the introduction of this thesis that an objective of the work was to increase 
the damping of pipes using robust methods which would create high loss factors through a 
wide temperature and frequency range. One possible method is to have concentric thin- 
walled pipes with an air or fluid-filled annular gap between. The inner pipe must, of 
course, be of sufficient dimensions to carry the contained fluid at the required flow rate and 
pMnessim:. Tlie oi»(ar]]ipe (X)ulcll)e ofcUffeatmt niaterial arwi v/all diickriess. It is pnobalile 

that if such a system is to generate high damping, then the gap between the two pipes will 
be small. This chapter is therefore concerned with theoretical analysis of a concentric 
double pipe system and complementary experimental work is described in Chapter 4.

Gas or fluid pumping in the annulus is studied. From knowledge of the pumping 
mechanism and the mode shapes established in Chapter 2, it is possible to calculate the loss 
factor of the system - neglecting initial dissipation in the structural materials of the pipes 
which will generally be small. Work has already been carried out on damping due to gas 
pumping and this is examined first before proceeding to the concentric pipe problem.

In the present study, the theory for predicting the loss factor of a double pipe system, 
which consists of two thin cylindrical shells with an air filled annulus, is developed. In this 
theory, the fluid-solid interaction is considered; the velocity profile and stresses in the gas 
between the two pipes are derived; then the energy dissipated in the system can be 
calculated. Finally, an optimum design for maximum damping is deduced from the theory. 

The theory can be extended to study the damping with various kinds of viscous fluid in the 
gap between the two annular structures.

21.I»Rir4(:]]P]LIE S;QUIS]E:5]E.iriI,!^[ I)/UVll*ir4(3.

3.2.1 Characteristics of Gas.

A. Newtonian fluid.
\^isc()sh]^ ccmtrols the: iibility c^;ai iliihi to flow fieeh/. /ineal fluicL g;as or liquid, has its

viscous resistance. The coefficient of viscosity indicates its ability to flow or the property 
of resistance. Mathematically, the coefficient of viscosity is the ratio of applied stress to the 

resulting strain in the fluid. A simple and widely used example of a fluid sheared between
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two plates is shown in figure 3.1, where an ideal linear velocity profile is displayed for 
viscous fluid flow when one plate is moving and the other is fixed. The assumption is 
made for the above viscous flow model that there is no slip or movement between fluid and
solid boundaries. For simple fluids such as water, oil or gases, there is a linear relationship 
between stress and strain e^y as

^xy — 2 M^xy — M- dy (3.1)

where is dynamic viscosity and V is fluid velocity; this is called Newtonian flow.

Nonnewtonian fluids have a nonlinear relationship between r^y and e^y.

B . Viscosity as a function of temperature and pressure.

The coefficient of viscosity of a Newtonian fluid is directly related to molecular interactions 
and thus it may be considered as a thermodynamic property in the macrosopic sense,
varying with ternjperatnre and ptressitre. Fiona pnevicms stutiies the iiilLowinjg statements 

can be made:
1. The viscosity of liquids decreases rapidly with increasing temperature.
2. The viscosity of low pressure gases increases with increasing temperature.
3. The viscosity of liquids and gases always increases with increasing pressure.

Since the pressure dependence of gas viscosity needs only to be considered at pressure 
above 2 atm, it is common in aerodynamics to ignore the pressure dependence of gas 
viscosity and consider only the temperature variations. The properties of gas viscosity 
discussed above may have the advantage of generating viscous damping in a squeeze film 
and giving high damping at high temperatures.

3.2.2 Mechanism of Damping by Air Pumping.

A. Energy dissipation in a boundary layer.

In a Newtonian fluid, the viscous stress depends linearly on velocity gradient. For a flow 
of air or other gases the effect of viscosity is normally neglected as the coefficient of 
inuscosity is veiyrimial^ guises are usually treated as die perfewctciricleal gas arid it is ofteri 

assumed that no energy is dissipated in the flowing fluid.

To describe flow conditions, the Reynolds number is used, which is the ratio of inertia 
force to viscous force, that is
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Re
pV2 _pVL _VL

pV/L p V (3J0

where p = density of fluid,
V = p/p = kinematical viscosity,
L = characteristic length.

Ileg/ncihis numbNer nieauis thtp thie viscous fcxnce is relaiivehr small. Tlie biotmdaur/ 

conditions for an ideal fluid require only that the normal component of velocity should 
vanish; but for a viscous fluid, however, the velocity at a solid wall must vanish entirely. 
\\nh€:n the ]R.eyrM)lda iiuirlber is relaii\nely largpe, e.g. Pie >0 1, thetiecrexise ()f velocify to 

zerooctmrs airrK)St<:x(;liisivel)riiiiatiiin lay(;r:&djc»jiing;thie thrall. In this situadon then: are 
two flow regions to be considered:
1. !/eryrtliha layer exists in theirnrra:diaiP:tieig;litK)tuiio()d of thuslaody withirtiAdiicliiiie 

velocity gradient normal to the wall, aV/By, is very large. It is caUed the boundary layer. In 
this rejgion, thie venry small viscosity p of th<: fluid oterts art essendtd influence aa tlie

shearing stress t = p(av/3y) may assume large values.
2. In thenmoainirig refp()n ru) sucth larg;e velocib^ grarlients cxccur tmd tlie influence ()f 

viscosity is reladvely unimportant.

TTheflcrwintlusIbounchury layer-truty boeitlxarlaunuiar or turtuilent. Ilieinapidclecreiise of 

velocity at the boundary is due to the viscosity. It cannot be neglected even if Re is large. In 
fact velocity gradients in boundary layers are usually large, and therefore the viscous force

is large even if v is small. Then most energy dissipation occurs in the boundary layer.

B. Air pumping in the double plate and double pipe system

Figure 3.2 shows air pumping by double plate and double pipe systems. In principle, the 
air between the structures is squeezed by structural vibration. As energy is dissipated by 
air viscosity, the structural vibradons are damped. It is immediately apparent that:
1. Mode shapes are important in the air pumping process.
2. TThtejgapsizxiis hirpcuiruid a srntdl tAdlljproxluceiaLlargpeipurrqpuig effecxL
3. In a double plate system, the structure can be modelled by using beam mode shape 

functions. However in a double pipe system, vibration is more complex than that 
occurring with a pair of plates.
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3.3. THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF THE LOSS FACTOR OF A 

i)()HBiuic I'li'E: ii/iiyiPTsnc; sr&'STricrkL

3.3.1 Mathematical modelling

(ioiible (iami»iig srystem is sliown in F1|rure :3.3, v/hicli is considoitxl as rwo 

(X)ncamicciicid2ur c^dincbnicxd shells sepaaailedlyy an amiulus tided with a)/iacousfluidL

The motion of the shell is described by the following Flugge's shell equation: 

[D{i-m]{uij} + pj [DmodJfuij} = {Py} (3.1)

i = 1,2,3 j = 1,2 

uy = (u,v,w)j,
thie coiiq)CMieim;<)f displaucements are in the z:, 8 aundr (ho^igitucUuial,tajig<antial;an(liiLdial)

directions, respectively; j = 1 indicates the inner pipe and j = 2 indicates the outer pipe,
Pj = hj2/12Rj2,
hj = thickness of the pipe, 
h = 12 - ri^
Rj = mean radius,

Py = surface loading components per unit area (P^j, P^jf y) in the longitudinal,
tangential and radial directions.

Pd-ml and Pmod] = differential operators shown in appendix 3.1, are the same as that 

in chapter 2.

For a non-steady, small amplitude oscillatory motion, the equation for a contained viscous 
gas can be expressed as:

(i) Continuity equation 

+ Pa V// ==()

(3.20

where pa is the density of gas

Pa — Po + P
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Po = density of gas at atmosphere or ambient pressure
p = change of density which relates to the change in volume of the compressed fluid

So,

^+PoV.V = 0
(3.3)

where

V = (Vz,V8,Vr)
Vz,8j = flow velocity in the z, 0, r directions 

(ii) Equation of motion of a viscous fluid

or

J-Vp + Vo V2 V + (Vb+|vo) VV.V 
po

^ + (V.V) V = - — Vp + Vo V2 V + (Vb +1 Vo) VV.V 
Po

(3.4)

where

Vo = jJ/po is dynamic viscosity coefficient 
Vb = bulk viscosity 
p = change of pressure due to flow.

(iii) Equation of state

ap
Co2

Co = velocity of sound

The bulk viscosity or second viscosity is usually of the same order of magnitude as Vo. As 
is known, the bulk viscosity appears in processes which are accompanied by a change in 
volume (or density) of the fluid. In compression or expansion, the processes increase 
entropy and therefore involve energy dissipation.
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In order to consider whether it is necessary to take into account the compressibility of a gas 
in problems of fluid flow, it is required to consider if the changes in pressure brought about 
by motion of the fluid cause large changes in volume or density. The density changes 
according to

Po’HCoJ

(3.5)

where Mach number M = V/Cq 
V = mean velocity of flow 
Co = velocity of sound

According to the theory of fluid dynamics, when

Ap 1

Po
= 2 « 1, compressibility can be neglected.

The following assumptions are made for solving the above equation:

(1) For many applications, the length of the pipe is much larger than the radius Rj. A
fluid Geld in the gap can then be considered to be two dimensional, that is, the axial motion

of the fluid is neglected.

(2) The Guid is incompressible at the low Mach number involved, and no bulk

viscosity effect is included in the equations.

(3) In the structural vibration of cylindrical shells, longitudinal vibration is neglected as 
it contributes little to the fluid flow, and the effect due to longitudinal vibration is relatively 
small compared with those due to radial and tangential vibration.

(4) In theory, for the circumferential modes of the two pipes, only modes with the 
same mode number n can couple, shown in figure 3.4, while the contributions from 
different circumferential modes of the two pipes are neglected. Only identical axial modes 
of the two pipes are concerned in the theory.
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From the above assumptions, p = constant. For a non-steady and small amplitude

oscillation the equations of motion (Navier-Stokes equation) and continuity of fluid;are

V.V = 0
(3.6^

9V - - 1 _
-gp- + (V.V) V = - — Vp + Vo V2 V

Po (3.10

Due to the condition of incompressibility, the stream function \|/(r,e) can be introduced, 

which satisfies the continuity equation according to

'38 (3.8)

dr (3^0

ISkyw urtnocluc(;tlu;'yeclrrr()fi/oilicity, etui f).

(3.10)

Equation (3.7) can be rewritten as the vordcity transfer equation,

= \/o (3.11)

Because of (V.V) « dY/dt (seeing Appendix 3.2),

■gp = Vo Y^£t

or V4\j/--i-^v2\|f = 0
(3.12)

using the travelling wave type solution in two cylindrical shells as

= i/i!nri()i6) exp [j(o)t- kz:Z)]
(3.13a)
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Wi = Wi cos (n0) exp [j(cot - k^Z)] (3.13b)

where
Vi = tangential displacement of pipe wall,

Vi ,Wi = amplitudes of displacements of Vi and w, respectively, 
i = 1,2 denote inner and outer pipes,
n = circumferential mode number for both inner and outer pipes, 
kg = axial wave number

m K 

~ L ’
m = axial mode number,
L = length of pipe (both pipes have same length),
j2 = _l

Let

Y = V(r) sin (nG) exp |j(o)t - kzZ)] (3.14)

and using cylindrical coordinates.

9^ 1 Id 02

equation (3.11) becomes

V2(V2Y.J-iY) = 0
(3.15)

riwisohitkm is(y\j)pendix 3.2),

\r(r)==.Ajdi4H IBr" + (:In(kr) + DB[n(kT)
(3.16)

where A, B, C, D are constants, n = circumferential mode number,
In(kr), Kn(kr) = modified first and second order Bessel functions,
k2 = kz2 + j co/Vq^
kg = axial wave number,
CO = circular frequency.
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die uik3fiK:es between the slieUs anci fluid, die didcywirig coraiidons must lie sadsfied:

Vr 0Wi
r=ri=

Ve 9vi
r=ri= -gr

that is

Vr = Wj, Vg = Vj, at r = r,,

where wj = radial velocity of pipe wall, Vj = tangential velocity of pipe wall.

By using equadons (3.8), (3.9) and (3.16), fluid velocides are 

^^r=='Vr(r)cos (n6)e)rp [{((nt - Ic^Z)]

^^8 = ^A8(r):iin(f^3)exp[j(ox-

or

Vf = p [Ar« + Br-n + C In(kr) + D Kn(kr)]

\^8 = - nrn-1 /I nr-(n+l) B - k Tr/loOf: -lc]K:'n(k]-) I)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19a)

(3.19b)

where the terms cos (n0) exp 0((Dt - k,Z)] and sin (nS) exp (j(cot - k,Z)] are omitted 
writing, only the amplitude terms being given.

m

Substituting equations (3.13) and (3.19) into (3.17) and (3.18). the relation of structural 
vibration and fluid flow becomes

~ an ^12 ai3 &i4 ~ -A-
vi

&21 * * * ' &24 B
= j0)

Wi

• • ................. C V2
- ^41 • • * • • ♦ ^*44 —D— _ W2_

(3.20)
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where,

ajj = -nri"-]^ 
&12 = -nri‘(a+l)

^13

ai4:

2^
’ri

>1

In(kri) - k In+i(kri) 

Kn(kri) + k Kn+i(kri)

^21 = nri"-!
^22 - nri"("+!) 
„ n 
a23 = F^ In(kri)

a24=;pKn(kri)

^31 ~ -nr2”*^ 
ag2 = nr2'("+l)

^33

^34
r2
H

'r2

In(ki2) - k In+i(kr2) 

Kn(kr2) + k Kn+i(kr2)

a^i = nr2"'l 
a42 = nr2'("+^)
a43=^Vkr2) 

a44 = ^Kn(kr2)

The derivitation of the Bessel function is 

%(z) n
dz ■In(z) + In+l(z)

= § Kn(z) - Kn+i(z)

The matrix of constants can be written as
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-A- Vl

B
==j(D [ atij ]-i

Wl

C V2

—D_ _ W2_

C^21)

vvtiere theiiivei:M;()f niatrix [ar^ is a funcdon ofri/rz, In(kr), BZnCkr) aiid n.
Let velocities v; and wj have the form of

=j(0 sui(nEI)c:)tp[j(oatd(zz)]

Wi = jo) W2 cos(n0) exp(j(cot-kzz)] 

by using

i^8i - T^r8 I r=ri,

Pri = "^rr I r=ri,

where the fluid stresses are

% = - p + 2^i ^

(3.22a)

(3.22b)

(3.23a)
(3.23b)

(3.24a)

(3.24b)

equation (3.1) can be rewritten in the following form by using equations (3.19), (3.21), 
(3.23) and (3.24):

0 "
Vl --Per

0 Wj (I-VA R.Z Prl

A34 V2 " Eihi
-P82

A44 - L W2J "P]-2 “

(3.25)

or
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vi -A-

[ Aij ] Wl
= [Bij][Cij] B

V2 C

- W2 - -Du

Vl

Wl

V2

W2

(3.26)

where

[Bij]

-Yi

Yi 0

0 +Y2

-Y2
and

Yi
H(l-vA Ri2

EA

Ej = Young's modulus of the / th pipe,
Vj = Poisson's ratio of the i th pipe 

= V if both pipes are of the same material,

All = - 0.5kz2Ri2(i_v)(i+3p^) + ^)^2
Ai2 = -n [1 + 0.5kz2Ri2(3_v)|3 j

A21 =n + 0.5nk22Ri2(3.v)pj

A22 = 1+

where
^2 = pjRi2(i-v2)co2/Ej,
Pi = hi2/12Ri2,
hj = thickness of the shell wall, 
ky = mit/L.
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The expressions for A33, A34, A43, A44 are similar to those for A^i, A12, A21, A22 and 

can be obtained by replacing Oi, p^, and El with % |32, P2, R2

And
C|i = -2n(n-l)r|fi-2,
Cj2 = -2n(n+l)ri-(l+2),
Ci3 = [nri-2(l-2n)+nri-l] I^(k r^) + k[l.(2n+l) ri'l] In+i(k r^) - k^ In+2(k r^),
Cl4 = [nri-2(l-2n)+nri-l] K^Oc r^) + k[(2n+l) r^-l -1] K^+iCk r^) - k^ Kn+2(k r^),

C21 = 2n2rin-2 + jcopori"
C22 = -2n2rf(”+2)+jcopoTj",
C23 = 2n2ri-2 l^(k ri) + Inri'l k I^+iCk r^) + jmpo I^(k r^),
C24 = 2n2ri-2 K^(k r^) _ Inri'l k Kn+i(k r^) + jtopo K^Ck r^).

The expression of Cjj for i=3 & 4 can be obtained by replacing r^ with r2.
Rewriting equation (3.26) gives

{[Ay] - [Bij][Cij][aij]-i}[ V/, W/]T = o

or [Gy][ V,, wJT = o (3.27)

where / is equal to 1 or 2 and the matrix Gy- is a function of frequency, q, Rj and p.

3.3.2 Vibration Mode Shapes of a Double Pipe System.

Let wi=l, and from equation (3.27), vibration mode shapes are vj/ w^, V2/ wj, 
^2/ Wj, or ratios of velocities v^/wi, V2/W1 and W2/wj can be derived, where

Vi = tangential velocity of pipe wall, 
wi = radial velocity of pipe wall, 
i = 1,2 denote inner and outer pipes,

;i/wi=Hi/H, 

V2/wi = H2/H, 

W2AV1 = H3/H,

(3.28)
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and

H

Hi

H2

H3

Gii Gi3 Gi4

G21 G23 G24 

G31 G33 G34

-Gi2 Gi3 Gi4 

-G22 G23 G24

-G32 G33 G34

Gil -G12 Gi4

G^il G24

G31 -G32 G34

Gii G13 -G12 

G21 G23 -G22 

G31 G33 -G32

By the same method, Vj., Vg, and can be calculated by use of equations (3.19), 
(3.21) and (3.24). The expressions of Vj., Vg, the velocities of squeeze flow in radial and 
tangential directions, are

Vr
Vg J

nr" ! nrn-1 pln(kr) pKn(kr) 

nr»-l nr(n+l) -k rn(kr) -k K'n(kr)

- Vi -

[ aij ]-l Wi

V2

- W2 -

where
Vi = jcovi sin (n6) exp [j(o)t - k^Z)] 

wi = jco Wi cos (n8) exp [j(mt - kgZ)]

(3.29)
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3.3.3 Expression of the Loss Factor in the Double Pipe System.

rfejgLectingenergny dissipzuicwi ui die pipwes, tlie defirutioii<)f kiss factor in theciouble pipM;

system in steady state harmonic vibration is

n Energy dissipated in the viscous gas in a cycle
27c(Maximum total energy stored in the pipes + energy stored in the gas)

. Edissioated

Etotal (3.30)

Energy dissipated is

Edissipated ■
ni rL (<2^:

(0

r. •'o 0

r2n
|i[2(err2+e0e2) + ere^] dtdz rdOdr (3.30 a)

0

. aVrwhere Err =

^ 16r/0

Gr6 ' 1^ + ^ Ye
r 38 ' r

The total energy in the system is

1 L2K2
Etotal = 2 P J J ZhiR;

0 0

'3vi\2 /dwiS^wj + (-gr dzdO

1 L2j[
+ 2 Po J J I (Ve^ + Vr^) rdO drdz 

^10 0

(3.30 b)

Loss factor is defined as the equivalent loss factor which is not a hysteretic mechanism.
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where the energy dissipated in the pipes is neglected and energy is dissipated in the
stiueezedjgas byrcotrversicMi itito thermzdeaiergry. Ilie details of this aruih^sis are in 
Appendix 3.

The energy dissipated depends upon the velocity gradient created by air pumping. It is a 
function of the frequency (to), the thickness of the layer of squeezed liquid or gas (h), the 
viscosity (p), the circumferential mode number (n), temperature (T) and ratio of radii of 
pipes (r2/ri). That is

^dissipated — f (®j h, n, p, T, r2/rj...)

It is also a function of Reynolds number Re, where

Re = Vgh

Vq
(3.31)

Simple estimation Reynolds number of laminar flow for air pumping can be made by the 
following equation:

V0 = fw^ (3.32)

where f = frequency of oscillation of inner pipe,
w = radial displacement of inner pipe,

K r
y- = a quarter of circumference for beam mode n = 1.

In this estimation tangential velocity Vg, the squeezed flow is created by a radial 
displacement of the inner pipe while the outer pipe is considered to be fixed; the largest 
velocity occurs within a distance of 1/4 of the first circumference. If an air filled annulus is
clM)seri ancifis clioseii as SflOOIiz:, 1(X) arai v/ as l(lxl()-6 (as art exarrqple), t/g iis

17.9 X 10 -6 m^/sec, h = 1 mm, it can be shown that the Reynolds number will be in a 
ranjge witbiri himinarr fhrw (^/g = 7.8 irv^wx: arui Re== 439 ) as wiU lie the (:ase fcMrtlie 
frecprericy range ()f iutberest. Ik waa alsofcHinclidiat the rmmtMzrOV^yC) is less thari 

0.03 in this estimation, thus the flow is considered to be incompressible and laminar.
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]L<XH;f^^Xixn;()fack)uh,lepiiix:s;:ysteni withg^uscxrliqujclin the aiuiulusczui be calculated try 

use <)f e<iuaticuis (3.:Z9), (3.3() a,b) tincl relevauit eq[uatioris (3.19), (3.2()) anti (3J18) 

d«hKedakr^Lhsd«hKdoncanbeM%nin/^pem^x3.

3.3.4. Velocity Profile of Pumping Flow.

F'mm €(iuatic>n (3.19), ittzantre seeit diat die velocity proGle (ifjpiunpinjgativ/ betwet^n tv/o

pipes is described by Bessel functions. To simplify numerical calculation, Bessel functions 
can be expended by using Taylor's theorem at the point r = r^ (see figure 3.4). Modified 
first and second order Bessel functions become

In(k r) - In(k rj) Hi(y)+kln+i(k rj) H2(y)+k%+2(k r^) ^(y)

Kn(t:r) == K:n(k ri) iai(;y)-k]K:,,+i(k:ri) H2(:f)+)c^I(rH.2Ck rj) Hgljy)

(3.32a)

(3.32b)

where

Hi(y) = l+n ^ +0.5n(n-l) (^)2

H2(y) = y[l+0.5(2n+l)

H3(y) = 0.5 y2

y = 0 to h, and h/r^ « 1.

2!(8z)2 3!(8z)3 (3.33)

(3.34)

where ^=4n2 
z=kr.

IPfcrmtiusexfHnessicMi the I)e!Mx:lliin(:tion becomes a furactkincifiy v/heai othtircioeflicieaits 

are fixed. Deduction of velocity is given in Appendix 3.3.
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Based on these velocity expressions, the gradient of the velocity of squeeze flow and the 
relevant energy dissipated in equation (3.29) and (3.30) can be easily estimated 
numerically.

3.3,5 Effect of Thickness of Boundary Layer.

According to theory of fluid mechanics, the boundary layer thickness of squeezed flow 
between two vibrating plates [68] ig expressed as

(3.35)

According to boundary layer theory, there is large velocity gradient in the thickness of the

boundary layer, hence energy is dissipated. The ratio of the air gap to the boundary 
thickness associated with the oscillating air flow is an important parameter controlling the 
damping of the whole system. This ratio is

= h (3.36)

TTlie results from the ftrevlous stutiy stiggpestiliatilie smaller thei/olunie h/8, the larg^artlM; 

damping. From equation (3.35) the thickness of the boundary layer will vary with

frequency, being thin at high frequency.

3.4 OPTIMUM DESIGN FOR MAXIMUM LOSS FACTOR OF A 

DOUBLE PIPE SYSTEM.

3.4.1. Loss Factor Associated with In-phase and Out-of-phase Modes.

From previous research, it is known that narrow clearance in the gas filled annulus yields 
high damping and that the mode shapes of the vibrating pipes are also important influences 

on damping. For the double pipe system the squeeze gas effect is most pronounced for the 
out-of-phase modes as shown in figure 3.5; the effect of fluid viscosity is very small and in 
fact it could be negligible for the in-phase mode.
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F'igtuns 3.5 lias alscijgiveii a eicamfik; of circiimferential mode (n) and audal mocle (m) in a

double pipe system, where either the circumferential mode or the axial mode has the same 
number for both inner and outer pipes in this study.

\\nhen the fpip clearantze beoornesizero, theatitian (inly tx:in-phtise mowies cifirdiratioiiand

no energy is dissipated in the gas. Therefore there is must an optimum clearance for the 
gas, where the damping is a maximum. It could be supposed that the mode shape ratio

is a functhin cxFliAS. )^/hen h == 0, 1, anti die loss facdiris zxmo.

3.4.2. Dependence of the Kinematic Viscosity on Separation Distance.

Iiijpreidcius resexirch cm gas piumpiiiig [18], it has tx>en stated tluitwiien thegrap his as smaJl
as the mean free path of the molecules of the gas, the kinematical viscosity will depend 
upon the separation distance h.

The coefficient of kinematical viscosity can be expressed as [18]

VQ = 0.5 ch(S+hA*l)-l (3.37)

where

A = the mean free path of the molecules of gas.

c = average speed of the molecules of gas.

S == 30.

The kinematical viscosity decreases rapidly as h decreases, so that less energy is dissipated 
in the gas when h is small.

3.4.3. The Theory of Similarity.

To apply particular theoretical or experimental results in a general study, the law of
similarity is ofteri uscxL wlihzh descritxss ntmiercms groufist^f phienomena byrtiiatmibercrf 
riondimensional fiarameters. For instance IlcryrKild's niimtxer cam cienote similar- flow 

conditions for a set of parameters. Using the theory of similarity, it is possible to apply

theory and experiment in studying the phenomenon at large dimensions; for example a
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model test on pipe damping in a laboratory can be used for the purpose of studying large 
pipes in industrial plant.

3 5 I'flEIDICri BDN ()]P i;C)SS 17/UCTr()It DAJMI'INC;.

3.5.1. Prediction of Velocity Profile of Pumping Flow.

In the principle of squeeze film damping, the velocity gradient of squeeze flow between the 
^/ibrating todies play^aiiirnpK)rPmtroh:in the eruergy (hssipttkxi Aomtlieidibratuig systemu 

Because of this, the velocity profile of flow between the two pipes has been calculated. The 
squeeza: dzumpdng (xftlie whtole sy^iLsm mar/^ th(m be (easily (ieii\ned fioni ecpiaticais (3.:18), 
(3.29) ttnci (3.210). /ipqiendix 3.^1 gi\a:s tfie ficiw/ cliart ()f tht; ponogpram iirotaedure jfor 

predicting the loss factor of a double pipe system.

F^nom theniatheniatical mcxielling;, theswqueezexi fh)w htislbeen assnmecitc) be cwily in the 

tarigentiai auidl radiad (iirecticms. Fujguiiss 3x5 to 21.1(1 showeci the dieoretical results (if 
tangential and radial velocity profiles of air pumping with various ratios of W2/W1, air gap h 

arid circiinifertintialniode nirmbtarii v/hen other jparauneters artiiibtecL In figirre 3.6i, it(;an 
be clcxarl/^ seeri diat die tanjgendal vislocity isdetemiuiedliy thtiiadcitif 

== 1 for in-piha&eiiKition them; is nojpurrqiingi/elocity and when v/g/V/i < 1 (ircO for cmt-

offhasen^xh^^thepunqnngvehxnr/beoMnesgreaKrw^iumnmvalrgapalwayspnxhxes
a high velocity gradient as shown in figure 3.7.

Results from further studies of the tangential velocity with various circumferential mode
ruimlxars arc sihotAm in figtm; 3.8; it is fbtincl diat the fhi^ (drrmrnftaMmtial nicKle mimtxer 

jgives die lar-jgest ccintribiidrin to llie air pumphig. Tht; larger die circiimferential niCKle 

riuml)ei\ thr; less ilie contribtitton t() the :iir piimptuig;. IThe viliratiori niodes liai/e been 

discussed in previous sections, 3.3.1, 3.4.1, and figure 3.5.

The radial velocity profile of air flow with ratios of wy^^^ in figure 3.9 and with various 

air gap clearances in figure 3.10 indicate that the relative velocity of air flow in the radial 
direction is much smaller than that in the tangential direction. The radial velocity will be less

important in the air pumping characteristics of the system.

3.5.2. Prediction of Loss Factor with Various Circumferential mode 
Numbers and In-phase or Out-of-phase Modes.
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From the results in section 3.5.1., it is understood that damping in a double pipe system 

will be controlled by the mode shapes of the components of the vibrating system. So that
circumferennal mode number and in-phase or out-of-phase mode conditions are the most 
important.

Figure 3.11 gives a predicted loss factor for the first three circumferential mode numbers 

(n=l, 2 & 3). In the figure it is shown that the loss factor has the greatest magnitude when 

n=l and the loss factor becomes negligible when n is greater then 3. The effect of in-phase 

and out-of-phase modes can also be seen in the figure 3.11. The minima in the loss factor

curves denote the loss factors at frequencies where in-phase modes occur.

The loss factor with n=l and theoretical in-phase and out-of-phase modes are demonstrated 

in figure 3.12. The two minima in the loss factor curves for a circumferential mode number 
n=l, corresponding to the two peaks in the lower plot, show that when in-phase modes 

occur the loss factor is very low.

3.5.3. Prediction of Loss Factor with Variation of Thickness and Radii
of Pipes.

To understand how the dimensions of pipes will affect the loss factor of the system, the 

loss factors with various dimensions of the pipes were investigated by varying the relative 
dimensions of the pipe wall thickness, diameters and gap. The parameters used were: (1)
the ratio of radius of the inner pipe to air gap thickness, (2) the ratio of inner and outer wall

thicknesses of the pipes.

The numerical results presented in figures 3.13 to 3.16 denote the foUowing characteristics:

(a) Effect of the ratio Rj/h on loss factor.

When the radius of the inner pipe is relatively large compared with the air gap (see figure

3.13), the loss factor increases because the air pumping effect increases. When Rj -» oo
(figure 3.14) the damping system becomes a double plate system and the loss factor has its 

maximum value for a given air gap h. This may explain why a double plate system has

higher damping than a double pipe system.

(b) Effect of the ratio h2/h ^ on loss factor.
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ITie loss j^ictor iiKrreaskes at lo)v fitxiuent^y as the ratio h^ylii (Lacretises (see figure 3.15).

the \v(iU thiclaie!w;()f die oiU:er]pipe is itdtitr/ely very large, e.g. the (luter pi|)e hsncLs 
to lie foLed, the ptimpirig effect decreaswss and, of course, tilarjge v/eiglit])en(ihyr<)cctirs. /It 

high frequencies, the squeeze air effect of the pipes is quite weak, so that the loss factor at 
high frequencies is insensitive to changes in the ratio h^/h^ (see figure 3.16).

41. Fhredicdoim (,f ILciss IFactoir iviW, l/atricuis Adir (3:ap (Zleitrantzes.

There is an optimum air gap at which the loss factor is maximum at a given 6equency. 

The reason for this has already been discussed in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. It is supposed 
that the optimum air gap should occur at twice the thickness of the boundary layer 8,

hopt = 25
= 2 'n/ 2vo/co

(3.38)

Figure 3.17 is a three dimensional plot of predicted loss factor versus air gap A and 

frequency. It can be clearly seen that when the air gap A is small to a certain level, the loss 

factor will reach its maximum value and further reduction in h then causes the loss factor to 
decrease, though the equation of h^pt = 25 may not be proved at this stage of theoretical

study.

3.5.5. Prediction of Loss Factor due to Air Pumping as a Function of
Temperature.

The dynamic viscosity and density of air are functions of temperature and pressure, as 
shown in figures 3.18 and 3.19. The loss factor in an air filled annulus of a double pipe 

system will slightly increase with increasing temperature as shown in figure 3.20. This is 

due to the fact that the kinematical viscosity of the air will increase at high temperature.

3.5.6. Comparison of Predicted Loss Factors with Air, Water and Oil
in the Annulus of a Double Pipe System.

The magnitude of the loss factor depends not only on the viscosity coefficient but also on
the characteristics of the fluid within the annulus. As an example, the loss factors of a 

double pipe system with air, water and oil in the annulus respectively are given in figure 

3.21. There is a high loss factor with oil, but low loss factor with water as water has low
kinematical viscosity, although the dynamic viscosity of water is higher than that of air.

The data used in computing are
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air water oil
1.2 1000 890
18.2x10-6 0.001 (h041
15.17x10-6 l}(lCh<) 46.1x10-6.

density p (kg/m3) 
dynamic viscosity v (kg/m.sec) 
kinematical viscosity p (m^/sec)

Ck)mptuirig abtrve data, it can hw^seen and The

loss factor of double pipe system depends on kinematical viscosity, high damping is 
created by a fluid of high viscosity.

The frequencies with in-phase modes, at low loss factors points in figure 3.21,are natural 
frequencies of double pipe system with various liquid or gas filled annulus. The added
rnauis effect is rK)t()b\d()us in the thexiry, die freq[uen(:k:sof die funst in-pilia^etrKideixiints 
are listed below,

air water oil

frequency (TbO 758 752 753

at in-phase point
There is little added mass effect on natural frequencies in the present theory, more 
discussion of added mass effects in double pipe systems can be found in reference [24].

3.6. CONCLUSIONS.

(a) High damping may be achieved by air pumping in a double pipe system. The energy
dissipated by viscous forces is related to the velocity gradients caused by air flow

between the two vibrating pipes.

0)) .Ai lcr%rficMquenc:y,tlw: i/elcxcid/^ grtuiiern is Low and so is the aieijry dissipiatiorL. ykt higfi

frequency the air has little time to move, and behaves as a stiff spring, resulting in low 
energy dissipation. At intermediate frequencies, the velocity profile is capable of 
maximising the damping.

(c) The velocity profile of air pumping is of parabolic-like shape. The velocity gradient 
high at low circumferential mode numbers.

IS
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(d) Only the first few ciicumfetential modes of vibrating pipes wiU contribute significantly 

to the damping according to the theory.

I):) TTie losis ]kictor is hig^h at large iiados of pifxe racUiis to air gagp sincxsiiie air pimipirig 
effect is greater in this regime.

(f) IjossfaKMors are uiqproi/ed at hov/ Ai^qtK;nc]/i&^ienth(:raiiioc^'thicloness ofinrKariiqpe to 

that of the outer pipe is large.

(g) GeneraUy, loss factors are high for out-of-phase modes and low for in-phase modes.

(h) At high temperatures, the loss factor due to air pumping increases a little as the 

kinematical viscosity increases.

(i) If a htiuicL su(:h as oil,\vith hig;h kirwsmatical viscosi^ris used in the g;tip, die double 

pipHeir/stem htLsli^rhcktoipdr^riliutltissj^tctoridetnixises widiincreajuiig hampenmite.

(j) TTbiiitssiuiiptioris'w'iere nnade ui die theory thai thestiucNSze fluid ivascxonsiclerecltolx: 

tvyo dimemsiomil, arwl fhikl niotionalcaig the pipke i^nis nefdoctedL rTie:aqu(x;ze fUmckuanpir^g 
ivas cxintributexi hotmly by die nnocles where Ixodi pipes liad the satrKstnietinnferetidid mode 
shajpes. If th(: hsngrdi of tlie pipx:s is very sliort or tlie tv/o pi^pes iune made cMf (liffereiit 

inatenais arid thitdcnesses (if die pipie walls areiiiucli different, liie drunpir^r affected try
axial moticin ()f flowr arid different rnode stiapes lietween die two pipies niayr rtot txe
neglected.
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air

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2 Air pumping by (a) double pipe, (b) double plate.
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Figure 3.4 Coordinates of a double pipe system foi" Taylor's series.



circumferential mode n

static air

axial mode m

(a) in-phase modes

AIRFLOW

(b) out-of-phase modes

Figure 3.5 Mode shapes of double pipe vibration.
(a) In-phase modes.
(b) Out-of-phase modes.



Figure 3.6 Tangential velocity profile of the air pumping with various 
ratios of Wo/w^.

Wj = radial velocity of inner pipe.
W2 = radial velocity of outer pipe.
Ve = tangential velocity of air. 
n = 1, m =1. h = thickness of air gap.



Figure 3.7 Tangential velocity profile of the air pumping with various
clearance h, n=l^=l, w2/wl=-0.Z

air



Inner and outer pipes have same 
circumferential mode number n 
and axial mode number m.

IFigpLure :3.8 Taii§;eiitial \rel()cnti/ prolRihs c)f airipiimjpirig witli vuajious 
circumferential wave numbers n.

Wi = radial velocity of inner pipe.
Ve = tangential velocity of air.



1.0

mmmmmim.

Inner and outer pipes have same 
circumferential mode number n 
and axial mode number m.

Figure 3.9 Radial velocity (Vg) profile of the air pumping with various 
ratios of W2/W1.

Wi = radial velocity of inner pipe.
W2 = radial velocity of outer pipe.
Vr = radial velocity of air. 
h = 2 mm, m = 1, n =1.



outer pipe wail

h2
hi

inner pipe wall

mmvjmmmmI

Inner and outer pipes have same 
circumferential mode number n 
and axial mode number m.

Figure 3.10 Radial velocity (Vg) proRle of the air pumping with various
air gap clearances.

Wi = radial velocity of inner pipe.
Vj. = radial velocity of air. 
h = thickness of air gap clearance
ViMi =0.1, V2/W1 = 0.001, W2/W2 = -0.2.
V1/V2 = tangential velocities of inner and outer pipes.



FREQUENCY (Hz)

outer pipe wall
——^ h2

1 hi
inner pipe wall

Inner and outer pipes have same 
circumferential mode number n 
and axial mode number m.

Figure 3.11 Loss factor with various circumferential mode numbers n.

ri= 53 mm, = 2.2 mm, h2 = 2 mm,
h= 1.0 mm,T = 200C.



Figure 3.12 Vibration modes with in-phase and out-of-phase motion 
txstwexsntlie twc)]pipw:s.

W2 = radial velocity of inner pipe.
W2 = radial velocity of outer pipe.



Inner and outer pipes have same 
circumferential mode number n 
and axial mode number m.

n = 1, m =1

Figure 3.13 Predicted loss factor with various ratios of radius of
inner pipe to air gap.

h = 1.0 mm, hi = 2 mm, h2 = 2 mm, T = 20^ C. 

Ri = mean radius, h = thickness of air gap.



Figure 3.14 Three dimensional graph of predicted loss factor
versus ratio of Ri / h and frequency.

. h=1.0mm, hi = 2.2mm, h2 = 2mm, T = 200C.
r\ = loss factor, f = frequency.

= mean radius, h = thickness of air gap clearance.



I^igiire 21. Ij) ]P]n3cUi(:tscl]^)SS fEictCMr^^fidi viarioiis r^Ui()S cd'innxsr aiid 
outer thicknesses of pipe.

h = 1.0 mm, hi = 2 mm, ri = 60 mm, T = 20^ C.



Figure 3.16 Three dimensional graph of predicted loss factor
versus ratio of hi / h^ and frequency.

h=1.0mm, hi = 2mm, ri = 60mm, T = 200C. 
T| = loss factor, f = frequency.



Figure 3.17 Three dimensional graph of predicted loss factor 
versus air gap h and frequency.

hi = 2 mm, h2 = 2 mm, r^ = 60 mm, T = 200 C. 
T| = loss factor, f = frequency.
h = thickness of air gap.



Figure 3.18 Relationship between dynamic viscosity of air and 
temperature at 1 atm pressure.



Figure 3.19 Relationship between density of air and
temperahmsEd 1 iinn pressure.



Figure 3.20 Predicted loss factors of a double pipe system 
at various temperatures of air

h = 1.0 mm, hi = 2.2 mm, h2 = 2 mm, 
Ti = 60 mm, T = 20° C.



Figure 3.21 Predicted loss factors of a double pipe system with
air, water and Olive oil.

h = 1.0 mm, hi = 2.2 mm, h2 = 2 mm, 
rj = 60 mm, T = 20^ C.



(ZIIVlPTjER: 4. ()]F TTFHS I ()S;S ]FVV(:Tr()]&S; ()ir /L

PIPE SYSTEM.

4.1 INTRODUCTION.

TThis cliapiBar describes die inea^airements cd'lcss farrhirs c)f a ckiulile pifie s)rstem and

intends to experimentally verify the theoretical predictions made in chapter 3.

As the initial energy dissipation in the structural materials of the pipes was neglected in the 
theory of chapter 3, the loss factor of a single pipe needs to be measured and compared
v/ith the Icxss factor (if tlie ckiutihiiprpesjystem with an air or cnl filkxi g^ip. Fciiprcr/e the

squeeze film damping phenomena, loss factors were measured at reduced air pressure 
conditions.

Resonance frequencies and mode shapes play important roles in damping of a double pipe
s)rstem. ISlaturai frecpiencies ofpipies are examined arid hiipliaseauid()ut-of-i)haaeirK)d(;s 

are verified experimentally.

4.2 ADETUCID lUlSICI) IFOIR I)/liyiITN(; IVIIOVgdJRIClVIIcrSTr.

Tile ckxzay tirneiiiethcxi v/aa cdiostm to metisure tlw; loss:factcr aisit is isiiiqile to tUM; anti

generally yields more accurate results than other methods. For decay measurements, the 
decay of the vibrations is observed after the exitation suddenly ceased. Energy decay is 
described by the function e nmt. By measuring the reverberation time T, the loss factor is 
determined from the relation.

n =
hi 2.2
mT60 OLl)

where
f = the measured individual resonance frequency.

Teo = the reverberation time which is the duration for the response to decay 60 dB.

4.3. INSTRUMENTATION.

TThetimetiecay meiduiclwiis ustxi hi die expeairrwmt bo nietisuretfwi hiss facfririif a shigde 

pifiG aiid a (ioiible p,i]pe s^ystern with an air or oil fihied anniilar gap. Tiie sinjgle or doulile
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ixifyes stucUexl here were ail diin-waileclcrWthidricaj shells. TTie hass factor \va5 clebemiined 

according to equation 4.1.

The pipes to be tested were suspended to represent tree-tree boundary conditions as shown 

m figure 4.1. The inner pipe was excited in flexural vibration by a coil-magnet system 

dnven by a random signal generator (for the purpose of transfer function measurement) or 

a sine wave generator (for loss factor measurement) via a power amplifer.

TTie vibrntdon was ck:k;cte(ll)y aaiiacc^^kanotruabatzimauchexi at die other encltiftlie ouhariiijpe. 

TThiituDceleiadon sigruiliv^isiinnp^hfieoltcittchierve the vxalhige^le^felinDqturiad b)ftlie ccMrq)inea\ 

as shown m figure 4.2. The signal was acquired by an analogue to digital converter, the 

data could then be analysed by computer. For measuring the decay of the acceleration, the 

ex(:ih:r was (iisccinnectexi froni the ]power amplifer and tlie ctimputer \vas triggrerecl U) 

acquire data. Figure 4.2 shows the instrumentation for the loss factor measurements.

The computer was used for data processing; the acceleration waveform was converted to a 
loganthime scale and then drawn into a decay curve. The decay time Tgq was read &om the 

decay curve and then loss factor was calculated. Accelerance (acceleration (m)/force (m)) 

could also be calculated Aom the acquired acceleration and force signals when a random

signal was used as the excitation. Figure 4.3 shows an example of measured decay curve
for a pipe.

4.4 MEASUREMENT OF LOSS FACTOR DUE TO AIR PUMPING IN A 

DOUBLE PIPE SYSTEM.

following dimensions:

L (mm) d (mm) D (mm) R (mm)

Pipe 1 1000 91 95 46.5

Pipe 2 1000 98 102.3 50.075

Pipe 3 1000 104 108 53

where

L = length.

h (mm)

2.15
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d = inner diameter,
D = outer diameter,
R = mean radius, 
h = thickness of pipe wall

4.4.1. Natural frequencies compared with shell theory and beam theory.

As loss factors were measured at resonance frequencies, and accelerances could also be 
plotted, the opportunity was taken to compare measured resonance frequencies and 

predicted natural frequencies. From measured transfer function of the three pipes shown in 
figure 4.4, natural frequencies were obtained. The results were compared with natural 
frequencies computed from the theory in chapter 2 and beam theory.

Pipe 1

Pipe 2

Pipes

Natural frequency in Hz
Experiment Shell theory (n,m) Differencef ftheory I

*exp
%

571 551(fr2) 3.5
596 601 (2,1) 0.8
640 638 (2,2) 0.3
806 791 (2,3) 0.6
1162 1142(2,4) 1.7
1440 1374 (1,3) 4.5

Beam theory 605
527 536(1^0 1.7
571 570 (2,1) 0.2
615 601 (2,2) 2.3
776 786 (2,3) 1.3
1176 1170(2,4) 0.5
1440 1436(L3) 0.3

Beam theory 651
464 495 (2,1) 6
522 537 (2,2) 2.9
640 609 (1,2) 4.8
752 755 (2,3) 0.4
1191 1177(2,4) 1.2

Beam theory 690
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where (n,m) = (circumferential mode, axial mode).
Experimental results and verification of mode shapes wiU be discussed further in chapter 5. 
The equation for natural frequencies according to beam theory [69] ig

cos pL cosh pL =1

where
p4 = m(D2/EI

m = mass per length 
0) = 2 7t f 
f = frequency 
E = Young's modulus
I = second moment of area of the cross-section.

Ihiadic^eclruiPiraliiexiueiicies from Ae theory of thin-\valledc3dirKiricalsIiellsin chiapter 2

agree quite well with experimental data.

Adleasrirenient of Itie loss faetors of a. double ipipe systeni ftM- a rang*;
of air pressure.

To establish whether or not the damping observed was due to air damping, a double pipe
system was suspended in a vacuum chamber shown in figure 4.5. Loss factors of the 
(loiible pqpe syrspani v/ere tneasurtxi at varkms tur jpresstmes. Tlie ckruble pipe (rystem 

C(Nnsaste(i()ftixM)]pip<;s(]]ipe 1-K2),]pipe 1 tvag die uiraaripipetuid pipx: 2 die outer jpipe, \vifh

a 1.5 tnmgih grap. TThe two ])i]pes were serpainted b]r silic()n rubb^n-tit (xith etids, as shov/n
in figure 4.6

lx)ss factCMR()f die dcmhilefMijpe v/idi 1.5 rnmaur g;ap weitiiiieasmned at air pressaires cMf 1 

atm (780 mmHg), 0.43 atm (335.6 mmHg) and 0.166 atm (127 mmHg) respectively. The 

results, shown in figiire 4/7, indicate thait l()ss fitctors (letmeaseKl tvith (letn-easirq; air

irresstme. Ilms, it is pnovexl that chmipirig can be creattxl byr die air gaijp of a cloulble pipN:
system.

Tlie mextsured hiss factcwr is loiv at the first distinct in-])h!u;e niocle shovm ia figim:'4.7. 

This result is consistent with the theoretical prediction in chapter 3 that the loss factor is low 
at the frequencies where in-phase modes occur. The experimental results also indicated that
the loss factor at the in-phase mode condition is litde dependent upon air piessure, which 

means that there is less effect of air pumping at the in-phase condition, as would be
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expected. The effect of the squeeze air film on resonance frequency can also be observed 
from transfer functions (accelerance) of the double pipe system at two air pressures as 
shown in figure 4.8, where the frequencies are slightly shifted to higher frequency with 
low air pressure.

4.5 (ZXOrMF'/LBlISCHM ()ir A/HEASUI(IgD I.OSIS IFVl(:Tr()lRS; ()!? TTHIS 

I'lP'E STfSlTElVI IP^ITTH jrHIE()l%jSTri(:/lI.

4.5.1 Theoretical and experimental loss factors of a double pipe system 

with 1.5 mm and 0.85 mm air gaps.

T/wo d()ub,le jpipe srystems wen: usetliii die study, PipKis 14-2 widi 1.5 iruii aur jgap tuid 

Pipes 24-3 with 0.85 mm air gap. Again, free-free boundary conditions were used. The 
measured loss factors of a double pipe system (pipes 1+2) are compared with those of a 
single pipe (pipe 2) in figure 4.9. The results show increase of loss factors from 2x10-3 to
l)tl()-2 aclihevexi b]r sqiieeize air filinilamiiing;. l^igirres 4.10 arid 4T1 sluow meiisunxi arui 

theoretical loss factors of Pipes 1+2 and 2+3 respectively. The comparison of results 
shows that the theoretical results agree with experimental values fairly well. Thus, it may 
lx; coiiclutied fmm tlie mends cibsen/etl diat loss ftuctor in atioiible fiqpe s]/stern is lo\v ait 

low frequencies because of low air pumping velocities created and the loss factor is high in 
the mid-frequency range but low again at high frequencies since the frequency becomes too 
high to allow air flow and less energy is dissipated by the air in the gap..

4.5.2 Detecting of in phase and out-of-phase modes.

It is necessary to know whether the pipes are moving in-phase or out-of-phase, because 
there is no air pumping flow at the in-phase condition according to the theory in chapter 3. 
For measuring relative phase, two accelerometers were fixed at the ends of the pipes as 
sbov/n iri figime 4.(5. ri^ro measitrecl inespNomies cif ui-phatse and ()ut-c)f jpliase tiiocles an; 

shown in figure 4.12 (a) and (b), from which the vibration behaviour of the double pipe 
system can be seen clearly. (Note the relative orientation of the accelerometers in fig 4.6)

4.5J Theoretical and experimental loss factors due to oil damping.

To investigate the loss factor due to liquid damping in a double pipe system, the 
experimental loss factor measurement was extended to oil damping. The double pipe
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system with oil in the annulus was used, composed of pipes 2+3 with 0.85 mm oil annulus
ggyp.ThieoUin theg;ap behw(5enthei)q)es v/as Sliell(:Ml (SE/l lfrVVV%W)).'riK:()ilcLata;m:,

40OC
Kineniatical viscosihy^ 116.6
Density (Kg/m^) ggg

100° C 

890

w1^eii:lduietruidk:al,/iscosh}' was from dtiba supiplied try StieU [70], dengj^y, mtxisuitxi at
:250(: teiiq)€Tainire cm pnssuiription diat the (ieiisiry of the oil wcmld t)e ctmstaunt ut) K) 

1CX}0(:.

The oil was sealed in the annulus by thin rubber film or by silicon rubber seals as shown in 
figure 4.13. Measured loss factors are shown in figures 4.14 and 4.15. Figure 4.14 gives
tlie loss factors wmli die g^q? sealed by siliccm rutdier arid figime 4.1j)isthie]k)ss factcKTcif 

thin rubber film sealed double pipes. Both sets of experimental data were measured at 
tiormal rootn tempKeniture (apiKnoximately 2(y) C^. riK:ine,isuteci]k,ssf2u=t()rsturecx)niptutxi 

with the theoretical results, which were calculated for oil at 40° C and 100° C respectively 
(the cktdilcirsihelloUait 20o Cwen^iiot ai^tdidile dminjg die stu(ly).It can tie seen diat die 

iiKiasiiredlciss facicirs are ciuite close to ttie prcxiicted i/alues. Because tlie clotdile pipH: 
siysdam wdditiil giip sealed by thin " liad less mochariical htdcagre between die
inrier andciuter pipes, die loss factor art; sligtidyr larger thiin these for the syrstem sealed tiy 

ndihcy''. hlieasurod loss factors cifthescpreeze oilciampied pipies v/ere of the oilier 
()f ICt-^k Thetx; are tugrherthan thelcxss jfictors rrw^astuisd for tht:!^gnt(^e2x:;Lur(larnp)edp,i]pe 

/llthciugrh measured values of loss factors ivith oil chunphig at hdgH tempieratnre were ncii 

otitained in this siiidyr, it can statecl froin die the:or)r iincljprincdjple of (iarnpinjg discussed 

above that the viscosity of oil is strongly affected by temperature, and so is the loss factor. 

TThe darriping causer! by the sihhcori rutiber seals \vas veiry srmill (zomparcid ivith die ciil 

(kuonpimg;. riie dainpiinjg created try ttw: seal cam tie rieglected. Hiis (:an be provexl try 

refeaisncxitofigiire 4.7, v^ieri;tlw:(iiaroete3rcifiniier]pipe:arid the sexaliruiteruilivianBilie same 

as indie oil darnjpedjpipcisrysterrL Theciarnpihig from die silhcoiiniblier seidinust be less 
tbari diat from the: air ctampHedpnpie syiuenr v/here silicon rutiber wasiisecl.
(Zoiniiaring the loss fadxirs measured for am inclusirial pipie (see: figuii: 5.1/1), vdiere kiss 

faczmrs v/ere hHdiow ZxlfhSeixceqpt atirexpuesnciestielow /W)0 v/ith those nieausureelfcirau 

or oiliiarnpiediiipies, it is clear thar chumpirig crearexi b)rair arwi oilim die doutde:pii]]e sy^deni 

IS sigpiificamt. Ivoss factors are; die cirder ()f 6:cl()-3 to 1.5xl()-2 fcir air danipin;; arid the; 
order of 7x10-3 to for oH dampimg at most measured fiequency points.
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS.

From the results of the experiments, the following points can be made:

1) . TTie stiucNsze film chimpirtg rn(>clumisini*;ts verbRewi die meastunenaeait of the l()ss

factor of a double pipe system in reduced air pressures.

2) . Measured loss factors associated with air damping in the double pipe system agreed 
quite well with predicted values. It was also found, as predicted that damping is low at the 

conditions where the two pipes vibrate in-phase.

3) . Although data were only measured for the oil damping system at 20^ C, the plot of 
measured loss factors versus frequency was very similar in shape to theoretically predicted 
curves for higher temperatures.
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Steel pipe

Figure 4.1 A steel pipe suspended by rubber cords.



STEEL PIPE

B&K4367
ACCELEROMETER

Figure 4.2 Instrumentation for loss factor measurements.



0,0 Time (sec) 
(b)

0,7

0,3

• Figure 4.3 Decay curves of acceleration.

(a)f = 464 Hz, (b)f=1191 Hz.



Figure 4.4 Transfer accelerance of a steel pipe.

(a) pipe 1, (b) pipe 2, (c) pipe 3.



Figure 4.5 A double pipe system suspended in a vacuum chamber.



Figure 4.6 Two concentric pipes with air clearance gap for 
loss factor and mode shape tests.
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Figure 4.7 Measured loss factors of a double pipe system in reduced 
air pressure conditions.



FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 4.8 Measured transfer accelerance of double pipe system 
in reduced air pressure conditions.



A double pipe with 1.5 mm air gap

O single pipe T = 200C

Figure 4.9 Comparison of loss factors between a steel pipe and 
double pipe system with 1.5 mm air gap.



FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 4.10 Comparison of theoretical and experimental 
loss factors for pipe 1+2.

ri= 47.5 mm, hi= 2.0 mm, h2 = 2.15 mm,
h = 1.5 mm, T = 200 C.



Figure 4.11 Comparison of theoretical and experimental 
loss factors for pipe 2+3.

r)= 51.15 mm, hi= 2.15 mm, h., = 2.0 mm. 
h = 0.85 mm, T = 200 C.
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-\yi==ineasi^ed accelendion of inner T]iT% 
lwi(max.) I = maximum amplitude of w/ 

+ v/2 = measured accekration of outer ipux:'
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of theoretical and experimental 
loss factor.

IDoublejpipHSS witlilSIiell ()il (S/LEi l()W/y4()) fillecl
and oil sealed by silicone rubber compound.
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of theoretical and experimental 
loss factors.

]:)oiible]pipe with fSliell ()il (Sl/VIl filleci
and oil sealed by thin rubber film.



(C1HLAJP1MER fu PinPlE laVLiyiMOsnC: I)UE: TTC) ]FItI(:Tri()IV JDIEl/MZIDS /LPfD

LAGGING.

S.l INTRODUCTION.

T()riK>2tiIu:]^xiiuiearK^^t<)fiiM3n&asin^r(iafQpijig by a rot)ustiiiethcKl\vlik:h niay txiiised at 
hijgh tenqperatures, aiiother approacli, dry friction (iampdtig, v/as etnjploytxi to decreases

vibration and noise radiation from a pipe system.

Ilie desigpn of the frictkm ckrvices follows froinrcd{m:nce[f>l], iwliere a metal spring; i^ras 
usexi k)(iecrettse die noise radhidonfiooi airuriuig drill. To dam]pii«.]pi]pG vibratioriin this 

sdidy, i/arious sh,: of ivire ropie anti a ctiikxl steel spaing were used to auct as fricdon 

(huiqping;(ie\m:es onapiipie. T:he aim cf e)qpeiirneiiUilirr/estigatiori}iere v/as to stuciy die 

fricdon (humping chtunacteristi(:s()filietiv()i)rpes cxFclevicewiien apiplied to a pipe.

\fost previcms researches ni the Held of fricdon clarngiing haire been folloiving; three 

qiuantitatii/eiidhidCMis of]Bictionfcrc(;\vlu(;h expM^:ssilu:riuigrdtu(le()fthtefricth)n force as a 
furK:dori()fthiep,nrKi[]pal rnatrtxxiipiicaUj/tibscrv^ible variables, namely the appilieclloarl the 

size ofdiensgion of contact and sdcdrig velocity. Theiiaxx^tpiandtathreiebtions are:
1) .Th<:friciioriix)rce ispmopordcMial t() die nonmd force IN, that isi;=|i N, wliere pi is the 

coefficient of friction.
2) . The fiictioii frirce is inclepeiideiit()f die ap^iarentairea ofcxintact Thus huige arid 

smaU objects have the same coefficient of friction.
3) .ThefrictK)n force isiridepKuideritcd'the slhiuig vdcxiub^w Thisirnplies diattlusfcacen:-

quureclio mmate slhiinjg will lx: the same tusilie fence rexpuired m maiiiuiin slidirig at ariy 

specified velocity.
Ilowever, iri Riibiriowicz: anci ICrag;elskii's n:sean:hes [71.72], j, ,,^5 staned that the diinl 

piruicipileniiglit riot be (ibeyetl iii sorrxctihncuiiistarxce as frictiori<:cx:fr5ci(:nt isafrmetion of 
velocity or a fretpuenc^^ depxzntient factiir. This wiU lx: disctissediri this cliapterr.

In this study, a series (if expierhiients ivere (tarried oiittoinvestigaie theilciss factors from 

cancfriLly arrarijgecl friction dievices oiiiipiqpe and die variaiioritiflossfarioirivith frequerxey 

and normal load. Although theoretical work is not available within the scope of this chapter 

liecaiuse (if brnitexl tirnefoirtliispirojeet, a genertd (liscussicin of friction (lampuig is given 

for these kinds of damping devices.
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5.2 FMCTTBO^f ()F A IMOPE IN MLEiKlJRAiL l/IBRviTI()N
WnH VyilAMPEI) C()ILE]D STHEEI. SPIUN(3S AISI) PTIRE ROIPES.

The need for a robust damping mechanism which can operate at high temperatures has 
already be:en stated a^id fhe sucicessful apijpUixidons of cculetlsqprtngarouraiinads in ncxuw; 

reduction lead to this investigation of the two types of device shown in figure 5.1.

The coiled steel spring is supposed to vibrate independently when a pipe is in vibration. 
Fnction forces occur between the contacting surfaces of pipe and spring, then energy is 
dissipated by friction. The wire rope consists of a group of thin wires. Energy is dissipated 
either try fricdion Ixstv/eeri die v/ine mpN: ami the pifie or liy frictkin miionig diose: ixdres

within the wire rope, i.e., there is “internal dissipation” within the rope and not in the 
“spring”.

5.2.1 Description of the coiled spring damping system.

1). Dimensions of coiled spring.

The coiled steel spring was made of thin steel wire as shown in figure 5.1(a). Three sizes
of spring were used in the experiment. The dimensions of coiled springs used in 
experiments are

spring 1 
spring 2 
spring 3

Dg (mm) ds(mm) /g(mm)
12 1.6 7.1
8.0 1.6 6.0
7.5 1.1 3.8

where
Dg = diameter of spring coil, 
dg = diameter of spring wire,
/ s = spacing between two spring coils.

2). A pipe with coiled steel spring wound around it.
A coiled steel spring was wrapped around a pipe as shown in figure 5.1(b). Both ends of 
spring; iv(ai:;io^a:h^xit()tlK: (antis (ifilieip^pe via two coUajni. TThe eiids of the sgMing v/ere 

attached to the collars which could be rotated in opposite directions and then clamped to the 
pipe to pretension the spring.
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5.2.2 Description of wire rope damping system.

Wire rope is simply several strands of wire twisted or wound, together. Some of the types 
are commonly called "cable" and are used to carry electricity, support bridges and in many
other practical ways. In the present experiment, two wire ropes were used, description and 
chrneiisions ofwhiclitmeshmvriin figure !)J2(a). wireix)pe cc)nsistsc)fiiurol)er()fstrarids 
and every strand contains a number of steel wires. The dimensions of two wire ropes are

Dw(mm) dw (mm) Ns Nw
wire rope 1 4 1.4 19 4
wire rope 2 
where

5 1.6 19 6.

Dw = diameter of wire rope, 
dw = diameter of a wire.
Ns = number of strands of wire rope,
Nw = number of wires per strand.

i\)vire rojpe was wrapijpecl around a p,i]pe sh()vm in figuie :5.:2(b). Both ends of \vire ropwe
were fixed onto the pipe by two collars. By this arrangement the structure of the wire rope 
provided many contacting points on the pipe. It is expected that a portion of the energy 
associated with relative motion of the strands of wire would be converted by friction into 
thermal energy and vibrational energy would be dissipated.

5.2.3 Measurements of loss factor and accelerance.

Loss factors were measured by use of the decay time method (see equation 4.1 and figure 
4.2). The approach to measurement was the same as that in chapter 4. A steel pipe was
us(xi m the (»(p<nim(:nts. ICtimMensicMis cd'piq^e are: lerqgth == l()80irur^ iruean nuiuis = 51) 
mm, thickness of pipe wall = 2 mm. The damped pipe was suspended by nylon or rubber 
string; zissliowTi in figime 5.3. I^leximili/ibration ivas coccited b]r (xiU and magpiet systemu 
Transfix ticcelamice \vas naeasurecl lixim the sigpials cdF exiting ftMnce and acceleration 
response. The transfer accelerance is defined as

Transfer Accelerance =— (m)

input (0)) (5.1)
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where
& output (®) = acceleration,
F input (®) = force.

5.2.4 Measurement of loss factors of a wire rope damped pipe.

The characteristics of friction damping by a wire rope were investigated and the loss factors 
of a wire rope damped pipe were measured. The measured loss factors are plotted versus
fnaqiieticy fcir die pipke-iDjpe S)rstem in figiire 5/t, iri vdiich lov/er soUclline is for a phiiii
])ipeimdtlx: other two lines are the lewis jhictors fcMr^lmoi anel 5 nam chaumeter vvire ropies 
respectively.

There are some interesting points which arise from the lesults, as follows;

1) . wire rope is considerably effective in damping the vibration of a pipe. The loss factor is
mqnoved from order of 10-3 for plain pipe to the order of 10-2 for ^ damped pipe.
2) . Because there is no pretension added to the wire rope, the only fraction force comes
from weight or gravitation of the wire rope itself, which is

jt
jR sinO dO

= ,^(2,5^ whenR.d
(5.2)

where

N = normal force to surface of pipe wall,
II = coefficient of dry fraction, 
g = constant of gravitation,
Pw = density of wire rope,
Dw = diameter of wire rope,
R = radius of pipe.

Companng various diameter of wire ropes with the same material, it comes out clearly that 
a large diameter of wire rope gives high fraction force according to above description. The 
fraction force occurs, of course, only in the top half circle of the wire rope.
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3). High friction force should normally give high damping. But the measured loss factors
c)f tlie 5 nmi wire ropie v/ere l()v/(:oin]paMxi wifh tlioseof fhe ^1 nim v/ire rojpe within tlie 
freqiiency raiige c)ftib(>ut 50K) 2(X)0 Hz:. TThene mayr Ixe twro reasons for this ctmtratiiction. 
First, vibration velocities of the pipe are low at lower frequency, so that wire rope as a 
liicliori danqper is nearly stuci(,()rex(tita.ticMi frequency is to<)l()v/t()()v(%rcornie tiie static 
frictioii or to (:ause slip. In this case, dtuonping is controlled hr^ relative slip lietv/een tht; 
interface of the surfaces of the pipe wall and the wire rope rather than by normal force. 
ITius, Iqght wire rc^ie is asstnnedtolie nicariiictivotrriiicnruigiiKire quickly tiian alieairy 
oiie. ITie seeonti reason is tiiat frictitin chunpirq; otacurs among the wires cMfthie wineiope 
Itself. IPdr thesanie]reascMi,;n a givi;n exoharionirirce, hjght wruriiope mcrves mtmeirqiidly^ 
therefore high damping is achieved.

/t). Li the Olid fretpiencyr ranjge (:>2(K)0 Hit), tlie viliration veltxchry for liigh frequency 
resqponse islngh enough to caaise slqr.sofricticai force is coiitrolUng damjiing;. In theiiijgh 
freqtuency range the; wire ro]pe isirovirq; freely. In this casietiieloss factor for light weigfit
wire rope will decrease at a certain frequency, which can be seen at frequencies above 3500 
Hz in figure 5.4.

IS.:!.!) IVIeiistiremeiit (if loiK; fiictors lof it (:o!Xe<l siipiihng (Iam|pe!d ipifie.

CK)il()d spring issuppiosed to un(lerg() a smong; local vibration v/hen it is wTappied arourtd 
a pipe. Friction damping is affected mostly by the nature of the spring. When the spring 
receo/es energry from tlie niain itilirating; structure andjprodutxts Itxcal viinathon, friction 
occurs at some contacting point, so energy is dissipated. In this case, friction damping does 
not cwnly depend oii die v/eiglitcif qpringrlmt also cm the spring; mtetir stiffruess. ffcnmal 
fcmces eoierted cxn die surfruce of a pifx; wad tu-elrom grao/iry ancl die stress in the spiruig
\vlule tlie spring is in vitnation. THhe spiring can Ixc either (xompmessedor extended; the
deflection of spring can be expressed as [73]

g Dg3 n 
(3 (1,4 C13)

where
5 = deflection of spring,
F = force exerted on spring,
Dg = mean coil diameter of spring,

dg = diameter of spring wire,
G = modulus of rigidity of spring material,
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n = number of active coils.

The spring rate or stiffness Kg is

(5.4)

Ivor a grvtm ocerted fcmce and ctituiieter of spiinjg whne, liie sprinjg vtiitli kurge metm ccnl 
ctiamet«r()f ;qpring has krv, stiffness and hijgh deflection, so high friction chunpinjgwiJl be 
produced. Figures 5.5 to 5.6 give loss factors of a pipe with coiled springs of diameter 12 
iiuiituid 8 mm v/hiciiiveanstiornpsured vtiih these of an uiwiarnpNed pipe. Ijoss factors of tiie 
12 mm diameter spring system are great than those associated with the 8 mm spring, each 
having the same diameter of spring wire.

TTo study frkrtion damjpingwith varicms pretensions of the spaing, ()ne ctiUar to v/hiclithe
(md of the spairig v/as fbred, v/as twdstecithrougli 12()0 ancl:»4CK). TThe extendetlletigths of 
the spring are

/1 = 0.67 7t R and / 2 = 1.33 k R.

IPretensions are etpral to / iK,, and / zlKg for 1200 and 24O0 n:spe,:ti),:ly.v\s(iiscusse,i hi 
seciioii 5.2.4, sprinjg witii hig;]i pieteaision ixtill "stick'' at how frecpiency arid moi/e in 
contact with the pipe but will yield effective friction for high frequency vibration.
/dthougrh die sprinjg with low pnetensiotiliad Itijgh fnction darripingin the loiv ffeqtiency 
range, it became less effective at high frequencies because the spring lost its friction when 
the vibration velocities were high. The appropriate curves in figures 5.5 and 5.6 clearly 
show this effect. When the spring pretension is changed, the resonance frequency of the 
]iq)e vrtil change txscause die distriliution of ackledmauss(diafq;ecL Hqgh prerenshin residts 
iiiiiKme adried roauHiiuidlcnvearrtMMonarice ffecpiencr/ as showm hi f^prre 5.7, w/hich {gives 
measured accelerances of the pipe with various pretensions of the spring. Figure 5.8 shows 
th(;!wmie typie cxf results aa (ihw:iu;secl{ibcyve, whtere a \iery sirniUriiarncrieriqirinjgi^iiieiKfas 
used, although the loss factor levels were low as it was less effective as a friction device.

Observing figure 5.5, 5.6 and 5.8, it was found that the loss factors were generally very 
lowr in the frt)qtien(:y rarige 500 600 Hz and thene w/as nt) friction daniping at all from all 
sprinjgs with hijgh {pretension. liow is this eifcxzt relaieci to a certain mode shapie of die 
vibrating pipe? In the next section the effect of mode shapes of the pipe will be discussed.
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5.3 Measured Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes of a Pipe.

TTo idendfy the first two circuniferential niodes of ai)i])e,t\v()a,x:elerDnieters v/ere fbted af 
one end of the pipe as shown in Hgure 5.9. Transfer functions a^/f and a2/f were measuied.

The definition of transfer function is

ITi (GO
Gajf (5.5)

where

i == 1,2,
Gaa = acceleration spectral density,
^af “ cross spectral density of acceleration and force,

= acceleration of lower point of inner pipe wall,
^2 = acceleration of upper point of outer pipe wall.

Comparing the phase of transfer functions of inner and outer pipes (Hj and H2), the first 
circumferential number n=l can be recognized as in-phase motion occurs, the mode with 
n=2 can be seen as out-of-phase. Typical results of transfer accelerance are shown in figure 
5.10, where resonance fi'equencies and phases are given.

The measured resonance frequencies and mode shapes are compared with results from shell 
theory of chapter 2 in table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Comparison of measured natural frequencies and mode shapes with 
theoretical results.

Length of pipe = 1080 mm, mean radius = 50, thickness = 2 mm

n m theory (Hz) experiment (Hz)

1 2 504 517
2 1 561 561
2 2 737 717
2 3 1056 1053
1 3 1260 1323
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n = circumferential mode, m = axial mode.

Measured results showed quite good agreement with theoretical values. It can be seen that 

the low k)ss factcus in ISg^ures fi.j), 5.6 and 5J are at 5(51 Hz, the fneqnency of the niotle

with n=2 and m=l, where spring friction is supposed to be less effective.

5.4 P()SIS]]3I.I[ ()ir IFItlCTriOlV D/LPdCPlDXG ()TSf

IMOME UlSIISi; SINGldB: I)I[(;RjE]E ]PIHE]2D()]VI SrirSTTlEIVI 
MODELLING.

5.4.1 Natural frequency of a helical spring.

As discussed in the previous section, independent vibration may occur in the coiled spring 
of a spring damped pipe system. The lowest natural frequency of a helical spring may be 
calculated according to reference [73] as

4=^
n:I)gn 32Y (5.6)

where
fs = lowest natural frequency of spring, 
dg = diameter of spring wire,
Dg = diameter of spring coil,
G = modulus of rigidity of spring material, 

g = acceleration due to gravity, 
y = weight density of spring material, 

n = number of active coils.

Trh<;liundUiaaeruKdrunairaljGM>qtM:ncie;s()ftlie sbeelspringpsinfrgpire 5.1(a[) weretxilculated
below.

n Natural f
Spring 1 44 90
Spring 2 52 172
Spring 3 82 85

as
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where the following coefficients were used
0=79.6x109 N/m2, r=Y/g=7850 Kg/m^, n=the spring wound around the pipe for one 
circle.

I^mA^^^dyontheeffiM^ofd^:nmuml&cqw^[cyofalKUadspnngonthe6hffion
damping of the spring damped pipe should be carried out in future research.

5.4.2 Relationship between the force normal to the surface of a pipe
and the slipping velocity of a coiled spring or wire rope.

A muld degree of Aeedom system representation of a spring in contact with a pipe is given 

m figure 5.11 (a). A series of masses and springs with friction force is used to model a 
s]pringr()r wnne ropie wcMirwi arcmnd a pipwe. (Zhie rruiss arid oiie spairig refireseiitont; mrntif 
the spring. Clnt; tiirn (if die sptriiig is rncideUed in figure 5.11 (b), wliere N is the iiorrnal 

lRrrce(U(erte(l()nairriass.]FcHrfi(X)iled spniiig occurs clue to pms&ension arai graAthq^ancifior 
a v/hne ropie N is diie to fpavity (inly. If thi; drivirig force F :> plM, relative naodcin of tlie 

siiruig inass wall tak:e plarze. TTie sigpi cif tlie ffictioiial fcmse viiries v/ith the sijgn ()f the 

velocity y. An equation of motion of such a mass spring system is

m y + K y = F(t) - p N sgn(y) (5.7)

where

y= displacement of spring mass, 
p = coefficient of dry friction, 

m = mass of spring 
K = stiffness of spring

If v(t) is assumed to be of the form

and
y(t) = A cos 0)t,

y(t) = - A © sin ©t,

then y(t) = - A ©2 cos ©t,

sgn (y) = sgn (-A© sin©t)
4 A .

: sin ©t +
K iA (5.8)
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Neglecting the higher order term, equation (5.7) becomes

m y + K y - — —jy., sin cat = F cos (cot + y)
K W (5.90

Substituting y (t) = A cos cot into equation (5.9), 1a I can be immediately written as

I I _ (4 a/p)2
I— I - I

11- CO^/COq^ I
where

Ao = F/K, 
a = N/K.

If coq^ = K/m, and the force F is applied at certain frequency co, then

kkCi^l -C2 (|-)2 (5.10)

where

Cl
K 11 - co^/coq^

C2 = (4ll/7t)2.

K I/Cl can be expressed as a function of ^ as shown in figure 5.12, where the velocity 

decreases rapidly when normal force increases.

K /
The normal force for a coiled spring N =—^ , - I + S, where I is the length of

spring.

The normal force for a wire rope N = g ^ ^, g = gravity constant.
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5.4.3 Relationship between coefficient of friction and slipping velocity.

It is well known that the force required to start sliding is usually greater than the force 
required to maintain sliding, and this gives rise to the notion that there are two coefficients 
of friction - static (for surface at rest) and kinetic (for surface in motion).

The kinetic friction coefficient is a function of velocity. A plot of kinetic friction coefficient 
versus velocity will generally have a positive slope at low sliding velocity and a negative 
slop at high sliding velocity.

The relationship between velocity and coefficient of friction can be expressed by an 
empirical equation f^l] as

p = (a 4-b y) e- c y + d (5.11)

where a, b, c and d are constant for various materials, an example here is given in iron-iron 
surface,

a = 0.022, b = 0.274, c = 0.59, d = 0.11

Figure 5.12 shows the relationship of velocity and friction coefficient of iron-iron surfaces. 
The friction between a steel spring and a steel pipe should follow the same rule.

5.4.4 Parameters which affect friction damping.

Discussion in sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 shows the relationships between normal force and 
slipping velocity, coefficient of friction and slipping velocity respectively. The coefficient 
of friction has a key role in friction damping.

Under a given excitation, the coefficient of friction is function of slipping velocity, and the 
velocity depends on the normal force, which acts on the slipping mass and causes friction 
damping. Hence, coefficient of friction finally depends on the normal force. A possible 
optimum point exists at which the magnitude of the normal force produces the highest 
friction damping.

The slipping velocity also depends on frequency of excitation as high velocities usually 
occur at high frequency. There are therefore two important parameters which control
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friction- These are excitation frequency and normal force. These two factors are considered 
separately here when friction damping is discussed.

1) . At a given frequency.
The expression for velocity is

y= IA I cocos (cot+0),

The velocity is function of normal force, from equation (5.10), as 

y= constant f(N).

In the case of a wire rope damped pipe, the normal force is a function of the weight of the 
wire rope, so is the friction. For a coiled spring, the normal force is either a function of the 
weight of the spring or a function of pretension in the spring. For a light weight spring, 
friction is controlled by pretension, but it may also be controlled by weight when the spring 
is heavy.

2) . At a given normal force.
Slipping velocity is controlled by excitation frequency range and so is the friction damping.

5.5 DISCUSSION.

Concerning the optimum design of a friction damping system, both the normal force 
produced by spring and frequency range must be considered.

Friction damping definitely depends on the range of frequencies involved. Heavy wire rope 

or a coiled spring with high pretension may not have high friction damping at low 
frequencies because their slipping velocities are low from equation 5.8. Higher friction 
damping may occur at high frequencies.

For a light weight wire rope or a coiled spring with low pretension, the friction damping is 
low because the normal forces are low .

To design the optimum friction damping system for a pipe, a size of wire rope or coiled 
spring as well as the pretension of a coiled spring can be chosen depending on the 

frequency range of interest.
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5.6 FRICTION DAMPING OF AN INDUSTRIAL PIPE BY MINERAL 

WOOL LAGGING.

(i) Design.
Mineral wool lagging is often used at power stations to lag pipes. There is a need to 
investigate damping of this type of pipe system. This is required in order to ascertain 
the levels of damping present in a lagged pipe and to compare them with the loss factors 
achievable by other methods investigated. Figure 5.13 is an industrial pipe with 
wrapped mineral wool lagging and a 1 mm thickness steel cleading* cover on the 
outside. By adjusting the clips, which clamped the steel clearly shown in figure 5.13, 
conditions approximately to constrained and unconstrained lagging can be achieved. 
The experimental method and measurement used for investigating the damping of 
this structure here as already described in chapter 4 and figures 4.1 and 4.2.

(ii) Results.
The pipe tested is practical one used in power stations and the measured loss factors are 
given in figure 5.14. Data are given for the plain pipe and the pipe covered with 

constrained or unconstrained lagging. Loss factors of the plain pipe varied from 
1.5x10-3 ~ 5x10-3 and increased to 1x10-2- 2.5x10-2 with lagging, through the 
frequency range examined. Constrained lagging produced the highest loss factors.

* Cleading is a term usually used in the power industry.
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5.7 CONCLUSIONS.

1) . Wire rope wrapped around a pipe can produce high damping. Damping was produced 
either from friction between the surface of the wire rope and the pipe wall or from friction 
between strands of rope.

2) . Friction damping may depend on the weight of wire rope. The optimum loss factor will 
depend on weight and frequency. It is suggested that further investigation be carried to 
determine the optimum size of wire to give high loss factors in a given frequency range.

3) . The level of loss factor produced by a coiled steel spring device is determined by the 
size of the spring and pretension and is also frequency dependent. There is an optimum 
slipping velocity of the spring, where higher coefficients of friction may be reached. This 
velocity depends only on spring force normal to the surface of the pipe induced by gravity 

and pretension. To determine the optimum size of a coiled spring and optimum pretension 
for a given frequency range, further experiments and research are needed.

4) . When a pipe vibrates in its first bending mode and the second circumferential mode, 
loss factors caused by friction damping by both a wire rope or a coiled spring are very low 
because of relative low slipping velocity.

At high frequency, a high pretension coiled spring produces high damping. A low 
pretension coiled spring system has high a loss factor at low frequency but low loss factor 
at high frequency.

5) . Mineral wool lagging will increase damping on industrial pipes. Constrained lagging 
will produce higher loss factors than unconstrained lagging.
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spring 1 
spring 2 
spring 3

(mm)

12
8.0
7.5

1.6
1.6
1.1

Is (mm)

7.1
6.0
3.8

Figure 5.1 (a) Structure and dimensions of coiled steel spring.

Figure 5.1 (b) A steel pipe with a wrapped steel spring.
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Figure 5.2(a) Structure and dimensions of wire rope.

Figure 5.2 (b) A steel pipe with a wrapped wire rope.
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Figure 5.4 Measured loss factors of a plain pipe and wire
rope damped pipe in flexural vibration.

Dw = diameter of wire rope.
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Figure 5.5 Measured loss factors of a plain pipe and coiled 
steel spring 1 damped pipe in flexural vibration.

Ti= the extended length of spring is 0.67 7t R,
T2= the extended length of spring is 1.33 n R,
R = mean radius of pipe, diameter of spring 1 = 12 mm.



Figure 5.6 Measured loss factors of a plain pipe and coiled 
steel spring 2 damped pipe in flexural vibration.

Ti= the extended length of spring is 0.67 tc R,
T2= the extended length of spring is 1.33 k R,
R = mean radius of pipe, diameter of spring 2 = 8 mm.
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Ti= the extended length of spring is 0.67 k R,
T2= the extended length of spring is 1.33 k R,
R = mean radius of pipe, diameter of spring =12 mm.

Figure 5.7 Measured transfer accelerances of the coiled spring damped 
pipe with various pretensions of spring.
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Figure 5.8 Measured loss factors of a plain pipe and coiled 
steel spring 3 damped pipe in flexural vibration.

Ti= the extended length of spring is 0.67 7t R,
T2= the extended length of spring is 1.33 k R,
R = mean radius of pipe, diameter of spring 3 = 7.5 mm.
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accelerometer 2

accelerometer 1

force transducer

Figure 5.9 Arrangement for verifying the first two circumferential 
modes of a plain pipe.



Figure 5.10 Measured transfer accelerance of a plain
pipe (length = 1080 mm).

(a) Modulus, (b) Phase.
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Figure 5.12 Calculated coefficient of friction versus velocity and velocity
versus normal force.
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of measured loss factors of a plain
industrial pipe and the pipe with constrained or 
unconstrained mineral wool lagging.



CHAPTER 6. SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS THROUGH PIPE

WALLS.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapters, the investigation involved studies of the vibration behaviour
c^F^x^am^the^^mwK±esWmcMasmgthedunpmgofa ddncya^kkdskdlm
control vibration transmission and noise radiation from pipework. This type of problem 
has been also referred to as the control of "structure borne sound".

The approaches explored in the present study to produce damping for vibration control 
oiiEi(lout,lei)i]pe system inclucied sqtiee2%:fihii(iarnpir.g by giu^tirliquiciiiurnpuig hi die 

annular gap between two pipes and friction damping by attached devices such as spring 
()r v/ire rc^pe (ir laggpuig;. Ihirther questions arise, such tu;, ;ure these (himpihig (ie\d(:es 
als() effective in rixlucingr sound i^udiatioii and how nnuch soiinci eiierfry \vill tie 

transmitted through a pipe with those damping devices? In this chapter, acoustic 
properties of the damped pipes are studied experimentally.

6.1.1 Definition of Sound Transmission Loss.

The transnussion of flmd-bome sound from inside a pipe to the surroundings through 

the pipe wall is of practical interest in many industrial applications. The sound is 
radiated from the pipe to produce the resulting sound field in the environment. Only a 
portion of the internal sound energy is transmitted through the pipe wall and the process 
will depend ori die midire of the hibernal sound field, the tucoiisthial pro^ierties of the 

mtemal and external fluids, the geometry (thickness/diameter ratio) of the pipe and the 

acoustical and damping properties of the pipe material.

The 'transmission loss" is often used to assess the ratio of sound power transmitted

through a pipe wall. Transmission loss (TL) is conventionally defined as

TL = 10 logjo (1/x) (6.1)

where t is the transmission coefficient

^ I(extemal)
I(intemal)

_ Acoustic intensity of transmitted wave
Acoustic intensity of incident wave (6.2)
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The transmission loss of a pipe differs considerably from that of the more usual flat 
plate case. For the cylindrical geometry of a pipe, it must be recognized that there are 
sevend devhuions from the oAen snuded kkxd case. Fi^t, thelmdiakdpKnveris 
tyipicafl): proportional to tfie siirfatze aurea ()f the pi]pe \vjrile the iraddeitt poweir is 

IDrojponionai to the cross secdonzd aunea. TTie trarisniissiori l()ss for agpb/eii speohnertis 

also a function of the ratio of length to diameter. Secondly, the sound field exciting the 
pipe interior is certainly not isotropic in the frequency range of interest due to the 
limitations of propagation within the cylindrical geometry. Third, the sound field is not 
homogeneous because of attenuation due to dissipation and radiation.

The approach of defining TL on the basis of power flow rather than internal mean 
square pressure has the significant virtue of obviating the need for dealing with the 
singularities in the mean square internal sound pressure at the cut-off frequency, which 
c<)m/e)r no riet power (icrwm tins pijjpe. It is apfmoizriate tit diis fioirit h) clenote ttvo 
important frequencies for cylindrical shells. The first is the ring frequency, defined as

4 = Cl / tcD 013)

where
Cl = the longitudinal wave speed in the pipe wall,
D = diameter of the pipe,

the ring frequency can be thought as the upper limit for curvature effects, since it 
repmesents tlie freciuency at v/hicli the tune ix)r stress wave ]]rc>]3ajgation tiecomes 

sufficiently long so that the phase change around the pipe circumference is large.

rtwesMacotki KpapM:\vail(:rhicaI fnequencyr, v/hicliis deftn(xlj]XHiitlK:ilat]plate,eqiuiti(Mi 

as

where

4 = (c2 / 2 It) (m/B)i/2 
»c2/]J3CLh

c = speed of sound in the fluid,

ra = nM&sperunhsurfiK%(ueaofpipevMdh
B = the bending stiffness per unit width of the pipe wall, 
h = the thickness of the pipe wall.

(6.4)
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When the adjacent fluids differ in sound speed on either side, a different critical 
frequency for each side must be defined. When the critical frequency f^ is computed to
be less tikaii tire ringr tinequen(:y f^ th(;]3h]^sical sigpiiHcance of fg isciuestityntible sin(;e

curvature of the walls will have a greater significance in determining the flexual wave 
speed in the wall.

In practice, the sound transmission loss is given as

TL = 10 log [ <p2> S/4poc WJ (6.5)

where
<P2> = the space-average mean square pressure in inside a pipe,
S = the sound radiation surface area,
Wt = the sound power transmitted through a measured surface,
Po = the density of air, 

c = sound speed of air.

The item is tiie soimclintensiti/. IS]/ using; shiqple calctilation lefetreti ti) anaferertce 

sound intensity level Iq = 1 x 10 "^2 w/m2 and reference sound pressure level p^^ = 20 
X 10 ^ N/m2, sound transmission loss can be rewritten as

TL — <Lp> -Lj -6.1 (dB) (6.6)

where
<Lp> = the space-averaged sound pressure level in the pipe,
Lj = the sound intensity level through a measured surface.

To measure the TL in practice, the measurements of sound pressure level Lp inside pipe 
and sound intensity level around the surface of the pipe are needed.

6.1.2 Sound Intensity and its Measurement.

Sound intensity is defined as the vector quantity pu.

I = p(t) u(t) (6.7)

where
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p(t) IS theiiistaiiuintxous ac()ustic piressiire at a ixoiru; u(t) is the uistafiUinexDus 
particle velocity vector.

The sound intensity level is defined as

Lj - 10 logjo[I/lQ] dB 05^)

where
Iq = the reference sound intensity, 10-12 Wm-2

In practice, sound intensity can be estimated by measuring a pressure difference Ap, 
which exists between points along an axis separated by a distance Ar. For time 
stationary fields, the time average intensity component is given by

in = ::—rPiP2(4)i-<|)2)
2poAr (6.90

where
= phase different of pj and pg.

The frequency domain equivalent of equation (6.9) is

rocoAr (6.10)

v/here (jq;2_. tlie cross sfrectiai clensit]/ of the two piossture signals. Tlie l()gaiithnik: 

measure of I is the sound intensity level.

This measurement can be achieved by use of a sound intensity probe, which consists of
tvvo rurminalby hletudkxaliiiknnoplioties platted /tirapan; as shtrwn in figure 6.1.

Since sound intensity is a power flux density, practical procedures are required for 
sampling the continuous normal intensity distribution over a chosen measuring surface. 
There are basically two distinct sampling methods:

1). point sampling': a intensity probe is held stationary at discrete points on the surface 
for the period of time to adequately and precisely estimate the sound intensity.
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2). 'scanned sampling': a intensity probe is naversed or swept along a continuous path
over a portion of a measurement surface and time average estimate is obtained by this 
way. *

In this research, the 'scanned sampling' method was used.

(ulJ. Sound IPrwsure and hk Bdeasurenumt in a Pipe.

The definition of sound pressure level is

(6^1)
Lp = 201ogio(p/p^^)

where the sound reference pressure in air is 

Pref = 20 m Pa (20 x 10-6 Nm-2).

In the measurements, the space-averaged and time averaged sound pressure level was 
measured at the end of a closed pipe, as will be described in section 6.2.

6.2 INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST PROCEDURES.

A seti« of experiments were set up for investigating acoustic properdes of a damped 
pipe. The sound transmission loss through the wall of a damped pipe with air or oil 
squeeze film damping, or fticrion damping was measured. An indusdial pipe (a pipe
pmctic^ly used in power stations) covered by an unconstrained or constrained mineral 
glass fibre layer was also tested.

6.2.1 Acoustic Excitation in a Pipe.

Two sizes of pipe were used in the experiments. The 
a loudspeaker at one end of each pipe.

pipes were acoustically excited by

The loudspeaker consisted of a power drive unit and an acoustic horn. The power drive 
unit uW was model DCR 100 (100 watts power and 8 Q iesista.ee) and the designed 
cut-off frequency is 500 Hz. To drive a damped pipe with a diameter of less than 120 
mm , a plasuc ^ was used to connect the pipe to the loudspeaker drive unit as shown 
m igme 6.2 a. The other end of the pipe was covered by a circular plastic plate.
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To drive an industrial pipe, which has large diameter (over 200 mm diameter), a horn 
was designed to connect the drive unit to the pipe as shown in figure 6.2 b. The other 
end of pipe was enclosed by a rigid plate, where sound pressure was measumd. The 
sound power is transmitted through the pipe wall as shown in figure 6.3.

The radii of the horn inlet and exit governed by the diameter of the drive unit and the 

radius of the pipe. The length of the horn was designed according to the cut-off 

frequency of the drive unit. The design of the acoustic horn was based upon the need to 

be coupled to the end of the pipe and the consideration of the frequency range. The 

design work is shown in appendix 6.1. The horn was made of polyester resin mixed

with C.S.M. (chopped strand glass fibre mat). The dimension of the horn and the 

loudspeaker assembly are given in figures 6.4 and 6.5.

6.2.2 Acoustical Shield against Background Noise.

Although the in-situ intensity measurement method is practically available and has 

proved to be of great advantage, extraneous noise sources may still disturb the sound 

field and create serious bias errors in the sound power estimate, especially when the 

extraneous noise sources are stronger than the sound soume of interest. For example, 
when scanning to measure sound power along a pipe wall, there are strong sound 

power radiations from both the ends of the pipe, the coupler and the body of the 

loudspeaker. The extraneous sound itself has a different phase compared with the 

sound inside the pipe and may result in cancellation or enhancement To solve this 

problem during the TL test, an acoustical shield was placed between the loudspeaker 

and the “driven” end of the pipe. The other end of the pipe was covered by thick plastic 

foam to prevent sound radiation from the source to the test area via this path. The 

arrangement of acoustical shield is illustrated in figure 6.6.
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6.2.3 Test Configurations.

S()und transtaissi()n Icxss tests wens ptirfoimexl ()n ttie two Icintls of (iain]pe<i pipes,

which were damped by squeeze damping and friction damping.

A double pipe system with air or oil gap

A double pipe system, which consisted of two C()neeiitin[cf)ii)es,is incUctttixi uifijpire
6.6, v/hens die inner ptijpe v/as actiustically excitisd. TTie dimeriskins (in torn) of the

double pipe system were

Inner pipe
Inner diameter

98
Outer diameter

1023
Length

1080

Outer pipe 104 108 1000.

gap

(185

The two pipes were connected by two means. First, three screws were mounted in 

tapped holes close to each end of the outer pipe; the screws were at 1200 to each other 

and held the inner pipe relative to the outer pipe. The second connection was at the ends 

of the pipes where the gaps were filled with silicone rubber compound; there were air 

holes in the seal for the air gap but the ends were completely sealed for the oil filled 

(:ase. ThegxxilandpHijpe spacing; nkidicKl are sh(ywn in figpre 6.6.

The pipe damped by a coiled spring or a wire rope.

A pipe was damped either by a coiled spring or a wire tope, which were the same as 

shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2, and was also excited by loudspeaker for the acoustical 

measiitetnents. The dimensions of the pipe were the same as the inner pipe above (d=
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98 mm, D - 102.3 mm, L =1080 mm). The details of the test sptinjgs arai v/ire ropNes
were:

1. a pipe with coil spring

spring 1 spring 2 spring 3
diameter of spring coil (mm) 12 8 7.5
diameter of spring wire (mm) 1.6 1.6 1.1
pitch between two coils (mm) 7 6 3.8

2. a pipe with wire rope wound around it

wire rope 1 wire rope 2
diameters of rope (mm) 5 4

An industrial pipe wrapped with mineral woo! and single or double
cladding.

A mineral wool lagging was wrapped on a pipe. The mineral wool layer was covered 

by a steel cladding or double cladding with 1 mm air gap, which was rolled into a 

cylindrical shape and gripped by clips. The design is shown in figure 5.13, and the

sketch of double claddings is in figure 6.7. Hie dimensions of the industrial pipe were 

inner diameter d = 204 mm,

outer diameter D = 219 mm, 

length = 1583 mm.

The thickness of mineral wool = 25 mm.

The dimensions of the double cladding were 

thickness of inner steel cladding: 1 mm, 

thickness of outer steel cladding: 1 mm, 

air gap between two claddings: 0.5 -1.2 mm.

The air gap between the two claddings was controlled by 1 mm thickness rubber 

supports, but the gap dimensions varied according to the radii of the steel cladding.
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vy!u(:h v/as maude c,f ixilkxl plate. (Zlips aiound tlie outsicie of the; pipe w'ere ustxi to 

constrain the lagging system.

6.2.4 Measurements of Sound Intensity and Sound Pressure.

(1). Sound intensity measurement;

The instrumentation for TL measurement is shown in figure 6.8. The test pipe with

loudspeaker attached was suspended by rubber cords on a frame as shown in figure

6.9. The baffle and rubber foam at the two ends of the pipe were removed for clarity,

when the photograph was taken. A random noise generator and power amplifier system

were used to drive the loudspeaker, and the radiated sound was detected by condenser

microphone from which the signals were fed to an analyser (B&K 2032 Dual Channel 
Signal Analyser).

Tlie scaiiningrineydiodivaa uaed to nieasureth(;s(]un[d ncmmdto the pi]x;iwaU

arid die surfaeeof die lagging niaterials. The route anclamea v/hich \vass(:anned byrthie 

sourid intensity imobne are shov/n in figiire 6.10a.; 400 sartiples were acqiiuied in the 

scanning measurement on damped pipes and on an industrial pipe.

A typical measured sound intensity around a plain pipe obtained by use of the scanning

method is shown in figure 6.11.

(2). Internal sound pressure measurement.

Sound pressure was measured at the end of the pipe. The instrumentation used for the

measurements is shown in figure 6.12. A circular plate with three holes was used as a

cover at the end of the pipe; 1500 samples were acquired from 15 points at the end of

the pipe, where the cover plate was rotated. The measniement positions are shown in 

figure 6.10 b.

/lt)rpicai nieasimad soiind;m:ssuic widiin ajplain pipe is shcrwminiigpire 6.13.
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6.3. PREDICTION OF SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS.

By computing an impedance for the pipe wail in terms of a harmonic foming function
and relating the transmission coefficient m the form of equation (6.2) to a model of the
intenor sound field M175], the transmission loss for a thin shell, for the frequency 
range below 0.8 4 is given by h y

TTLl = l()]Logio((:Lni/poc I)) +!> L<)gio[(f/fr)-(fyff)2] ^ 1.5 cU3 (6.1:2)

where
Po = density of fluid,
m = mass per unit surface area of pipe wall,

pQC ==tiM:ircg)ed^u]cecd'thK;2u:otu^icrn(xiiuin,
Cl = the longitudinal wave speed in the pipe wall, 
D = diameter of the pipe.

The theory for calculating transmission loss 
for a given layer the incremental TL is

across air gaps is based on reference [61].

ATL-20Lx)gio IPi/PpI dB 0x13)

wHere Pi/P^ ig die nid()()fin(ndent to mansmitted sotmd pnassure for the airl^u^er.The 
transmitted pressure ratio Pj / Pj is

Pj / o.^ _COsh [bh + COth-1 ( Z,/2n)l

where
cosih (2<z/Z:]3)] (6.14)

wave

b ==(lVc^)C H Tlau-),
= the propagation constant of the air layer,

Cq = speed of sound within the air gap,
Bair = acoustic air gap loss factor.which describe the decay of a plane

propagating into a semi-infinite lossy medium, 0.4 is used in this study, 
h = thickness of air gap,
5:2== jcam HpQf^],

= impedance of the air gap, 
j 0) m = the inner wall mechanical impedance,
Poco = the impedance of the air inside the cylinder,
Zg = PoCq-
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The total sound transmission loss of a double pipe system with air gap is 

TL = TLj + A TL
(6.15)

/I rig()urcMis analysis is n()t]possil)le v/idiui the scop,: of this stucly, hovAever, scnne
I)ossil)le tneczhajtistns cxf ITL thtough aii air ga]p will Ixe (liscuss(:d in the follcnving 
paragraphs. ®

6.4 (:IlUllRVl(:TriEI(I3;Tri(:S ()ir TTHIS I'lI'ES PVTTTH

DAMPING AND ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS.

6.4.1. TTransmissioi: of a, Double Pipe glysihent ,lir (,r (:HI

the Annulus.
:n

Measurements of TL were made for a double pipe system with an air or oil filled gap, 

and the msults are compared with the TL of plain pipe as shown in figure 6.14. TL of a 

double pipe system with 0.85 mm air gap was improved 5 - 10 dB when the pipes 

were connected by screws. The TL of the same double pipe system but sealed with
siltcone rubber was improved, particularly at some frequencies in the low frequency 

range (600 ~ 2000 Hz).

The TL of oil filled double pipe system improved only a little in the high frequency 

range and was worse at low frequencies compared with the plain pipes. As oil may not 

be as good as an acoustical isolator, the effect of oil in the gap is to add mass to the pipe 

system, and a little TL improvement can be achieved by the added mass of oU accorfing 

to Iiuiss Iav/\ TThe scairaltrarLsnihkskxn loss, "rnju;sIaAv''is

TL = 20 Logio (m f) - 20 Logio(po c /#
(6.16)

Sound transmission loss TL will decrease at two kinds of resonance frequencies; the 

mass-air-mass resonance frequency of the double pipe system and the acoustical
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resonance frequency in the air filled pipe. The mass-air-mass resonance frequency [76] 

of a double pipe system is

(&17)

where

mi, m2 = mass per unit area of inner and outer pipes with air gap,

Po, c and h are same as in equations(6.12 - 6.14).
Tn^n^u^-dr<nassn:^ma^K^l^oqm^^^fo is 732IH^ for the air gapped ckmble pipe

system used here.

The acoustical resonance frequency O is

^np = (k"P r) (Cj / Cl') (&18)

where

flnp - nondimensional resonance frequency of acoustical modes of n and p (see 

figure 6.15),

®np = resonance frequency of acoustical modes of n and p,

COr = ring frequency,

knp = radial wave number of acoustical mode of n, p,

r = radius of pipe

Cj = speed of sound in the containing fluid (air).

Cl = longitudinal wave speed in the pipe material,

Values of (k”P r) can be found in reference [76]. The first three acoustical resonance 

frequencies f,jp for the inner pipe used here are

flO = 2006 Hz, f2o = 3325 Hz, fgi = 4175 Hz.

l^kasun^ sound tnuuanwsKmkxMes for aitiampqx: and tur gapped (kxtitie]tipesysh%n 

arecNompMiredxvith pm3dictedi/alu(«in figim: (5.16 zi and bu Ittxm cleztfh^:w:entlutiTn,is
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low in the regions of the frequencies of the acoustical modes f^g, f2o and fg^, the 

lowest TL occurring at the second acoustical mode f2g. The effects of these modes on 

TL by these mode are clear, both for the plain pipe and the double pipe system. At the 

rnass-air-mass resonantx: freciuenc;/ (fg = 730 Hz), die effeottan the fTL, of the double 

pipe system can be clearly seen in figum 6.16 b.

The predicted transmission losses are reasonably consistent with the experimental data 

in relation to the simple nature of the models used and the assumptions made, the two 

sets of experimental data being very similar in nature and only slightly different in level.

The following interpretations may be useful for study of noise control by use of a 

double pipe system.

(1) . For the frequencies below the mass-air-mass resonance frequency, the structural

damping has negligible influence, this could explain the low values of TL at low 

frequencies.

(2) . At the mass-air-mass resonance frequency fg TL is minimised. At frequencies close 

to fg, TL is damping controlled [76], so that "IL is high at frequencies close to fg in the 

experimental results and the same tendency is apparent in the predicted curve.

(3) . At frequencies above fg, TL is mass controlled. The increase of TL in the double

pipe system at high frequencies assumed because of the added mass of the outer pipe.

6.4.2 Sound Transmission Loss of a Pipe with Friction Damping

Treatments.

From the previous chapter it is clear that adding the spring and cable to a pipe increased 

structural damping. Experiments are carried out to ascertain any effects on the 

transmission loss. Measured TL values for a pipe wrapped by 12 mm, 8 mm and 7.5 

mm diameter coiled springs with various pretensions (the same as chapter 5) are shown
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in figures 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19. It is clear from these three figures that TL has been 

improved in a frequency range of 500 - 1500 Hz and frequencies above 2000 Hz.

To control noise radiation from an acoustically excited pipe, a damping treatment is 

obvious normally only effective at resonance frequencies M. For the convenience of 

study, the first a few vibration resonance frequencies of the pipe in figure 5.1 are re

listed here; 504 (1,2), 561(2,1), 737 (2,3), 1056 (2,4) Hz ..., where the numbers in 

parentheses (n,m) indicate the modal behaviours in the cireumferential direction (n) and 

■he axial direction (m) of the pipe. At frequencies below the lowest resonance 

frequency, mass and damping are not important as this is the stiffness controlled 

region. At the first few resonance frequencies, damping became important in 

controlling the sound radiation. This is indicated in the results shown in figures 6.17 to

6.19. Above the first few resonance frequencies, the mass generally became most 

influential. It must be emphasised here that

(a) , it can not be concluded that for all frequencies above the first few resonance 

frequencies, the TL of pipe is always mass controlled.

(b) . hijgh daniping d()es n()t necessarily pnodtice hqgh TTL, it niay enhtmce tlie sounti 

radiation.

There is no improvement in sound transmission loss ATL at 2000 Hz. It could be

assumed that there tnay lie a (:oinci(lence fre(iuenc)r of a sdiictural niode and an

ticotisdcal niCKle in this rejgion. /lb()ve :20()0 IIz, TTL is mass coruroHed and zVITL is

abcmt 20 clB. The niass controlled regrhon octendstip to the '<:ritical frecpiency', this is 

not discussed here.

Tlie eTfe(:t()fsqpringr]pretension is vttriable below the first accmstical mode. /Ihove^this

frequency, the various pretensions were found to have little effect on TL in these 

experiments.
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Similar conclusions can be drawn from the results of the tests on the wire rope damped 

pipes, which are shown in figure 6.20. At the first acoustical mode, ATL is very small 

for 5 mm and 4 mm wire rope damped pipes. ATL varies below this frequency. Above 

the first acoustical mode, TL Is assumed to be as mass controlled, and TL gradually 

increases with increasing frequency as for the coiled spring damped pipe. The increase

of TL with increasing frequency is in accordance with the theory of the mass law of 

acoustical transmission loss.

6.4.3 S(wind Tra:M;:ni«;ion Ixxw throug;h an Didustnaj Pipe vnth

Mineral Wool Covered by Single or Double Partitions.

TTie TTL ()fa]]lain inclustrial;)i]pe waa measunxi. The; results v/ere ccimpared v/idi the 

pre,ii(:d()n sh()v/n in figure 6J21 and table 6.1. TThe rneasuiecl aucljpredicied valuers ()f

TL, are fairly close in the frequency range above 1000 Hz.

To stutly the effexztstif die resonance frecpieiicies of structural and acoustical nacxles oii 

Tla and tlieir possilihe ctiincidentze fioind tlie structunal arid acmistical resotiance

frequencies of the plain pipe are listed as follows,

Resonance frequencies: 

structure

n m theory (Hz) experiment (Hz)
1 2 456 439

2 1 460 503

2 2 482 .......",

2 3 646 679

2 4 943 918

1 3 1069 1055
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acoustic (theory)

flO = 1000 Hz, fQj = 2082 Hz, fj 2897 Hz, fgg = 2282 Hz.

At the fkststnicAu^lresormnce TI,is hMv. Tit the Hn;t hvo acousdcd

frequencies above fjQ and fQj TL obeys the mass law.

V/hen the fdam pipe v/^ wrapped \vhh minaai wool and MngkwallchKhhng, TL 

incmsasexi hr/ 5 '-:25 (IB as shown in iGjpire 6.:22. )\lx)\ne ICXIOlHiz, die inoiament/lTL, 

was greater according to the mass law effect.

However, for a pipe wrapped with mineral wool and covered by double wall cladding 

(which had a 1 mm air clearance), the TL generally increased by less than 5 dB for 

most of the frequency range compared that with single wall cladding.

There was no obvious increment of TL when constraint was applied to both the single 

ividl and douh)Ie\&riU covened mineral i^riol lay(ars;tlie results are sliowriirifigiires 6.2:1 

and 6.23. A general comparison of results for the plain pipe, and the pipe with mineral 

wool constrained by double and single wall cleading can be seen in figure 6.24.

6.5 DISCUSSIONS

6.5.1 Sound Intensity Measurement.

Because sound intensity is a vector quantity, measurement can be carried out in normal 

rioise emzu-onnieiiL ITIie leascai is that «/he:ii a (zeitairi areii is cliosen few scanning 

measurement, the average incident sound intensity will be cancelled by reflected sound 

intensity from the surface. This means that in a measurement close to a non-sound- 

source body, sound intensity should be zero. In the experiments reported upon here, it 

was found that if the external sound intensity of the noise source was not stronger than
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that radiated from the measuring surface, the measured results would only be slightly 

affected by noise. Furthermore, even a strong noise source could only affect the sound 

intensity measurement in the low frequency range (e.g. < 1000 Hz). In the 

experiments, reliable results could be achieved by simply covering the loudspeaker with

]]IasdcfcKimar usinga\v(x]deji]plate having Pvice thetuexaciftlie endtxftheipqpe as a 

baffle to isolate the noise radiated externally from the source.

6.5.2 Coupling between structural modes and acoustical modes.
TThe a^xyusticai coupling Ixetv/een the fluid ccntainetlin apifx; ainclthestrucmre is t/er/ 

much dependent upon the relative axial phase speeds ( or axial wave numbers) of the 

vvavrejguidettKxles in the tv/o mechau In die cases of coupling; txetv/een a metal pipe and 

low pressure gases, the coupling modes may be assumed to retain their uncoupled 

characteristics. It was stated in a previous study H6] that the only waves of equal 

(cuncuiiiferermai cmier niiiay (xiiqile. Ihi nio!;t pmacticai cauaes, ccnncidence lietween the 

lower order shell modes and the acoustical modes of low radial order p occurs at 

frequencies close to the acoustical mode cut off frequency.

A high density of coincidences appears around the ring frequency and at the frequencies 

of coincidence a reduction in transmission loss can be observed.

6.5.3 The relationship between transmission loss and damping for a 

double pipe system.

From this study, it was shown that TL is increased with added damping only at the first 

fenvstruKmiral resonance fretiueaiciesi. The ckiulile pipesrystern vvith cal or air hi die gtqi 

exhibited increased damping. The double partitions effect is also important in producing 

the mass-air-mass resonance effect but this, of course, did not occur with oil filling. 

The air gap double partitions effect did produce some effect on the lagged pipe where 

5~l()(iEl extra frimsmissicMi kiss occurred ait higdiliiaqtwencie^L
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6.5.4 Transmission loss of a mineral wool covered pipe.

Mineral wool, normally with metal cover, is used in industry to reduce noise radiation 

from pipes. The mechanism of increasing TL within mineral wool is that it absorbs the 

sound energy during the multiple reflection of sound between two metal surfaces, 

within which the mineral wool layer is sandwiched. Using a double partition cover, 

instead of single partition, does not enhance the sound absorbing effect. Mineral wool 

is effective only at high frequencies.

6.6 CONCLUSIONS.

(1) . A double pipe system with an air gap may improve sound transmission loss by 5 ~ 

10 dB but an oil filled gap is less effective for minimising acoustical energy 

transmission through the wall of a pipe.

(2) . Friction damping is effective for increasing TL but only at the first few structural 

resonance frequencies. At high frequencies, the TL obeys the mass law effect.

(3) . Mineral wool with a steel sheet cover (cladding) increases sound transmission loss 

by 5 ~ 10 dB at lower frequencies and about 25 dB at high frequencies. Double 

partitions will not greatly enhance the sound absorbing effect.
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Table 6.1 Sound pressure and transmission loss of a plain pipe.

f (Hz) 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000

<Lp> 126.5 126.8 128.0 126.5 124.9 121B 129.9 124.5 12L0 122.8 119.4

Lwl 70.5 60.5 64.5 64.3 66.1 69.6 68^ 69.7 65^ 65^ 60.0
Lw2 69.2 59.5 63.4 66.4 65.5 70.7 68.9 68.4 65^ 64.7 60.1
Lw3 7L6 63.8 62.8 65.9 68.8 68.5 69.9 69.7 66.1 64.8 60.0
Lw4 66.4 60.7 6L0 60.1 64.8 67.2 68.9 69.8 64.4 64.4 60.1

TLl 50.4 60.7 57.9 56.6 53.2 45.8 55.4 49.2 50.0 52.1 53.8
TL2 51.7 61.7 59.0 54.5 53.8 44.7 55.4 50.5 50.3 52.5 53.7
TL3 49.3 57.4 59.6 55.0 50.5 46.9 54.4 49.2 49.3 52.4 53.8
TL4 54.5 60.5 6L4 60.8 54.5 48.2 55.5 49.1 5L0 52.8 53.7

<Lp> = the space average sound pressure level in the pipe (dB). 
= the ith test of sound intensity level (dB).

TLj = the ith test of sound transmission loss (dB).



A r —•§►1

microphones

Pl(t), P2(t) = the measured sound pressure level, 
U(t) = the particle velocity,
Ar = the distance between two microphones.

Figure 6.1 Principle of two-microphone sound intensity 
measurement.



Loudspeaker drive unit

(a)

Loudspeaker

(b)

Figure 6.2 Acoustic excitation in a pipe.

(a) Loudspeaker connected to a small pipe, 
(t)) LjoucLspeaJcer ccxnneicted to a lai-jge jpipie.
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i
W — Radiated sound energy 

<p^-----Mean square pressure

Figure 6.3 Power of sound transmitted through the pipe.



Figure 6.4 Cross section view of a hom.

Material: Polyester resin mixed with C.S.M.
(chopped strand mat).



Ei-

Figure 6.5 Loudspeaker.



Loudspeaker drive unit

screw

air

Double pipes connected by three screws

IFijgtire (5.6) v4LCOiisli(:all;y eotxzrbscl cLouttle p)ip"S srysixsin'v/itbi 
air or oil annular gap.



Figure 6.7 Structure of a pipe with wrapped porous acoustical 
material and double cladding.

1. Vibrating pipe
2. Acoustic porous material
3. Layers of rolled steel plates 
^1. /lir {ga]]



Sound Intensity Probe B & K 3519

Figure 6.8 Sound Intensity Measurement



Figure 6.9 A pipe with loudspeaker attached and 
suspended on a frame.
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Figure 6.10a External scanning route for sound intensity measurement.

# — measuring point

Figure 6.10b Positions for internal sound pressure measurement.
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Loudspeaker 1/2" condencer microphone

Figure 6.12 Sound Pressure measurement.
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Figure 6.14 Measured sound transmission loss a plain pipe and 
double pipe system with air or oil in the annular gap.



mode
order

n = 0
p = 0

n =1
p = 0

Figure 6.15 Cross-sectional distribution of pressure phase and nodal 
surfaces of acoustical modes of a pipe.
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Figure 6.16 Comparison of predicted and measured sound transmission 
losses of a plain pipe and double pipe with air gap.

(a) phnninpe. (b) doubkp^% \vkhadrgap.

flO = 2006 Hz, f2o = 3325 Hz, foi = 4175 Hz.
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Figure 6.17 Measured sound transmission loss of a plain pipe and 
a pipe wrapped with a coiled spring.

Ti= the extended length of spring is 0.67 n R,
T2= the extended length of spring is 1.33 it R,
R = mean radius of pipe, diameter of spring 1 = 12 mm.



Figure 6.18 Measured sound transmission loss of a plain pipe and 
a pipe wrapped with a coiled spring.

Ti= the extended length of spring is 0.67 % R,
T2= the extended length of spring is 1.33 % R,
R = mean radius of pipe, diameter of spring 2 = 8 mm.
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Figure 6.19 Measured sound transmission loss of a plain pipe and 
a pipe wrapped with a coiled spring.

Ti= the extended length of spring is 0.67 tc R,
T2= the extended length of spring is 1.33 % R,
R = mean radius of pipe, diameter of spring 3 = 7.5 mm.



Figure 6.20 Measured sound transmission loss of a plain pipe and 
a pipe wrapped with a wire spring.

Dw = diameter of wire rope.
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test 3 
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theory

Figure 6.21 Comparison of theoretical and experimental results for 
sound transmission loss for a plain pipe (the “industrial
pipe").



Figure 6.22 Measured sound transmission loss for a pipe wrapped 
with mineral wool and single wall cleading.



FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figm% 6.23 Measured sound transmission loss for a pipe wrapped
with mineral wool and double wall cleading.
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A single pipe

O pipe wrapped with mineral wool and single wall 
cleading.

□ pipe wrapped with mineral wool and double wall 
cleading.

Figure 6.24 Comparison of sound transmission loss between the single pipe 
and the pipe wrapped with mineral wool.



CHAPTER?. CONCLUSIONS.

Mechanical vibration, vibration transmission, noise radiation and their control in 
industrial pipework have been studied for many years, both experimentally and 
theoretically. Following this basis of established research, the study presented here 
has sought to develop simple, robust and effective methods for increasing the 
damping of industrial pipework by techniques which could be used at elevated 
temperatures. Two principal techniques for increasing the structural damping of pipes 
have been investigated, squeeze film damping in a concentric pipe system and the 
addition of friction devices in the form of a spring or wire rope wound around the 
outside of a pipe. It is clear that any such techniques should be investigated both 
theoretically and experimentally at laboratory scale and the implications of the 
damping levels achieved be assessed in relation to the damping levels likely to be 
encountered in industrial pipework, this has been done.

A theoretical model has been developed for predicting the loss factors of a concentric, 
thin-walled pipe system with gas or liquid in the annulus; this necessitated reappraisal 
of methods for predicting the free vibration characteristics of thin shells. Thin shell 
analysis has been extended in this thesis and the results applied to the concentric pipe 
problem. Theoretical studies on friction damping were necessarily somewhat limited 
in this work and the simple model was employed to study the significance of 
parameters involved in the process. Experiments were carried out to validate the shell 
theory, to obtain measured loss factors for comparison with theoretical predictions in 
the concentric pipe damping system and the friction damping systems were 
investigated experimentally. The damping values obtained have been carefully 
appraised in relation to the loss factors of a plain pipe, i.e. an indication of 
"improvement" by the proposed damping techniques has been obtained; the data were 
also compared with experimentally determined loss factors of a section of "industrial" 
pipe with various lagging systems which is used in the electrical power generation 
industry. Finally, no such study would have been complete without consideration of 
acoustic transmission loss of the systems discussed above, i.e. the transmission of 
sound from inside a pipe to the external surrounding medium; this was done in the last 
chapter of the thesis and comparisons were made.

The principal conclusions from the work carried out in this thesis are that using 
improved thin shell theory it is possible to predict the lower, shell-type natural 
frequencies of pipes. Subsequently, a theoretical model has been successfully 
developed which enables the loss factors of a double pipe system to be predicted with
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a reasonable degree of accuracy over a wide frequency range with air or oil in the gap; 
the reasonable degree of accuracy has been proven by comparison of theoretical 
results with experimental data. The limited parameter studies carried out with coiled 
spring and wire rope friction damping systems wound around a pipe have shown that 
in limited frequency ranges these devices can improve significantly the damping of a 
plain pipe; industrial lagging also increases structural damping. The relationship 
between structural damping and sound radiation from pipes with internal acoustic 
sources has been examined. The experimental results suggest that sound energy 
radiated from the surface of a pipe can be reduced at some structural resonance 
frequencies by the vibration control methods investigated in this work. 
Experimentally determined sound transmission loss data for a broad frequency range 
are given for all of the systems considered.

More detailed conclusions on the various aspects of the study are given below.

7.1 PREDICTION OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES 
(IIF THirq-l^^^HIISI) PTPIEIS.

Using the equations of motion for a thin circular cylindrical shell, the exact solution 
for natural frequencies for the symmetric and antisymmetric modes was derived in the 
form of a matrix. Thus, this theoretical solution applied to prediction of the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes of thin-walled pipe precisely. Numerical results for 
natural frequencies and mode shapes of a thin-walled pipe with free-free, free- 
clamped and clamped-clamped boundary conditions have been obtained. The 
theoretical results agreed quite well with published data.

Furthermore, as was shown by the numerical results for the natural frequencies and 
mode shapes, it may be suggested that Rayleigh and Love modes might not be 
independent modes and could be considered as a special case of the first axial wave 
mode of shell vibration with free-free boundary conditions when the shell is either 
very long or very short.

7.2. SQUEEZE FILM DAMPING OF A DOUBLE PIPE SYSTEM.

The squeeze film damping mechanism has been studied theoretically and a better 
understanding of the processes involved has been achieved. Damping is created in the 
double pipe system mainly from the viscous property of gas or liquid which converts
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roechauaicai e,ier*;y int() theinmal eriergy when the g;as or liciuid is "aqueeztxi" and 
flows between the two vibrating walls of the pipes. From the study of the fluid 
dynamic properties of squeezed flow, it has been found that the kinematical viscosity 
arid velocity gpracheiit widnn the air (»-liquid filkxi gaip h^ive Icey loles ui the level ()f 
k)ss fador aclnevcxi in a clouble pifxe syisham. I(itK:Daatic^d)risccx5h)r(ie]]erwis caily on 
the properties of the chosen fluid at certain temperature and pressure conditions. At 
iioimal anibient pmsstire coitditions, teiiipe;ratLm: is tlie (ml]/ factor tc; affect the 
kinematical viscosity of gas or liquid. The loss factor of an air gapped double pipe 
system can be increased at high temperatures because of the high kinematical 
\dscosity ()fahraLt Itijgh ternqpentmre. /in od gaippMed ck)ul)le pipe systen^ cmly fmoduces 
high damping at normal ambient temperature, or even lower temperatures, as the 
kinematical viscosity of oil decreases at elevated temperatures.

TTie ^nelocat]/ grariient iri die flind wid lie strrnig;!]/ dtqieiident mi the siLze c^Ftlie gtyp 
between the two pipes, and it also strongly depends on the mode shapes of two 
i/ibradtig pipes. narmi,/ annular gap will (nretite liigli clam]pin|T. /Vri ojptimuni
thickness of this gap exists for the highest loss factor in the double pipe system 
according to the present theoretical study.

In the experiments, the loss factors achieved were approximately 3x10"^ ~ IxlO'^ by
air danipirig and 4xl()-3 2x10-2 od darnping iii the: clouble pipne si/stemu
Comparing these values with the loss factors of approximately 5~9xl0-4 for a plain 
pipe and 2xl(k3 for an iridustriai iiqpe, indictihss that the dciulile pijie srystein can 
reasonably increase damping. However, the measured loss factors with oil damping 
v/ere sLqrhtly low corniiared with die predktkxi values idtheiug^i die loss factors shemli 
be (piite high according to die theory. /i hig;h loss factor can lie aediievexi try an 
(iptinially (iesigned naniov/ ad circrd fdleelanntdargrap in the doutdeiiqie systern.

Loss factors are largest with out-of-phase modal vibration. In-phase modal vibration 
is less effective in modal damping. Only the first three circumferential modes
apfiarently ccnitnliute to sqtieezx;lihn damfruig. TThe hig^iest loss factors cxccur in the 
first circumferential modes or bending modes. In practice it is beneficial to create a 
liijgh (laoiping in the doiible pqie sy^iteni as the loeniiing iiiod: ]pipe is tdwarys
stnonj^by excited in service.
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7.3 FRICTION DAMPING SYSTEMS USING A SPRING, WIRE ROPE OR
MINERAL WOOL LAGGING ATTACHED TO A PIPE.

Experimental studies have been earned out on friction damping of a pipe with three 
different devices wrapped around it. It can be suggested that magnitudes of loss 
favors acliievexi for africticui danipexi pipHsde])erwi oriiiie ccxefficiem arui
the friction force between the damping device and the pipe surface. The coefficient of 
friction is normally a constant for a given pair of materials, but it is also a function of 
tlie relativ*; velcxzhq/ hMsrwreen nv() contacting surfaces. The arranjgernent of jiidioii 
(Levities wlU cxontiol theiiiciion forties. ITie aeWition to the effect of thedhmensk)rn;()f 
a coiled spring, loss factors are affected by pretension of the spring and the mode 
shapes of the vibrating pipe. High loss factors can be achieved for the pipe with a high 
pretension coiled spring in a high frequency range, and with a low pretension coiled 
spring in a low frequency range.

()iie CMT two C)f tile Icrwer circiinafeoantial and atxial tncxles of a i/ibititing fiqpe ivtare
found less affected by both coiled spring and wire rope friction damping. It was also 
found in the experiments that the friction force of wire rope is a function of its weight. 
Further investigation is needed to optimise the size of wire rope to give high loss 
factors in a chosen frequency range.

(3oru^nitijiedrnineaiti\v(x]l]^^^ginfT]pro(hices kissihictors hiindmmiai pipes clue to 

high inter-lagging material friction.

The loss factors achieved with friction damping were approximately 7x10*3 ~ 3x10*2 
by the coiled spring, 2 ~ 3x10*2 by the wire rope and about 1 -2x10*2 by constrained 
mineral wool lagging. Therefore, the loss factors are considerably increased by the 
linciicm chmipinfr deidices ccimptutirig with thcise vtihies fcf tlie plain ]pipe zmcl liie 
industrial pipe. It also has been found that the loss factors created by the friction 
damping devices are higher than those created by the double pipe system, particularly 
in the higher frequency range.

7.4 SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS OF THE PIPE WITH VARIOUS 

DyUHPINGSYSTT^HS.

Trh(:iit)qtw:n(ti(;s<)f uitenest in this stuciy of noise rechictionirijpipe syrstems fall witiiin 
the audio frequency range, which is generally well below the ring frequency and 
critical frequency of industrial pipes and the pipe system examined here. Sound
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traiismissicMi loss Ibe^xi rrK&asimacl]k)r a cloiible ipipe sr/stem^ the fruztuan (lain]3e(i

pipe and lagged pipes with acoustic excitation inside the pipe.

Noise radiation from the surface of pipe wall can only be decreased in a low 
frequency range by means of structural damping, squeeze film damping and friction 
damping or lagging, because only within the frequency range covering the first few 
resonant structural modes, damping is controlling the response of the pipe system, 
/llfhoug;]^ s()und trtuisrnission loss rntty l)e aichicrve^l at lujgh jfneqiiencies, it is not 

because of structural damping treatment, but the results of acoustical treatment. For 
example, sound radiation is mass controlled at high frequency for a double pipe 
sy^nxam andtlie niineiiU v/oollaj;ginjg ^wmappxed pii])e, tvlware soimdradhidon is shieldexi 

by mass "blocking" and sound energy is absorbed by the acoustical material.

The sound transmission loss produced by the means of structural damping is limited, 
for example by friction damping or squeeze film damping. By the use of the mineral 
wool lagging with steel sheet, the sound transmission loss through a pipe wall can be 
inotxisetl byf) - 10 dB at lotv(arfitN)u(;ncie^2Lnd()veT:10 dB at higli AneqtietKnes.Tlu; 

transmission loss levels of the lagged pipe were about 65 dB to 85 dB in the
frequency 500 to 6000 Hz compared with about 45 dB to 60 dB TL levels for a plain
pipe.

7.5 RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER WORK.

On the basis of the present studies, further investigations should be carried out on the 
following topics.

TTheoretical aiwl expHcruiiental studies (rfcxaupdied mcxle sluqpes arid natimd fieciueiicies

of a ck)ul)le pipe; systetn \vith a jgas or liqiiid flUod gtyp would be useftd in fiirther

investigation of squeeze film damping.

liiordknrtoi&chiei/e die hig^iest Loss facttrrinittiouble pipK: system, it is necesstu-y m 

dtMxamtuie ancqitunimi nihkitiftfuitlucdkrwisstifijie airtxrliqiutijgap to the chtuiieterof

the inner pipe and the ratio of the thicknesses between inner and outer pipes.

Chi friction (iarrqiuig, ftuther diecwnethcal study is recpiired. Ihnactically, aii optimum

size of the wire rope device for the highest loss factors at given frequency range needs 

to be determined. The relationship between pretension of the spring and loss factor 
from friction damping should be investigated. Furthermore, it would be very useful to
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try various materials to improve the friction damping due to constrained lagging on 
an industrial pipe.

Theoretical study should also be carried out on sound transmission loss of a plain pipe 
and a double pipe system or a lagged pipe based on fluid-structure interaction, where 
both the structural modes and acoustic modes are concerned.
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APPENDIX 2

Deduction of components of displacement for circular cylindrical
a
shell.

The equation of motion for thin circular cylindrical shells in matrix form is

" an ai2 ai3 " -UQ-
an a22 a23 Vo

_ a3i a32 a33 _ _Wo_
= 0 (2.14)

where

ai i=a2_[0.5(l-v)(l+p)n2-n]
ai2=0.5(l+v)na
ai3=-|3a3+[v-0.5(l-v)n2|3]a
a2i=“0.5(l+v)n(x
a22=0.5(l-v)(l+3p)a2+(n2-n2)
a23=0.5(3-v)Pn(x^-n
a3i=-pa3+[v-0.5(l-v)Pn2]a
a32=-0.5(3-v)pna2+n
a33=pa'^-2pn2a2+[l+p(n2-l)2-0]

Using (2.19) and (2.16), equation (2.17) can be written as

W(x) = Ci'cosh a^x/R + C2'sinh a^x/R + €3 008 a2x/R + C4 sin (X2x/R +
exp(a3x/R)(C5'cos a^x/R + Cg'sin a^x/R) +
exp(-a3x/R)(C'7'cos a^x/R + Cg'sin a^x/R) (A2. la)

U(x) = C2'KiCosh aix/R + Ci'Kisinh a^x/R + Q'Kgcos a2x/R - C3'K3sin a2x/R + 
exp(a3x/R)[(C5'K5+C6'K6)cos + (Q'Ks-Cs'Kd)^!^ a4x/R)] +
exp(-a3x/R)[(Cg Kg-C2 K5)cos ot^x/R - (Cg K5+C7 Kg)sin a^x/R)]

(A2.1b)
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)/()() == C:iK/2Co;;h ciixVR 4-(:>^]C2,suih C:3l(v:cos(&2);/B^ ^ (Z^JK^^sin 4-

exp(a3x/R)[(C5'K7+C6'KgXos a4x/R + (C6'K7-C5'Kg)sin a^x/R)] + 

exp(-a3x/R)[(C7'K7-Cg'Kg)cos a^x/R + (Cg'K7+C7'Kg)sin a^x/R)]

(A2.1c)

where

(:l' = Bi + Bz.
C2 =B%- B2,

C3’ = B3 + B4, C5' = B5 + Bg, C7 - B7 + Bg,
Cl*' = i(]33 - B4), (Zls' ==i(B5" 1*6), (^8' = i^Bg- B?)

equation (A2.1) can be rewritten in another form

U(x) = C2KiCosh a^x/R + CiKisinh a^x/R + C4K3COS 02%/^ - C3K3sin a2x/R + 
cos a4x/R[(C6K54-C7K6)cosh a3x/R + (C5K5+CgK6)sinh a3x/R)] + 
sin a4x/R[(CgK5-C5K6)cosh a3x/R + (C7K5-C6K6)sinh a3x/R)]

(2.21a)

V(x) = CiK2Cosh a^x/R + C2K2sinh otix/R + C3K4COS 0(2x/R - C4K4sin a2x/R + 
cos a4x/R[(C5K7+CgKg)cosh agx/R + (C6K7+C7Kg)sinh agx/R)] + 
sin ot4x/R[(C7K7-C6Kg)cosh a3x/R + (CgK7-C5Kg)sinh a3x/R)]

where

(2.21b)

W(x) = Cjcosh a^x/R + C2Sinh a^x/R + C3C0S Oqx/R + C4K3sin ot2x/R + 
cos a4x/R(Cgcosh a3x/R + Cgsinh a^x/R) +
sin a4x/R(C7Cosh a^xM + Cgsinh a^^x/R) (2.21c)

Ci=Ci',
C5=C5'+C7',

C2—C2, C3—C3 , C4—C4,
C6=C5'-C7', C7=C6'+Cg', Cg=C6'-Cg',

or written in matrix form
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- U(x) - “All A12 ... Ai8"

V(x) A21 A22 ... A28

_ W(x) _ -A31 A32 ... A3g-

Cl-
C2

Cg-

(2.22)

where

Aii=Kismhaix/R 
Ai2= K^cosh a^x/R 
Ai3=-K3 sin Oqx/^

Ai4= K3 COS a2x/R
Ai5= K5 cos a^x/R-sinh a-^x/R - Kg sin a^x/R.cosh a^x/R 

Ai6= K5 cos a^x/R-cosh a^x/R - Kg sin a^x/R.sinh a^x/R 

A17= Kg cos a4x/R.cosh a^x/R + Kg sin a^x/R.sinh agx/R 
Ai8= Kg cos a^x/R-sinh a3x/R + Kg sin a^x/R.cosh a^^x/R

A2i= K2Cosh ajx/R 
A22= K2sinh ajx/R 
A23= K4 cos a2x/R 
A24= K4 sin a2x/R
A25= K7 cos a4x/R.cosh a-^x/R - Kg sin a4x/R.sinh a^x/R 

A26= K7 cos a4x/R.sinh a3x/R - Kg sin a4x/R.cosh a^^x/R 

A27= Kg cos a4x/R.sinh a3x/R + K7 sin a4x/R.cosh a^x/R 

A28= K8 cos a4x/R.cosh a^x/R + Kj sin a4x/R.smh a^x/R

A31= cosh ajx/R
A32= sinh ajx/R
A33= cos a2'x/R

A34= sin OC2X/R
A35= cos (%4x/R.cosh a3x/R
A3g= cos a4x/R.sinh a3x/R
A37= sin a4x/R.cosh a3x/R
A38= sin a4x/R.sinh a^x/R
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b. Operators of determinant Bj j.

IBijI = 0 (2.27)

Bii = bi coshyi 
Bi2 = bi sinhyi 
Bi3 = b2 cosy2
Bi4 = b2 sinyz
Bi5 = b3 cosy4 coshy3 - b4 sinyt sinhy3 

Bi6 = b3 cosy4 sinys - b4 siny4 coshy3 
Bi7 = b3 siny4 coshy3 + b4 cosy4 sinhy^
Bi8 = b3 siny4 sinhy3 + b4 cosys coshy3

B21 =bi 
B22 = 0

B23 = b2 

B24 = 0 

B25 = b3 

B26 = 0 
B27 = 0 

B28 = b4

bi = [Kiai4-v(nK2-l)+|3ai2]/R
b2 = [-K3a2+v(nK4-l)+pa2%
bg = [(K5(X3-KgCX4)+v(K2-l)+j3((Xj^-cxj^)]/R 

b4 = [(K5a3+K5a4)+vKg+Pa3a4)]/R

B31 = b5 coshyi 
B32 = bg sinhyi 

B33 = bg cosy2 
B34 = bg sinyz
B35 = b7 cosy4 coshy3 - bg siny4 sinhy3 
B36 = b7 cosy4 sinhy3 - bg siny4 coshy3 
B37 = b7 siny4 coshys + bg cosy4 sinhy3 
B38 = b7 siny4 sinhy3 + b8 cosys coshy]

B41 = bs 
B42 = 0
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B43 = b6 
B44 = 0 

B45 = h^
B46 = 0 
B47 = 0 

B48 = bg

bg = [cxj^+vn(K2-n)+Kj(Xj]/R^ 
bg = [-a2^+vn(nK4-ii)-Kcx2]/R^ 
b^ = [(a2^-(%4^)+vn(K7-n)+(K^a2-KgCC4)]/R^ 
bg = [2ocgO(4+vnKg4-(K^oc2+Kga^)]/R^

B51 = bp sinhyi 
B52 = bg coshyi
B53 = bio siny2

B54 = biocosy2
B55 = bi 1 cosy4 sinhyg + bi2 siny4 coshyg 
B56 = bii siny4 coshyg + bi2 siny4 sinhyg 
B57 = bii siny4 sinhyg - bi2 cosy4 coshys 
B58 = bii siny4 coshy3 - bi2 cosy4 sinhyg

B61 =0 
B62 = bg
B63 = 0 
B64 = -bio 
B65 = 0 
B66 — bii 
B67 = -bi2 
B68 = 0

bg = [aiK2(l+P)-n(Ki+pai)]/R
bio = [-a2K4(l+P)+n(K3+Pa2)]/R
bii = [(a3K7-a4Kg)(l+p)-n(K5+pa3)]/R
bi2 = [-(«4K7+cc3Kg)(l+p)+n(K5+Pa4)]/R 
B71 = bi3 sinhyi 
B72 = b 13 coshyi 
B73 = bi4 sinyz
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B74 = bi4 C0SY2

B75 = bi5 cosy4 sinhys + bi6 siny4 coshyg 
B76 = bi5 siny4 coshys + bi6 siny4 sinhys 
B77 = bi5 siny4 sinhys - bi6 cosy4 coshys 
B78 = bi5 siny4 coshys - big cosy4 sinhyg

B8i=0 
B82 = bi3 
Bgs = 0 
B84 = -bi4 
B85 = 0 
B86 = bi5 

B87 = -big 
B88 = 0

bis = [ai3+Kiai2-f0.5(3-v)naiK2-(2-v)n2ai+0.5(l-v)n2Ki]/R3
bi4 = [a23+K3a22-0.5(3-v)na2K4+(2-v)n2a2-0.5(l-v)n2K3]/R3
bi5 = [(Xs(cx3^-3oc4^)+K5(oc32+cx4^)-2KgOC3(X4+0.5(3-v)n(oc3Ky-oc4Kg)-(2-v)n2as

+0.5(1-v)n2K5]/R3
big = [a4(a4^-3a32)-K^(a3^-a4^)-2K3a3a4-0.5(3-v)n(a4K'y+a3Kg)+(2-v)n%4

-0.5(l-v)n2K6]/R3

Yi
aiL

R Y2
a2L

R
asL

Y4
a4L

R

c. Equations for natural frequency with clamped-clamped boundary 
conditions.

Substituting clamped-clamped boundary conditions for equation (2.22), equation (2.26) 
becomes
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Bn Bi3 Big Big 
B21 B23 B2g B28 
B31 B33 Bgg Bgg 
B41 B43 B4g B4g

0

0

Bi2 Bi4 Big Bi7 

B22 B24 B2g B27 
B32 B34 Bgg B37 
B42 B44 B4g B47

0 (2.29)

where

Bii =ki sinhYi 
Bi2 = ki coshyi 
Bi3 = - k3 siny2 
Bi4 = k3 cosy2

Bi5 = ks cosy4 sinhy3 - kg smy4 coshy3 
Bi6 = ks cosy4 cosy3 - kg smy4 sinhy3 
Bi7 = kg cosy* coshy3 + kg siny* sinhy3 
Big = kg cosy* smhy3 + kg sinyg coshyg 

B21 = k2 coshyi 
B22 = k2 sinhyi 
B23 = k4 cosyz
B24 = k4 sinyz
B25 = k? cosy* coshy3 - kg siny* smhy3 
B26 = k? cosy* sinhyg - kg siny* coshy3 
B27 = kg cosy* sinhyg + k? siny* coshyg 
B28 = kg cosy* coshyg + k? siny* sinhys 
B31 = coshyi 
B32 = sinhyi
B33 = cosyz
B34 = siny2 
Bgg = cosy* coshyg 
B3g = cosy* sinhy3 
B37 = siny* coshy3 
B3g = siny* sinhyg 
B41 = ^ sinhyi

B42 = ^ coshyi
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B43
- do .^smY2
doB44 = ^ COS72

B45 = ^ COSY4 sinhys - ^ smy4 coshys 

B46 = ^ cosy4 coshys - ^ smy4 sinhys 

B47 = ^ siny4 sinhys + ^ cosy4 coshy] 

B48 = ^ siny4 coshys + ^ cosy4 sinhys

aiL 
^1" 2R Y2

a2L
' 2R Y4 =

CX4L
2R

d. Equation of Natural Frequency with Clamped-Free Boundary 
Conditions.

Substituting clamped-free boundary condition into equation (2.23) with x = - L/2 and x 
L/2, the natural frequency equation is written as

I Dij I = 0 (2.30)

where

Dij = Bij of (2.29) when i = 1, 2, 3, 4 , j = 1, 2, 3, ...8

when i > 4

D51 = dl coshyi 
D52 = - di sinhyi 
Dss = d2 cosy2 
D54 = - d2 siny2
D55 = ds cosy4 coshys - dq sinyq sinhys 
D56 = - ds cosyq sinhys + dq sinyq coshys 
D57 = - ds sinyq coshys - dq cosyq siny]
D58 = ds sinyq sinhys + dq cosyq coshys
Dgi = ds coshyi
D62 = - ds sinhyi
Dgs = d6 cosy2

D64 = - d6 siny2
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D65 = d? cosy* coshya - dg siny4 sinhyg 
D66 = - dv cosy* sinhyg + dg siny* coshyg 
D67 = - d? siny* coshyg - dg cosy* sinhys 
Dgg = d? siny* sinhys + dg cosy* coshy; 
D71 = - dp sinhyi 
D72 = dp coshyi 
D73 = - dio sinyi 
D74 = - dio cosy*
D75 = - dll cosy* sinhys - di2 siny* coshy; 

D76 = dll cosy* cosy; + di2 siny* sinhy; 
D77 = dll siny* sinhy; - di2 cosy* coshy; 
D78 = - dll siny* coshy; + di2 cosy* sinhy; 
Dgi = - di; sinhyi 
Dg2 = di; coshyi 
Dg; = - di4 sinyz 
Dg* = - di4 cosyz

Dgs = - di5 cosy* sinhy; - dig siny* coshy; 
Dgg = di5 cosy* coshy; + dig siny* sinhy; 
Dg7 = dig siny* sinhy; - dig cosy* coshy; 
Dgg = - di5 siny* coshy; + dig cosy* sinhy;
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APPENDIX 3.1 Differential Operators Used in the Equation of Motion for 
the Cylindrical Shell.

A. Mathematical Operators in Cylindrical Co-ordinates.

(|) = <|)(r, 8, z),
a = a(r, 8, z),
V.a = ^ + i§5a+ h

ar r gg Bz r

98

(A3 1.1) 

(A3 1.2)

(A3 1.3)

Laplacian operator is:

(A3 1.4)

B. The Components of the Stress Tensor in Cylindrical Co-ordiantes r, 8, z.

Bv,
Orr = -p + 2p-gp, (A3 1.5)

(A3 1.6)

Ge8--p+2p(^+ ^^), (A3 1.7)

(A3 1.8)
_ dVy

^zz = -p + (A3 1.9)
.dvy dVf^

(A3 1.10)
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Differential Operators Used in the Equation of Motion of a Pipe.

[ Dd-m ] -

9 92 (1-v) 92 9^, p(l+n) 9^
2 ae2

fl+v) 92

Rv 9x

R:
9x98

9Rv 9x

3025

A_
90

9
90

[l+liV4+n2|^]

(A3 1.11)

92 92where V'^ = V2v2, v2 = r2^^ + q2 = rR2(l-v2)a)2/E, E is Young's modulus, 

the Poisson's ratio, r the density of material.

t ®mod ]

XlAO 92 
^ 2 ae^i

0

0

|rZ(1-v)

9x290 90^

921+2
90^

(A3 1.12)
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APPENDIX 3.2, Derivation of the Stream Function.

When the coefficient of viscosity of the fluid is considered constant, the Navier-Stokes 
equation can be expressed in the following form,

DV 1
Dt

Vp + ^ V(V.V) + VgV^V (A3 2.1)

for an incompressible fluid with constant viscosity, equation (A3 2.1) becomes.

^''^ = _lvp+Vo
PDt

where

"Ct* ~ "dF (V*V)V

(A3 2.2)

(A3 2.3)

in cylindrical coordinates, the velocity of the fluid is

V = Vr r 4- Vg 6 + Vz z (A3 2.4)

The correction term (V*V)V is second order in the fluid velocity [3.48]^ and therefore, if V 

is small (as it often is for sound waves), equation (A3 2.3) can be expressed as its first 
order of approximation,

DV av
Dt ~ at

avThe term ^ is denoted as the local contribution of acceleration in non-steady flow. And

the term (V-V)V is the convective contribution due to translation. In fact, when oscillatory 

motion in a viscous fluid is considered, the term (V-V)V should again be negligible. Let I 

be the order of magnitude of the dimension of the oscillating body. In the case of pipe 
vibrating with fluid, / is the diameter of the pipe, and / = d, where /» 5, and

6 = "n/^ VQ (0 (A3 2.5)
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where 5 is called the depth of penetration of the wave. The amplitude of the oscillations 
should be small in comparison with the dimensions of the body:

/ 2 CO » Vq and u «/ (A3 2.6)

where co = circular frequency,
u = amplitude of the displacement of the vibrating body.

In this case, it should be noticed, the Reynolds number need not be small. The above 
inequality is obtained by estimating the magnitude of (V'V)V. The operator (V-V) denotes 
differention in the direction of the velocity. Near the surface of the body, however, the 
velocity is nearly in the tangential direction and the velocity changes appreciably only over 
distances of the order of the dimension of the body. Hence

(V'V)V ~ V2// ~ u2 0)2// .

Since the velocity itself is of the order of uco. The derivative 9V/9t, however, is of the 
order of vo) ~ uco2. Comparing these, it is seen that

(V.V)V « 9V/9t (A3 2.7)

If u «/, the terms 9V/9t and Vq V2V are then easily seen to be of the same order.

By introducing the vector of vorticity, curl Q.,

a = - V2\j/ (A3 2.8)

and from (A3 2.2) the pressure can be eliminated for two dimensional flow, we obtain

= Vo V^O. (A3 2.9)

Considering equation (A3 2.7), we have

^ = V„V20 (A3 2.10)
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or
^ V^\j/ = 0

y2(^2y _ — — — Q

(A3 2.11)

(A3 2.12)

Equation (A3 2.12) can be expressed as

V2v = 0
V2¥-—V = 0

"0

(A3 2.13a) 

CA3:L13b)

To solve equation (A3 2.13a), let xj/have the form

X|/ = Xjr(r) sin (n0) exp |j(mt - kzz)] (A3 2.14)

For two dimensional flow

= 0 (A3 2.15)

This is the Euler equation. When n > 0, its solution is

X|f(r) = Ar" + Br" (A3 2.16)

Equation (A3 2.13b) is the standard Bessel equation, so that the solutions of (A3 2.13a,b)
are

X|/(r) = Ar" + Br" + CIn(kr) + DKn(kr) (A3 2.17)

where A, B, C, D are constants and n = circumferential wave number, 
In(kr), Kn(kr) = modified first and second order Bessel functions,
k2 = kz2 4-j oVVo,
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kg = axial wavenumber, 
CO = circular frequency.
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APPENDIX 3.3 Deduction of the Velocity Profile between Two Pipes and
the Loss Factor of the System.

Radial and tangential velocities of pumping flow can be expressed as

Vr = - [ Ar" + Br" + C In(kr) + D Kn(kr)] (A3 3.1)

Ve = -A(ni«-1) + B[nr(»+1)] - Ck M Kn'(kr) (A3 3.2)

where

A,B,C,D = constants,
In» Kn = modified first and second order Bessel functions.

(A3 3.3)

(A3 3.4)

where ^=4n^ 
z=kr.

Using Taylor’s theorem as

f(z) = S bm(Z-a)m, 
m=0

bm =^f('")(a),

m = 0,1,-

here , let m-2, and the function f(z) is expanded as a second order senes.

if the function f(z) is a Bessel function In(z) or Kn(z) and is expanded at the point r=r%, let

z=k(ri + y)
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then
ff(z) = f(kri) + f (kri)(z-ri) + -j (kTi)(z-ri)2

= f(kri) + f(kri)y + ^^^y2 (A3. 3.5)

when ri is fixed f(z) is the only function of y and where

y = 0 ~ h.

By using

n VIn'(kz) = ^ln(kz) + kln+i(kz)
nlcKn'(kz) = ^ Kn(kz) - k Kn+i(kz)

(A3. 3.6) 

(A3. 3.7)

Equations (A3. 3.3) and (A3. 3.4) can be rewritten as

In(kr) = In(kri) Hi(y) + In+i(kri) H2(y) + In+2(kri) H3(y) (A3. 3.8)
Kn(kr) = Kn(kri) Hi(y) - Kn+i(kri) H2(y) + Kn+2(kri) H3(y) (A3. 3.9)

where
Hi(y) = 1 +n^ + ^n(n-l) (^)2 

H2(y) = ky[l+ j (2n+l) (^)]

By this expression,

InOaOl^^) = InOaj!),

Kn(kr)|y=o = Kn(kri),

In(kr) !>r=h = InOcTi),

= In(kri) Hi(h) + I»+i(kri) H2(h) + In+2(kri) H3(h),

Kn(kr) = Kn(kr2),
= Kn(kri) Hi(h). Kn+i(kri) H2(h) + Kn+2(kri) H3(h),
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where
In(kri) and K,^(kr|) can be written as the form of

Vkri) = e^Ti
^ 27ikr;

LFn(kri),

^n+i(kri)
ekri

:Fn+i(kri),
2r:kri

Kn(kri)
7t

2kri
e-kTi Gn(kri),

Kn+i(kri)
71

2kr:
Gn+i(kri),

or In+i = qi Fn+i(kri),

^n+i 92 Gfi+i(krj),

where

qi
ek^i

a/ 27rkri

92 =
71

2kri
e-kri_

F„{kri)= {l-|- +%-l , R4)K-9)R-25)
8kri 2! (8kri)2 3! (8kri)3

+ ... I ,

Gn(kri) - i 1+ - 3! (gkri)3 -

In the computing procedure, there is an ill conditioned point when using a very large value 
of qi or small value of q2. To overcome this difficulty, ±e following deduction is used.
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The equation of motion (equation 3.26) of a double pipe system is

As Bessel functions are only in the matrices of Cij and ay, [Cy] and [ay] are written as

V2 W2F = 0 (A3. 3.10)

[a.,] .

[cii] =

" an ai2 qia'i3 q2a'i4

a2l a22 qla'23 q2a'24

asi ^32 qi3'33 q23'34

— ^41 342 qia'43 qia 44 -

Cl2 qic'i3 q2c'i4

C21 C22 qiC'23 q2C'24

C31 C32 qtC'33 q2C'34

— ^41 C42 qiC'43 q2c'44 —

{A3. 3.11)

(A3. 3.12)

where
q/ c'y = Cy,

q/ &'ij = ay, 

j=3,4, Z =1,2.

in which the qiFjj(kr) and q2Gn(kr) are substituted for In(kr) and Kn(kr).

[ay]-l = [Ay]/|ay|
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All A21 A41

A12 A22 '

Ai3

— A14 A44

CA3. 3.13)

aij

^11 ^12 qi^l] 92^14 

^21 ^22 qia'23 92^24 

^31 ^32 91^33 92^34 

^41 ^42 qia'43 92^44

9192

an ai2 a'i3 a'14

• . . a 44

0\3. 3.14)

All = 9192

a^^ a24

a32 "

' ' a^4

^12 = 9192

a23 a24 

a31 '

' ' a^4
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%1 ^22 ^24 (^2 &23

Ai3= 02 ^31 ' Ai4=-qi agi '

' a'44

so that

L

qi

q2

^12

A'i3

A'i4

All

A22

A.41

q2
A'44

!^2 a 13 a 14

3- 44

(A3. 3.15)

Cli C12 qic'i3 qic'i^"
All A21 ' A41 3diaq2a'l3^14

C21 C22 qic'23 02^24

C31 C32 qic'33 q2C'34

A12

A'13/Oi

A22 ' / ' . .

-C41 C42 qic'43 02644- - A'14/02 ' ' A'4^q2_ a 44

CA3. 3.16)

The terms q] and q2 are cancelled in the equation for [cjj] [auj'^.
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Rewrite equation (3.24) of chapter 3 as

[ABCD]T=ja)[aij]-l[ vi V2 W2]T CA3. 3.17)

substitute (A3. 3.17) for (A3. 3.1) and (A3. 3.2), and let =1, then

Vr =
n

ri + y [trt] N-' 0\3. 3.18)

VeriteJ hFp-#]"
0\3. 3.19)

where

[tri] = kl 42 qi43 qiW]

[l0l] = [t01 t02 qri03 Q2I04]

ra Wii.p ra w^ ^ 
LatJ-LAt^at atJ'at at at

a wi a V2 a W2 , .. . .“at ’~at ’“at ^ velocities of pipes.

Obviously, the terms of qj and q2 can be cancelled in the velocity profiles V, and Vg.

The stresses can also be obtained as

CA3. 3.20)

x.e = MN-i (A3. 3.21)
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and then loss factor can be easily calculated from equation (3.33).

Loss factor

n = EdissipaW
Etotal

where energy dissipated is

Edissipated —
rr2 rin

(0

ri ^ 0

rL

'0 '0
|i[2(err^+ee02) + ere^] dtdz rdGdr

Total energy in the system is

L2tt 2
Etotal = 2 P J J XhiRi,t,“ n#)" • dzd8

0 0

ri L2ti
+ 2P0 J J j + Vr^) rd0 drdz

riO 0

Err
8Vr

WV^'T'-

Eir =An(n-l) r»-2.Bn(n+l)r'(n+2)+c[p I^^kr) - ^In(kr)]+D[^n'(kr)- 3K^Ckr)] 

608 =An(n-l)rn-2+Bn(n+l)r -("+2)+c[:% In(kr)- p rn(kr)]4.D[-^Kn(kr) - p K'n(kr)]
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Eri) =-An(n-l)i"-2-Bn(n+l)r ■("+2)+c[-i I„(kr)+ ~ r„(kr)-r'„(kr)]

+D[-iK„(kr) + i K'„(kr)-K"„(kr)]

where

rn(z) = %^.

K'n(z)
aKn(z)

dz ’

z = kr.
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Appendix 3.4: Flow Chart of the Computer Program for predicting the 
Loss Factor of the Double Pipe Damping System.
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APPENDIX 6. Design of an acoustic horn. 

The basic equation of an acoustic hom is ^29];

where
p = the pressure of sound in the acoustic hom, 
X = distance of axis from the throat of hom, 
c = speed of sound.

The plane wave solution is

p = |y'je-jWc)(tx-ct) (A 6.2)

where
B = constant,
y = radius of hom at distance of x, 
X = transmissibility,

V 1 -

©c = cut off frequency,
Cj, = the flare constant,

for an exponential hom, the radius of the hom is

y = yo exp (C), x/2) (A 6.3)

where yo = radius of throat at x = 0. 

Section area is

S = So exp (Chx) (A 6.4)

where So = it (2y)^. 

Sound pressure is
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P - Po expj^-^ - (TX -ct) (A 6.5)

Particle velocity is

V = ■

POC
'C -J CO

(A 6.6)

and resistance rate is

Ra = pgc A / 1 - ^ ^
(A 6.7)

radiated power is.

PA = ^VSoPoC-^T

CO
(A 6.8)

If the radii of the throat and the mouth of horn are yg and yj respectively, the length of 

the horn can be written as

L = ^ln^
Ch yo (A 6.9)

and from equation (A 6.3), the profile of the horn can be determined.

For cut off frequency of 500 Hz, 2yo = 25.4 mm and 2yi = 211 mm, the designed 

length of horn is 580 mm.
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